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Abstract:

Ground-based gauge instrumentation enables a high altimetric accuracy with high temporal res-

olution, but for a point location only. However, the number of gauge instruments is decreasing

worldwide due to high maintenance costs. Global Positioning System-Reflectometry (GPS-R)

reveals new perspectives for water level monitoring, since water surfaces show a high reflec-

tivity for the GPS L-band signal. To test the possibility of using this innovative technique as

a gauge instrument, two field campaigns were conducted in Vietnam, in February 2012 and

March 2013 respectively, within the Water related Information system for the Sustainable De-

velopment Of the Mekong delta (WISDOM) project. As the use of phase observations has the

potential to offer more accurate results, a new generation of GNSS Occultation, Reflectometry

and Scatterometry (GORS) receiver has been successfully tested. Several reflection traces on

the 150 m wide Can Tho River section have been recorded.

GPS-R phase-based altimetry implies continuous coherent phase observations. Due to the

high sampling rate of the recorded data (200 Hz), a new automated algorithm, based on an

ellipse fitting, is proposed to extract coherent phase observations. A hit rate of 82% could be

reached. To test the geometrical impact of the antenna position on quality and quantity of the

recorded coherent observations, two different antenna heights were used. For the first time, a

detailed analysis of the recorded observations was performed and correction techniques were

developed and applied. The results of the analysis show that the roughness of the water sur-

face, caused primarily by ship traffic, had a major influence on loss of coherency. Additionally,

the surroundings of the antennas and the river geometry restrict the use of reflection events

within the interval of 3 to 29 deg. The analysis also showed the presence of multipath effects

other than the water surface in the direct and the reflected signals, thus deteriorating the re-

sults. A phenomena that was already found in other research activities but not resolved. These

multipath effects are mitigated and filtered based on an adjusted Empirical Mode Decomposi-

tion Method showing an improvement of several centimetres in the obtained water level results.

The data also reveals the strong presence of cycle slips that distort the results, so that a prepro-

cessing of the data is mandatory. A cycle slip detection strategy was therefore proposed. The

challenge here, was to develop an algorithm based on GPS L1 observations only as they form

95% of the coherent phase observations. The detected cycle slips reveal a strong correlation

with the surroundings of the antennas.

To extract water level changes, a Least-Squares method is used. As the accuracy of the ex-

tracted altimetric heights are strongly dependent on the accurate calculation of the geometrical

excess paths between the direct and the reflected signal, effort was made to analyse the impact

of systematic errors that influence the signals. For this purpose, different tropospheric correc-

tion strategies are compared, showing that atmospheric height layer and total zenith delay have

to be precisely calculated. Additionally, the impact of the mostly ignored phase wind-up effects

in GPS-R applications is underlined. As the recorded coherent phase observations are ambigu-
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ous, an ambiguity fixing strategy for different satellite redundancy is proposed. Mostly, only L1

coherent phase observations from a single satellite are present. The most challenging problem

in this case arises due to the lack of redundancy and slowly changing satellite geometry. In this

case, water level heights within the set goal of decimetre level of accuracy can be calculated

with an interval of 10 min. In the most desirable case, with the presence of more than one

satellite tracked simultaneously, water level heights could be estimated at the centimetre level

of accuracy.

To test the general applicability of the proposed algorithm, recorded observations during a mea-

surement campaign, conducted 2014 within the Programme Marocco-Allemand de Recherche

Scientifique (PMARS) project in Midelt, Morocco, were used. The obtained results within

the decimetre level of accuracy, underline the applicability of the proposed algorithm to other

ground and phase-based GPS-R altimetry applications.

All the obtained results are verified by comparing them with tide gauge measurements in the

vicinity of the antennas.
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Zusammenfassung:

Bevölkerungswachstum und Klimawandel haben tiefgreifende Veränderungen im Mekong Delta,

einer natürlichen Ressource für Millionen von Einwohnern, verursacht. Eine dieser Verän-

derungen betrifft das zunehmende Auftreten extremer Hochwasserereignisse. Um das Leben

der Menschen, insbesondere in den Küstenbereichen, während solcher Ereignisse zu schützen,

ist es von großer Bedeutung, die Wasserstandshöhe in diesen Bereiche kontinuierlich zu über-

wachen. Standardmäßig kommen dafür Pegelmessstationen zum Einsatz. Sie ermöglichen

die Bestimmung der Wasserstandhöhe mit großer Genauigkeit und hoher zeitlichen Auflö-

sung. Ein Nachteil dieser Methode liegt in der lediglich punktuellen Verfügbarkeit von Mess-

werten. Aufgrund steigender Wartungskosten wird die Anzahl der Messstationen ferner kon-

tinuierlicher verringert. Eine zukunftsträchtige Alternative stellt die Global Positioning System-

Reflectometry (GPS-R) dar, da Wasseroberflächen eine hohe Reflektivität für GPS L-band Si-

gnale zeigen. Im vergleich zur Codebeobachtungen, haben Phasenbeobachtungen das Poten-

zial, genauere Ergebnisse zu liefern, ihre Kohärenz und Kontinuität vorausgesetzt. Um die

Möglichkeit des Einsatzes eines darauf beruhenden Verfahrens als Pegelmessinstrument zu

prüfen, wurden zwei 14-tägige Messkampagnen, im Februar 2012 und im März 2013, im

Mekong-Delta durchgeführt. Dabei kam eine neue Generation von GNSS Occultation, Re-

flectometry and Scatterometry (GORS)-Empfänger zum Einsatz. Mit ihnen konnten erfolgreich

mehrere Reflexionsspuren auf dem 150 m breiten Can Tho River registriert werden.

Um eine Aussage über den Einfluss der Antennenposition auf Qualität und Quantität der regis-

trierten kontinuierlichen, kohärenten Phasenbeobachtungen treffen zu können, wurden zwei

unterschiedliche Antennenhöhen verwendet. Die Ergebnisse der Analyse zeigen, dass haupt-

sächlich die Rauheit der Wasseroberfläche, in erster Linie verursacht durch den Schiffsverkehr,

für den Verlust der Kohärenz der Phasenbeobachtungen verantwortlich ist. Bedingt durch die

hohe Datenrate, ein neuer Algorithmus zur automatisierte Extraktion von kohärente Phasen-

beobachtungen wird vorgestellt. Dabei zeigt die Analyse der Ergebnisse eine Übereinstim-

mung von 82%. Die Analyse zeigte ferner die Präsenz von Mehrwegeffekten, hervorgerufen

durch Reflexionen an anderen Objekten als der Wasseroberfläche. Dieses bereits in anderen

Veröffentlichungen festgestellte Phänomen stellt weiterhin eine offene Fragestellung dar. In

der vorliegenden Arbeit werden diese Effekte durch die Anwendung einer adaptierten Ver-

sion der empirischen Modenzerlegung Empirical Mode Decomposition reduziert, was zu einer

deutlichen Erhöhung der Genauigkeit bei der Bestimmung der Wasserstandhöhen führt. Des

Weiteren kann durch die Analyse der Daten das Vorhandensein einer Vielzahl von Phasen-

sprüngen und deren hohes Maß an Korrelation mit der Umgebung der Antenne nachgewiesen

werden. Da die Phasensprünge zu erheblichen Genauigkeitsverlusten führen, ist deren De-

tektion von großer Bedeutung. Die Herausforderung im Rahmen dieser Arbeit besteht dabei

in der Entwicklung eines dafür geeigneten Algorithmus, der allein auf GPS L1 Beobachtungen

basiert, da diese 95% der kohärente Phasenbeobachtungen ausmachen.
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Um den Höhenunterschied zwischen Empfänger und Wasseroberfläche zu bestimmen, wird

eine Ausgleichungsrechnung nach der Methode der kleinsten Quadrate durchgeführt. Da die

Genauigkeit des geschätzten Höhenunterschieds von der Genauigkeit der berechnete Entfer-

nungsdifferenz zwischen dem direkten und dem reflektierten Signal abhängig ist, muss der

Einfluss von systematischen Fehlern, die die Signale beeinflussen, minimiert werden. Für

diesen Zweck, werden zum einen verschiedene Strategien für die Korrektur des durch die Tro-

posphäre verursachten Fehlers verglichen, wobei gezeigt wird, dass atmosphärische Höhen-

schicht und die Gesamtzenitverzögerung genau berechnet werden müssen. Zum anderen

werden die Einflüsse des Phase Wind-up sowie von Antennenphasenzentrumsvariationen und

-offset analysiert und entsprechende Korrekturverfahren vorgestellt. Für eine erfolgreiche Be-

stimmung der Wasserstandshöhe ist neben der Korrektur systematischer Fehler die korrekte

Festsetzung der Mehrdeutigkeiten in den Phasenbeobachtungen erforderlich. Die Besonder-

heit bei der Lösung dieser Aufgabe besteht im Rahmen dieser Arbeit darin, dass größten-

teils nur L1 Phasenbeobachtungen von jeweils einem einzelnen Satelliten zur Verfügung steht.

Die Herausforderung ergibt sich in diesem Fall aus der fehlenden Redundanz an Beobachtun-

gen, sodass eine Auflösung der Mehrdeutigkeiten allein auf Basis der sich langsam ändernden

Geometrie der Satelliten Konstellation realisiert werden muss.

Als Ergebnis dieser Arbeit kann festgehalten werden, dass unter diesen Voraussetzungen die

Bestimmung der Wasserstandhöhen mit einer Auflösung von 10 Minuten und einer Genauigkeit

im dm-Bereich möglich ist. Es konnte ferner gezeigt werden, dass bei gleichzeitigem Vor-

liegen von Daten mehrerer Satelliten Genauigkeiten im cm-Bereich erzielt werden können.

Während die größtenteils nicht vorhandene Redundanz den Hauptgrund für die eingeschränkte

Genauigkeit darstellt, liegt dieser für die fehlende Kontinuität in dem häufig auftretenden Verlust

der Kohärenz der Phasenbeobachtungen.

Darüber hinaus, wurde die Methode auf Daten einer in 2014 durchgeführte Messung in Midelt,

Marokko, angewandt, um die allgemeine Anwendbarkeit des entwickeltes Algorithmus zu über-

prüfen. Die dabei erreichten Genauigkeiten bei der Wasserstandmessung im dm-Bereich,

zeigen die Anwendbarkeit des entwickelten Algorithmus auf andere phasen- und grundbasierte

GPS-R Anwendungen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over recent decades, the global challenge for Earth and environmental research has been tack-

ling problems such as the growing vulnerability of countries to natural events, risks related to

climate changes and the shortage of usable land, resources and energy sources resulting from

rapid population growth, industrialisation and changes in ecosystems and air quality affecting

the natural function of human life. The central challenges of the 21st century are thus to develop

strategies for the prevention and management of natural hazards and climate change, and to

find the right balance for a sustainable and efficient use of geo- and ecosystems. One ascer-

tained consequence of Global climate change is the sea level rise (Wassmann et al., 2004) that

in turn causes an increase in extreme flood events. The United Nations stated that more people

died due to floods than due to any other natural hazard and that they cause the most economic

damage (Long and Trong, 2001), especially in developing or least developed countries where

inadequate coverage of flood warning and monitoring systems exist (Grasso, 2012). One of

these countries is Vietnam. Each year, half of the Vietnamese Mekong Delta area is inundated

during the flood season causing extreme economic damage (Danh and Mushtaq, 2011).

Between 2007 and 2014, a German Vietnamese WISDOM research project was conducted.

The goal of the project, funded by the German Federal Ministry of Education and Research

(BMBF) and the Vietnamese Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST), is to develop an

information system containing hydrologic, ecologic, and sociologic data to support and assist

planners and authorities for an optimized regional planning of water and land resources (Geb-

hard et al., 2008). As observational data is an essential component of this information system,

the focus of this thesis is to investigate the possibility of using the innovative phase-based

GPS-R altimetry method as an observation and monitoring technique to derive accurate and

continuous water level measurements of the flood risk area of the Mekong Delta.

Ground-based instrumentation, for example pressure or radar water level gauges, offer high

altimetric accuracy of a few centimetres with high temporal resolution in 15 - 30 minutes, but for

a point location only, which restricts its use for large rivers (Apel et al., 2010) like the Mekong

Delta. Additionally, the maintenance of this instrumentation is cost-intensive, therefore the

number of ground-based networks for the monitoring of water level is decreasing worldwide

(Grasso, 2012).
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16 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

For several years the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) has not only been solely used

for positioning tasks but also widely spread in geoscientific research fields. From the satellite to

the receiver, the signal traverses through different atmospheric layers. An appropriate analysis

of these signals has contributed immensely to the development of accurate ionospheric and tro-

pospheric models that in turn are of great importance to ameliorate weather models. Currently,

there are more than 75 GNSS satellites in orbit. Their deployment enables the reception of at

least 4 signals simultaneously everywhere on Earth and at any time. Therefore, GNSS signals

are an ideal tool for remote sensing and Earth observation. These properties have promoted

for a new research field called Global Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R).

This time, it is not the propagation properties of the signal through the atmosphere that are

analysed but rather the reflection of the signal on the surface of interest, for example water,

ice, snow or wet soils. Here the idea is to use the scattered signals to estimate characteristics

of the reflecting surface such as roughness, dielectric properties or height, from which geo-

physical parameters such as ocean surface wind intensity and direction, sea ice stages, soil

moisture and vegetation growth can be deduced. The focus of this thesis is the determination

of altimetric water level.

As with in GNSS positioning, two GNSS-R altimetry methods exist: a code-based method and

a phase-based method. In the first case, the altimetric excess range with respect to the direct

Line-Of-Sight (LOS) (caused by the reflection), is measured through the delay between the

recorded code of the reflected signal and the code of the direct one. This delay corresponds to

the range between the peaks of the two correlation functions. By using the Coarse/Acquisition

code (C/A-code), the range can only be measured within the smallest chip unit, mostly 0.1 chip

(Van Dierendonck et al., 1992), restricting the achievable accuracy at meter level (Martín-Neira

et al., 2001). An alternative offers the use of the Precision code (P-code). Due to the smaller

chip width, a centimetre level of accuracy can be achieved (Lowe et al., 2002). In this thesis,

the phase-based approach is applied for observing water reflected Global Positioning System

(GPS) signals. The main observable is the altimetric excess range that is derived by using the

observed phase delay between the direct and the reflected signals which can be measured

within millimetre of precision. Several research have been done on this topic reaching the

centimetre level of accuracy. However, these results are mostly reached under a free view

of the water level surface allowing the use of a large elevation angle range. In contrast, the

geometry of the observed 150 m large river section within this thesis restrict the elevation range

strongly leading to a reduction of the observable reflected signals. Second, a high number of

coherent phase observations are available. Due to the surrounding of the used antenna and the

high roughness of the sensed water surface, a high loss of coherent observations is observed.

These two factors, lead to a reduction of the number of simultaneously observed satellites, so

that mostly only L1 phase observations are available to estimate the water level height. Another

challenge is to correct all systematic errors that the signal contains after passing the Earth’s

atmosphere. One of the key tasks of this thesis is to discuss these effects systematically. As a

result, the appropriate models are ultimately selected.

The surrounding of the antenna and the geometry of the observed river section increased the

number of cycle slips and multipath effects present in the observations. Undetected cycle slips
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lead to an error in the water level height estimation of several then a metres. Uncorrected

multipath effects, mostly ignored in other proposed research, show an error of several centime-

tres. Thus, another task of the thesis is to develop appropriate algorithms based on L1 phase

observations only for the detection of cycle slips and the isolation of multipath signals. Based

on this analysis, a complete Least-Squares based GPS-R algorithm is presented. Additionally,

as the Mekong Delta is an important mean of transportation for local people and merchandise,

the high number of passing ships increases the roughness of the water surface causing a loss

of phase coherency. This fact will be revealed as the most limiting but uninfluenceable factor

in the proposed method. To highlight this, collected data under smooth water conditions of

a measurement campaign conducted 2014 within the PMARS project in Midelt, Morocco, are

used.

This thesis has the following structure. First an introduction to the theory and definitions be-

hind GPS-R are given in Chapter 2 with some general background information about the GPS,

the GPS signal structure, the GPS antenna and the GPS receiver acquisition and tracking

technique. The differences between the two existing GPS-R altimetric methods with their ad-

vantages and disadvantages are presented. Diffuse and specular reflection with their relation

to signal coherency are outlined. Systematic error sources that influence the signals are also

discussed to finally end with the equation of GPS phase observations that are used within this

thesis.

In Chapter 3, the used experimental set-up in Vietnam and Morocco will be presented. In this

chapter, a description of the, specially for GNSS-R applications, modified JAVAD receiver can

also be find.

To benefit from the potential precision of phase-based GNSS-R altimetry, coherent, continuous

and outlier free observations are needed. A loss of observation coherency, a high number of

cycle slips and the presence of reflections other than those coming from the water surface are

observed in the recorded data. All these effects that deteriorate the results, are directly related

to the water surface conditions and objects obstructing the signal in the vicinity of the antenna.

These issues are addressed in Chapter 4. As water irregularities are unpredictable, a new

method is presented in this chapter that enables one to distinguish between coherent and in-

coherent observations showing that 82% of the data could be extracted correctly. Based on the

data analysis, preprocessing strategies are also proposed. In GNSS based positioning, several

algorithms were developed to detect and correct cycle slip events or multipath effects. Con-

cerning the presence of cycle slips, the majority of the proposed approaches involve forming

cycle-slip-sensitive linear combinations of the available code and/or phase observations (Bis-

nath, 2000). However, in the present study, only phase observations are available, therefore a

cycle slips detection method is developed. Regarding multipath effects, the challenge here is

to isolate the reflections of interest from those resulting from objects surrounding the antenna.

The use of the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method is also proposed here.

Based on a Least-Squares (LS) method that offers the advantage to give precision and reli-

ability specification on the extracted unknown parameters, the preprocessed data is used to

extract water level heights in Chapter 5. In recent decades, the functional model of GPS based
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positioning, has been continuously improved (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008; Teunissen and

Kleusberg, 1998; Xu, 2007). Nevertheless, for GPS-R applications the functional model has

to be adapted and contains deficiencies in terms of modelling phase wind-up effects or at-

mospheric propagation delays for low-elevation data. Based on an analysis of the impact of

excess path errors on altimetric determination, the functional model is developed. The ambi-

guity fixing problem suffers under the same conditions as the cycle slips detection. In precise

GPS based positioning, on average seven different satellites are simultaneously observed, and

multi-frequency code and phase observations are available. An overdetermined observation

system is thus available to determinate a single three dimensional position, namely the re-

ceiver position, and to facilitate the fixing of the ambiguity. In GPS-R altimetry, each observed

satellite link represents one reflection height that differs from one reflection point to another. Ad-

ditionally, continuous and simultaneous observations are not always available. It will be shown

in Chapter 5 that this constellation leads to a reduction of the water level height accuracy from

centimetre to decimetre.

The main challenge of this thesis is the development of algorithms for GPS-R phase-based

water surface parameter and water level observation in banks and near-coastal areas. Under

the condition of coherent phase observations, it will be demonstrated that GPS-R could com-

plement conventional altimetric sensors by filling the gap of observation data with an interval of

10 min and with an accuracy at the decimetre level.

However, the method also presents challenges: the phase-based GPS-R technique depends

on the presence of continuous coherent phase observations. As mostly only L1 phase observa-

tions are available and their continuous coherency is mostly restricted to a length of 10 minutes

the ambiguity fixing rely on the geometrical change of the satellites leading to a decimetre level

of accuracy. In the rare cases where coherent observations from several satellites in parallel

are also available, the centimetre level can be reached. The coherency is, as shown by the

comparison of two different measurement campaigns under different water surface conditions,

strongly dependent on the roughness of the water surface. The presented algorithm showed

better results on smooth water surfaces.

Nevertheless, GPS-R is a promising altimetry remote sensing tool, yet it still requires further re-

search to resolve remaining scientific and technical uncertainties especially in the optimization

of receivers and antennas for GPS-R applications.



Chapter 2

Theory and Definitions

The objective of this chapter is to give the reader the necessary theory and definitions behind

the Global Positioning System-Reflectometry (GPS-R) based altimetry which is the focus of this

thesis. But first, the functionality of the GPS system as an instrument for positioning and timing

will be outlined in Section 2.1. This will allow for a better understanding of the GPS-R altimetry

motivation and the exiting processing methods, namely the code and the phase-based, that

are presented in Section 2.2. Within this thesis, the phase-based method is used because

it has the potential to offer results with high accuracy. But one of the mandatory condition

of this method, is the continuous measurement of reflected coherent phase observations. In

Section 2.3.1, the properties of coherent phase observations will be introduced as well as his

relation to specular and diffuse reflection. In Section 2.3.2, the impact of the reflection on the

signal overall electric field will be presented. Until this point of the theory, both methods (GPS

based positioning and GPS-R based altimetry) are intentionally described in their idealised form

ignoring the existing systematic errors that falsify the obtained observations. These errors are

described in Section 2.4 with focus on those systematic errors that are relevant for a GPS-R

based altimetry. For the sake of completeness, the remaining systematic errors sources are

presented in Section 2.4.6. With all this theoretical background, the GPS phase and code

observation equations are given in the last section of this chapter (Section 2.4.7) that will be

the core of the proposed algorithm.

2.1 Fundamentals of the Global Positioning System

As the theory behind GPS is very large, this section aims to concentrate on the relevant fun-

damentals needed within this thesis. For this purpose, Section 2.1.1 introduces the primary

goal of GPS as well as the different segments composing the system. To provide the user with

the necessary informations to solve for their positioning and timing, the used signal structure

is outlined in Section 2.1.2. The following two sections present, in a compact view, the flow of

the transmitted GPS navigation signal from his reception via an antenna till his processing in a

GPS receiver (Section 2.1.3) to finally end as a ranging observation (Section 2.1.4).
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2.1.1 GPS System

The NAVigation Satellite Timing And Ranging (NAVSTAR)-GPS, commonly known as GPS,

is a one way ranging and timing system operated and maintained by the U.S. Department of

Defence. Based on the trilateration principle, its use permits to obtain accurate and continuous

three-dimensional position and velocity information but also highly accurate timing information.

To reach this, the GPS system is composed of the space, the control and the user segment.

The original space segment consists of a nominal constellation of 24 satellites equally-spaced

on six Earth-centred orbital planes with four satellites in each plane, see Xu (2007, pp. 23)

for an illustration. The ascending nodes of the orbital planes are equally spaced by 60 deg.

The orbital planes are inclined by 55 deg with respect to the equator and the GPS satellites

are placed at an altitude of about 20 160 km above the Earth’s surface. This constellation

guarantees a global coverage with four to eight simultaneously observable satellites above

15 deg of elevation at any time of day (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008, chap. 2). In June 2011,

the U.S. Air Force successfully completed a new GPS constellation expansion to improve the

global coverage1. Three of the 24-slots were expanded with a satellite. For this purpose, six

satellites, originally used as system backup to maintain the coverage whenever the baseline

satellites are serviced or decommissioned, were repositioned. As a result, GPS now effectively

operates with a 27-slot satellite constellation. The GPS satellites have a sidereal revolution

period of approximately 11 hours 58 minutes (half a sidereal day) so that the same satellite

configuration is repeated four minutes earlier every day for one and the same location. Each

satellite carries highly accurate and ultra-stable atomic clocks that form the heart of the system

as they produce the fundamental used frequency (Section 2.1.2).

The control segment is comprised of three major components: a Master Control Station (MCS),

ground antennas, and monitoring stations. The MCS, located in Colorado Springs, commands

and controls the GPS satellite constellation, generates and uploads ephemerides and clock

adjustments to the satellites. This task is assisted by 16 monitoring stations that are used to

track the GPS satellites and collect atmospheric data.

Finally, the user segment consists of receivers and processors able to track and proceed the

GPS navigation signals.

A detailed description of the GPS system can be found in Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2008);

Parkinson (1996); Spilker Jr. (1996c).

For the sake of completeness, one has to mention here that five other satellite navigation sys-

tems exist (status July 2015): the Russian GLObal NAvigation Satellite System (GLONASS),

the European Galileo, the Chinese BEIDOU/COMPASS, the Indian Regional Navigation Satel-

lite System (IRNSS) and the Japanese Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS).

1http://www.gps.gov/systems/gps/space
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2.1.2 GPS Signal Structure

The structure of the GPS signal have been selected in order to satisfy several requirements.

First, to get accurate positioning information, the signal frequency should be chosen that way

that atmospheric induced delays can be minimized. Second, since real-time positioning is seek

and it is based on the trilateration principle, simultaneous measurements to different positioned

satellites are required. There is thus a need to identify unambiguously the transmitting satellite

as well as his position during the transmission. Third, no limitation is made on the number of

parallel users (Multi-user system). Finally, different codes are required to provide differential

access to civilian and military/authorized users.

At the time of this thesis, five types, called blocks, of the second generation of GPS satellites

exist (Table 2.1). All of them continuously transmit two carrier Radio Frequencies (RF) in the

L-band (L1 and L2). The use of two frequencies permits to correct for ionospheric induced

delays (Section 2.4.6). Since 2010, the new generation of satellites transmit a third carrier

RF, labelled L5, which is broadcast in a radio band reserved exclusively for safety-of-life sys-

tems, for example aviation safety services and other high-performance applications. All these

frequencies are coherent with a 10.23 MHz atomic clock and have a centre frequency at

L1 � 1575.42 MHz � 154 � 10.23 MHz with a wavelength of 0.1904 m,

L2 � 1227.60 MHz � 120 � 10.23 MHz with a wavelength of 0.2445 m,

L5 � 1176.45 MHz � 115 � 10.23 MHz with a wavelength of 0.2550 m.

These L-band carrier signals are modulated by a binary code, the Pseudo Random Noise

(PRN), that is unique for each satellite. This allows the receiver to identify the transmitting

satellite by correlating the incoming PRN with the internally stored replicas of all possible PRN’s.

The generation of the PRN code relies on a well-defined mathematical method: the Gold Code,

used because of its correlation properties. Indeed, the PRN sequences of each satellite are

nearly orthogonal to each other so that the correlation function exhibits a sharp peak only when

the receiver generated code is aligned with the incoming code from the satellite otherwise the

correlation is nearly zero. This coding method, known as the Code Division Multiple Access

(CDMA), permits all satellites to transmit on the same frequency. Each satellite sends two

different PRN codes: the Coarse/Acquisition code (C/A-code) and the Precision code (P-code).

The C/A-code, designed for the civil user, is a sequence of 1023 bits that are modulated on

the L1 (abbr. L1 C/A) carrier signal frequency. As these bits do not carry any information, they

are commonly called chip. The chipping rate of a complete PRN sequence is 1.023 MHz and

thus repeats periodically each millisecond, so that it has a width of approximately 300 m. Since

2005, a second civilian GPS signal on the L2 radio frequency (abbr. L2C) is broadcast, to

permit users with dual-frequency GPS receivers to correct for the ionospheric induced error

(Section 2.4.6) and so increase their positioning accuracy (Dunn, 2013).

The P-code is restricted to military use and is modulated on the L1 (abbr. L1P) and on the L2

(abbr. L2P) carrier signal with a chipping rate of 10.23 MHz. It has thus a ten times higher
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resolution than the C/A-code and thereby the determination of the pseudoranges can be done

more precisely (de Jonge, 1998). The code length is slightly longer than 38 weeks. However

the actual length is one week as the code is reset every week (Tsui, 2005, chap. 5.4).

Block IIA Block IIR Block IIR(M) Block IIF GPS III

1990 - 1997 1997 - 2004 2005 - 2009 2010 Now in production

L1 C/A L1 C/A L1 C/A L1 C/A L1 C/A

L1P/L2P L1P/L2P L1P/L2P L1P/L2P L1P/L2P

L2C L2C L2C

L5 L5

4 operational 12 operational 7 operational 8 operational

Table 2.1: GPS Block satellites. Status on January 2016.

The L-band frequencies are also used to broadcast the navigation data which is a 50 Hz binary-

coded and time-tagged message. It contains information on the transmitting time, the satellite

health status, and ephemeris parameters, permitting the user receiver to calculate position,

velocity, time, and ionospheric corrections.

To modulate all these binary data onto the carriers, the Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)

technique is used. Thereby, only one sinusoid is taken as basis function. The modulation itself

is achieved by varying the phase of the basis function in dependency of the chip.

More detailed information on the GPS signal structure can be found in Spilker Jr. (1996b);

ICD-GPS-200D (2010); Misra and Enge (2011, chap. 2); Doberstein (2012).

2.1.3 Basic Architecture of a GPS Receiver

Now that the goal and the signal structure of GPS have been defined, the basic architecture

with the various components of a GPS receiver will be presented in the next two subsections

(Figure 2.1). However, as the signal processing is the core of the GPS receiver, an extra section

will be dedicated to this subject (Section 2.1.4).

GPS Antenna

The first component is an antenna that receives the GPS RF signals. An antenna is an im-

portant part of any wireless communication system as it converts the electronic signals into

Electromagnetic (EM) waves optimally. The radiation, the polarization of the EM waves, and

the frequency band define the antenna design.

The L-band transmitting antenna of a GPS satellite are pointing to the Earth’s centre with a

one sided beam angle of 21.3 deg for the L1 and 23.4 deg for the L2 band (Spilker Jr., 1996a,

pp. 84-86). This permits to illuminate the complete Earth’s surface in view of the satellite.

Furthermore, as it is desirable to receive signals from different satellites with similar strength,
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Figure 2.1: Simplified schematic representation of the elements composing a GPS receiver.
The weak GPS signals, received by an antenna, are amplified by a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA).
A reference oscillator provides time and frequency reference used in the frequency synthe-
sizer to generate Numerically Controlled Oscillator (NCO)s and clocks. The NCOs produced
frequencies are mixed with the amplified RF to down-convert the signal to an analogue Inter-
mediary Frequency (IF). These are then converted into digital IF by an Analogue-to-Digital
Converter (ADC) that is used in the signal processing step.

the beam is slightly weaker at the centre. This in turn means for the GPS receiving antenna,

that it should be able to receive a maximum number of signals and thus cover a wide spatial

angle. But, as the transmitted signals come from the top side of the antenna, it should ideally

only cover one half of the hemisphere thus from the zenith to the horizon for all azimuths.

However, in GNSS positioning, an antenna should also be able to reject or minimize reflections

coming from the ground upon the antenna from below (Section 2.4.5). This can be controlled

by the polarization design of the antenna.

The polarization of EM waves is defined as the locus traced by the extremity of the time-varying

electric field vector E (vectors will be written in bold within this thesis), at a fixed observation

point (Ilcev, 2005). Depending on the shape of this trace, three types of polarization exist:

linear, circular and, elliptical. Furthermore, depending on the relation between the direction of

propagation and the direction of observation, it is then distinguished as right-handed (clockwise)

or left-handed (counter-clockwise) polarisation.

Concerning the GPS signals, they are transmitted as Right Hand Circular Polarized (RHCP).

Essentially, to reduce polarization changes associated with Faraday rotation due to free elec-

trons in the ionosphere (Flock, 1987). The polarization of a reflected or refracted EM wave in

dependency of the reflecting surface properties and the incident angle wave may changes to

Left Hand Circular Polarized (LHCP) (Section 2.3.2). To exclude to the greatest possible extent

these undesirables signals (the reflected ones), a RHCP antenna is commonly used as it has a

higher gain for the direct signals and a lower gain for the reflected LHCP signals. Additionally,

if a ground reflection occurred, the direction of the incoming signal is known (from the ground),

that is why the antenna have a low back lobe. In contrast, in GNSS-R applications, we are

especially interested in reflected signals mostly arriving from low elevations. Thus a LHCP or a

combination of LHCP/RHCP antennas are used.

Finally, if all frequencies are used, the antenna can either have a wide bandwidth covering the

entire frequency range or have different narrow bands that cover the desired frequency range.

Narrow bandwidths can be used to avoid interference in between the selected bands.
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GPS Receivers

Through an RF front-end, the received GPS signals of all satellites in view are amplified to a

proper amplitude by a Low Noise Amplifier (LNA). Sometimes a bandpass filter is set between

the antenna and the LNA in order to filter out the interfering signals in adjacent frequency bands

by decreasing the bandwidth of the received signal. The reference oscillator, that has a key

function in the receiver, provides time and frequency reference. This is used in the frequency

synthesizer from which Numerically Controlled Oscillators (NCO) and clocks are derived. To be

able to work with the incoming signal, the frequency of around 1.5 GHz is down-converted to an

Intermediary Frequency (IF), typically around 80 MHz, which is obtained by mixing frequencies

generated by the NCOs with the amplified RF (Eissfeller, 1997). After these steps, the analogue

IF signal is converted into digital IF using an Analogue-to-Digital Converter (ADC). These

digitized IF signals are now ready to be processed by each of the N correlation channels of the

receiver (Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006, chap. 5). A modern geodetic receiver has at least 12 such

channels.

2.1.4 GPS Signal Processing

Signal processing is the core of a GPS receiver as it permits the user to get access to the

necessary information contained in the GPS signals to perform a navigation solution or other

applications function. For this purpose, first an acquisition and tracking process in the code and

carrier dimension is started.

Acquisition

The basic idea of the acquisition process is to despread the input signal and find the carrier

frequency and code phase. Indeed, the modulation of the C/A-code on the carrier frequency

spreads the total signal power over a wide bandwidth making the signal virtually undetectable

unless the C/A-code with the correct phase is found. For this purpose, the receiver correlates

the incoming IF signal with receiver-generated delayed replicas of the C/A-code for all possible

satellites (Figure 2.2).

The search step depends on the desired power density loss due to misaligned spreading code

phases. The typical step for GPS is 0.1 chip. Concerning the length of the used signal, the

navigation data is 20 ms or 20 C/A-codes long. If there is a navigation data transition, it will

spread the spectrum which will degrade the acquisition result. Thus, the appropriate length of

the data has to be selected. Since the C/A-code is 1 ms long, it is reasonable to perform the

acquisition on at least 1 ms of data. However, a navigation data phase transition can occur.

Therefore, at least two consecutive data sets should be taken into account. Alternatively, using

a 10 ms long data set ensures that only one data transition can occur (Tsui, 2005, pp. 131-132).

In this case, the power density is improved but the acquisition takes longer.
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Figure 2.2: Simplified schematic representation of the acquisition step. To track and decode the
information contained in the GPS signal, a two dimensional code and frequency search process
is started. The incoming IF is correlated with delayed receiver-generated codes whereat the
Doppler induced shift is considered in parallel. Each alignment is averaged and accumulated
to form a detection statistic that will be largest when the selected code and frequency match
those of the incoming IF signal. Similar block diagram can be found in Weill (2011).

The relative motion of satellite and receiver produces a Doppler frequency shift of the IF and

the C/A-code that has to be accounted for. For a stationary observer, the maximum Doppler

frequency shift due to satellite motion is approximately 5 kHz for the L1 and 4 kHz for the L2

frequencies (Tsui, 2005, pp. 34-38). This causes a Doppler frequency shift on the C/A-code

in the order of 3.2 Hz (Tsui, 2005, pp. 40) for a stationary user. Thus, in addition to the code

search, the receiver also needs to search in the frequency domain.

The frequency search band, generated by a NCO, is divided in frequency bins with the size

depending on the desired integration time and power density loss due to frequency mismatch.

A commonly used Doppler frequency bin size is 500Hz.

Rough information about receiver location and approximate time of day reduce the code and

frequency search space as only expected visible satellites will be investigated and approximate

Doppler ranges can be calculated.

This search process, provides the In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q). For each alignment (carrier

frequency and C/A-code), the signal is coherently averaged over a sufficiently long time period,

typically 1 ms determined by the C/A-code repeat sequence, to build up the power density to a

usable level (Weill, 2011).

The key feature of a coherent averaging process is the timing used to sample the original

signal. Multiple sets of the signal plus noise samples are collected, though the time phase at

the beginning of each sample set is the same (Lyons, 2004).

The accumulated power I2 Q2 is averaged non coherently to form a detection statistic that will

tend to be largest when both the selected code delay and frequency closely match those of the

IF input signal.
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Tracking

Once the signal is detected, the tracking process starts. The main purpose of this step, is to

refine the coarse values of code phase and frequency obtained in the acquisition step, to keep

the replica and the received codes aligned and to correct frequency if a Doppler shift change

occurs. Two coupled loops are used: one loop that tracks the C/A-code referred to as Delay

Lock Loop (DLL) and one loop that tracks the carrier frequency of the IF referred to as Phase

Lock Loop (PLL) (Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: Simplified schematic representation of the Delay and Phase Lock Loop. The NCO
synthesized carrier replica is stripped of the incoming carrier. The obtained I and Q are corre-
lated with three code replicas (Early (E), Prompt (P), Late (L)) and coherently accumulated and
stored. If P is aligned with the incoming signal, a maximum correlation occurs. Any misalign-
ment is fed-back (closed-loop) to the code and phase NCO that accordingly adjusts the code
and the phase replica. A similar diagram can be found in (Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006).

The digital IFs are stripped of the carrier by the NCO synthesized carrier replica to produce

I and Q samples (Kaplan and Hegarty, 2006, chap. 5). The obtained I and Q signals are

then correlated with three different displaced versions of the replica code designed as early

E , prompt P and, late L which are synthesized by the code generator and the code

NCO controlled by the code tracking loop in the receiver processor. E and L are typically

separated in phase by 0.1 chip and P is in the middle (Van Dierendonck et al., 1992). By

integrating the resulting data streams over an integration time interval, maximum of 20 ms,

three In-phase IE , IP , IL and three Quadrature-phase QE ,QP ,QL components are formed.

If the prompt replica code P is aligned with the incoming code phase, it produces a maximum

correlation. Any misalignment produces a difference in the vector magnitude of the early and
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late correlated outputs. Code and phase discriminator are used to compute the mismatch

amount and direction which is fed back (closed loop) to the code and carrier NCO that adjust

accordingly the code and phase replicas to maintain that code, phase and frequency is locked

(Irsigler, 2008). When the signals are properly tracked, the C/A-code and the carrier wave can

be removed from the signal leaving the navigation data bits from which the ephemeris data for

the satellite can be decoded.

Output

Contrary to popular belief, the natural measurements of a GPS receiver are not pseudoranges

but replica code phase and replica carrier Doppler frequency (Ward et al., 2006, pp. 200-219).

Indeed, the replica code phase determined during the tracking process is converted into satel-

lite transmitting time as each chip of the PRN code is linear to the satellite clock time. This is

then used to compute the pseudorange (PR)

PRsati
rcv �tr , te� � c �tr � te� � c �δtr � δte� � δ , (2.1)

where subscript rcv and superscript sati denote the receiver and the i th satellite respectively,

c is the speed-of-light, tr the reception time based on the receiver clock in seconds, te the

emission time based on the satellite clock in seconds, δtr and δte the receiver and satellite

clock errors and δ other systematic errors in meters that influence the signal including noise

(Section 2.4). The de-synchronisation between the satellite and the receiver clocks is the rea-

son why the expression "pseudorange" instead of "range" is commonly used.

The replica carrier Doppler frequency is converted into highly precise integrated carrier Doppler

phase measurements. These are extracted from the carrier tracking loop using a carrier accu-

mulator that consists of the fractional cycle count of the carrier Doppler phase measurement

and the integer cycle count. Indeed, during the first signal tracking, the number of full carrier

waves (cycles) between the receiver and the satellite is unknown and the receiver can only

measure a fraction of the cycle. After this first signal tracking, the receiver starts to count for

the full cycles but the ambiguous number of full cycles during the first signal tracking remains

unknown. This is called ambiguity and has the following three properties. First, it stays constant

as long as no signal interruption has occurred (Section 2.4.4), otherwise the receiver interprets

the interruption as a new signal tracking and thus a new ambiguity occurs. Second, as the

ambiguity is a number of full cycle it has an integer value. Finally, for each receiver satellite link

the integer ambiguity value differs. The carrier phase in cycles is thus

Φsati
rcv �tr� � Φrcv �tr� �Φsati �tr� �Nsati

amb,rcv � δ , (2.2)

where Φrcv denotes the phase of the receiver’s oscillator, Φsati represents the received signal

phase of the i th satellite, Nsati
amb,rcv denotes the ambiguity related to receiver rcv and satellite sati

and δ the systematic errors including noise in cycles.
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The advantage of using phase observations is that the fraction of the cycle can be measured

with a precision better than 1% of the wavelength thus within the millimetre. However, to be

able to take advantage of this precision the ambiguity has to be resolved.

More detailed information can be found in: Kaplan and Hegarty (2006); Tsui (2005).

2.2 GPS as a Remote Sensing Tool

Nowadays, the use of GPS in geosciences is widely recognized, mainly for precise positioning.

Particularly in recent years, GPS has also become a powerful remote sensing tool for the

direct monitoring of geophysical parameters. The most prominent examples are the ground

and space based GPS atmosphere soundings. These techniques are based on the fact that

the GPS signals are delayed, while propagating through the atmosphere. Related atmospheric

data products are currently widely used and can be operated to improve numerical weather

forecasts or for climatological investigations and space weather observation (Wickert et al.,

2009; Arras et al., 2008; Jakowski et al., 2005; Gendt et al., 2004).

Indeed, GPS offers several advantages for remote sensing: the freely available signals are

of high quality (multi-frequency), the measurements are calibration free and the GPS system

have been designed for long term availability and stability. But the most important characteris-

tic is the satellite constellation that allows the continuous tracking of GPS signals transmitted

from various satellites orbiting at different positions simultaneously. Furthermore, if the current

GNSS constellation is considered (status 2015), more than 75 satellites are available: GPS

with 32 operational Medium Earth Orbit (MEO) satellites, GLONASS with 29 MEO transmitters,

Galileo currently with four satellites, planned to be fully operational by 2019 with 30 satellites,

and COMPASS/Beidou-2 currently with 14 spacecraft and foreseen to be fully operational with

30 satellites offering a width global coverage. All these properties makes GNSS an ideal re-

mote sensing tool and essentially is the motivation for the outcome of a new research field

called Global Navigation Satellite System-Reflectometry (GNSS-R). As only GPS signals are

used within this thesis, the focus will be made on the GPS based Reflectometry.

In the following sections, the motivation behind the innovative GPS-R method with his two main

applications will be presented (Section 2.2.1). Although emphasis will be made on the altimetric

application, the field of interest of this thesis, so that a separate section will be devoted to this

subject (Section 2.2.2). The following Section 2.2.3, will then present the two main exiting

methods to extract water level height informations with there pros and cons.

2.2.1 GPS-Reflectometry Motivation

In GPS-R, not the directly transmitted signals play the principal performing role but the reflected

ones received simultaneously from different reflection points on the surface of interest such as

water, ice or wet soils.
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The idea of using reflections to extract information on the reflecting surface, has already been

proposed by Cox and Munk (1954). The method consists of photographing the Sun’s glitter

pattern on the sea surface from an aeroplane and translating the statistics of the glitter into the

roughness of the sea surface for different wind speeds and directions. In 1988, Hall and Cordy

already proposed the use of GPS signals as a multi-static ocean scatterometer, but the decisive

starting point of GNSS-R as a remote sensing tool for ocean altimetry, was given by Martín-

Neira (1993) within the PAssive Reflectometry and Interferometric System (PARIS) project. The

goal was to define a system with the ability to carry out high precision ocean altimetry with high

spatial and temporal resolution to improve mesoscale eddy measurements. Such a system

would offer the possibility to understand ocean circulation on a scale that cannot be resolved

with standard satellite based altimeters. Indeed, satellite altimetry offers a high accuracy of a

few to tens of centimetres for oceans but typically with a repeat period of 10 (OSTM/Jason-2)

to 35 (ERS/ENVISAT) days (Fu et al., 2010) and a spatial resolution of 200 km. In comparison,

GNSS-R has the potential to map the Earth in about a day or two with a spatial resolution of

25 km (Gleason and Gebre-Egziabher, 2009). Since then, intensive theoretical and experimen-

tal work has been completed and tested with different receiver designs at diverse observation

heights and platforms for two main applications namely: scatterometry and altimetry. A good

overview can be found in Wickert et al. (2012).

In the scatterometry stream, methods are developed to recover, for example, the sea state

conditions by determining wind speed and wind direction (Soulat et al., 2004; Garrison and

Katzberg, 2000). Soil dielectric properties and thus the degree of moisture is estimated using

the temporal variation of the reflected signal amplitude (Zavorotny et al., 2010; Larson et al.,

2010). Polarimetric measurements of reflected signals are used in Egido et al. (2012) to ex-

tract soil moisture and vegetation development conditions or sea ice conditions (Fabra et al.,

2012). Larson et al. (2009) showed the possibility of using GNSS-R to measure snow depth. A

good overview of the different experimental results in GNSS-R scatterometry can be found in

Cardellach et al. (2011).

2.2.2 GPS-R Altimetry Principle

The main objective of the GPS-R based altimetry stream, the application used within this the-

sis, is the monitoring of water level heights using GPS reflected signals. When a GPS wave-

front scatters on the Earth’s surface, the reflection process is typically not a point-shaped one.

Depending on surface irregularities (roughness), the elevation angle E and the signal wave-

length, an active scattering region contributes to the total received field called the glistening

zone (Figure 2.4 in grey). The point on the reflecting surface, labelled S in Figures 2.4 and

2.5, that minimizes the Transmitter-Earth-Receiver distance and that satisfies Snell’s Law, i.e.

where the elevation angle E between the direct and the reflected signal with respect to the sur-

face normal are equal, is located at the centre of the glistening zone and is called the specular

point (Gleason and Gebre-Egziabher, 2009, chap. 16). The glistening zone with his spec-

ular point, are the primary surface respectively point of reference for model applications and

measurements.
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Due to the reflection of the GPS signal on the water surface, the reflected signal has to travel

a longer path compared to the direct one. The determination of this excess path (∆ρ, bold line

in Figure 2.4) permits to derive the relative height h between the receiver height Hrcv and the

reflecting surface height HS. For this purpose, two models of different complexity can be used.

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the GNSS-R principle. Two main research field exist:
scatterometry and altimetry. In scatterometry, through the active scattering region called glis-
tening zone (in grey), surface properties can be extracted. In altimetry, the excess geometric
path travelled by the reflected signal compared to the direct one can be modelled in terms of
relative height h between the receiver height Hrcv and the reflecting surface height HS at the
specular point S which is at the centre of the glistening zone.

In the simplified model, a planar Earth is assumed. In this case, the geometric excess path of

the reflected signal ∆ρ can be modelled as

∆ρ 2 Hrcv HS sinE 2h sinE . (2.3)

To calculate the required elevation angle E , the satellite and the receiver position are needed.

The satellite position is computed using the broadcast ephemeris. The receiver position is

taken from the standard navigation output of the receiver.

In the second method, a more complex Earth model is assumed: a spherical one. Following

Martín-Neira (1993); Helm (2008); Roussel et al. (2014), the excess path length ∆ρ has to be

calculated iteratively through the determination of the specular point vector S on a Gaussian

osculating sphere that best fits the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84) ellipsoid and that

fulfils the condition of a specular reflection i.e. the incident angle E equals the reflected one

(Figure 2.5).

To reach this, a system coordinate (x,y) is first defined so that the receiver rcv , the transmitter

sat and the specular point S lie in one plane with the origin defined at the centre of the sphere.
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Figure 2.5: System geometry to calculate the coordinates of the reflection point S. The main
issue is to find the angle γ so that the incident angle θ equals the reflected one. Similar figure
can be found in Martín-Neira (1993)

.

The Gaussian mean radius of the sphere RE is calculated as

RE MN , (2.4)

with M the curvature of the meridian ellipse and N the radius of curvature in the prime vertical

M
a2 b2

a2 cos2 φrcv b2 sin2 φrcv
3

, N
a2

a2 cos2 φrcv b2 sin2 φrcv

, (2.5)

where a respectively b represent the values of the semi-major and semi-minor axis as defined

for the WGS84 ellipsoid in (ICD-GPS-200D, 2010) and φrcv the receiver latitude.

The receiver and satellite position coordinates xrcv ,yrcv and xsat ,ysat respectively, are then

transformed to a system of coordinates xrcv ,yrcv and xsat ,ysat respectively, by rotating the

system around the z-axis with an angle γ and translating the new +x-axis with a distance equal

to the radius of the sphere RE

xrcv

yrcv

cosγ sinγ

sinγ cosγ

xrcv

yrcv

RE

0
,

xsat

ysat

cosγ sinγ

sinγ cosγ

xsat

ysat

RE

0
. (2.6)

To insure that the incident angle equals the reflected one, Snell’s Law is used

xsat

ysat

xrcv

yrcv
. (2.7)
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Substituting Equation (2.6) into Equation (2.7) and setting t tan γ
2 , the following equation is

obtained after some arrangements

c4t4 c3t3 c2t2 c1t c0 0 , (2.8)

with

c0 xsatyrcv ysatxrcv RE ysat yrcv , c1 4 xsatxrcv ysatyrcv 2RE xsat xrcv ,

c2 6 xsatyrcv ysatxrcv , c3 4 xsatxrcv ysatyrcv 2RE xsat xrcv ,

c4 xsatyrcv ysatxrcv RE ysat yrcv .

To calculate the distance between the receiver to the point of specular reflection S as a function

of the elevation of the transmitter above the local horizon, the receiver position rr is defined that

way that it is located along the y-axis at an altitude HS meters above the Earth surface so that

rr
xrcv

yrcv

0

RE Hs

. (2.9)

The position vector of the GPS transmitter rt expressed in terms of the elevation angle E above

the local horizon plane at the receiver location and the angle τ formed by the triangle RTO

(stressed in red in Figure 2.6) is

rt
xsat

ysat

rt cos E τ

rt sin E τ
, (2.10)

with rt is the orbital radius of the transmitter.

Figure 2.6: Geometry used to express the transmitter coordinates as a function of his elevation
above the local horizon. Similar figure can be found in Martín-Neira (1993).
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Using the trigonometric sine formula in the RTO� triangle

sin �π2 �E�
rt

�
sin τ

RE �Hs
,

we finally obtain

����
xsat

ysat

���� �
����

rt cos E
½

1 �
RE�Hs

r2
t

2
cos2 E � �RE �Hs�sin E cos E

rt sin E
½

1 �
�RE�Hs�

2

r2
t

cos2 E � �RE �H�cos2 E

���� . (2.11)

An iterative scheme based on the modified Newton-method is used to solve for a solution of

the angle γ that fulfils the condition of equal angle of incidence θ � 90 �E . With a solution for γ,

the position of the specular reflection point S is

����
xs

ys

���� �
����

RE cosγ

RE sinγ

���� . (2.12)

2.2.3 GPS-R Altimetry Methods

Like in positioning, two different GPS-R methods exit to derive water level heights: the code

and the phase based.

Indeed, the geometric path delay ∆ρ of the reflected signal with respect to the direct one, can

also be expressed in terms of the recording time-delay ∆t between the time-of-arrival of the

direct tdrct and the reflected signal trefl

∆ρ � c∆t � c �trefl � tdrct� , (2.13)

where c denotes the speed-of-light.

Moreover, the relative time-delay in the reception of the signal also causes a phase difference

∆ϕ between the measured phase of the reflected ϕrefl and the direct ϕdrct signal which in turn

can also be expressed as geometric excess path ∆ρ in metres

∆ϕ � ϕrefl � ϕdrct , (2.14)

∆ρ � λi∆ϕ � λiNamb , (2.15)

where Namb is the ambiguity (Section 2.1.4) and λ stands for the used wavelength with subscript

i indicating the signal frequency L1 or L2.

Code based GPS-R Altimetry

The primary observation of the code based GPS-R is the time-delay ∆t . As described in

Section 2.1.2, the direct signal undergoes an acquisition and tracking process from which a
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replica code of the incoming PRN is determined. Based on the transmitter-surface-receiver ge-

ometry, delay and Doppler shift of the reflected signal can be approximated. These are added to

the determined replica code of the direct signal and are used to initiate an acquisition process

of the reflected signal. After the reflected signal is coarsely defined in delay and frequency,

it is cross-correlated over a range of delays and frequencies and averaged over consecutive

coherent correlations. For a mirror-like surface, the result of this cross-correlation process in

the time domain, called waveform, is a very sharp triangle. The searched time-delay is given

by the peak-to-peak measurement between the reflected and the direct correlation function

(Figure 2.7). However due to the reflection process, the waveform of the reflected signal be-

comes wider and smoother as the roughness of the reflecting surface increases (Rius et al.,

2002). The challenge of the method is thus to accurately determine the peak of the reflected

signal.

Figure 2.7: Simplified scheme of code based GPS-R altimetry. The geometrical excess path
from which the relative height between receiver and reflecting surface is calculated, corre-
sponds to the time-delay ∆t given by the peak-to-peak distance between the waveform of the
reflected and the direct signal multiplied with the speed-of-light.

Martín-Neira et al. (2001) was the first to present results of a ground GPS L1 C/A-code-based

GPS-R experiment over the Zeeland Bridge in The Netherlands. The proposed method uses a

Peak-to-Peak detection algorithm for each pair of cross-correlation signals (replica-direct signal

and replica-reflected signal) based on an interpolation around the correlation spike. A Root

Mean Square Error (RMSE) of the estimated sea surface height with respect to the true value

of 3.3 m could be reached. Ruffini et al. (2004) obtained during a flight at an altitude of 1 km,

an altimetric accuracy of 1 dm with a spacial resolution of 20 km. The used method consists

of tracking the GPS L1 C/A-code peak of the direct signal with the software receiver and fit-

ting the reflected correlation function to a theoretical model waveform. The accuracy of the

two cited examples are restricted by the chipping rate of the C/A-code leading to a narrow

bandwidth of approximately 2-MHz (Section 2.1.2). To overcome this limitation, Martín-Neira

et al. (2011) proposed a so called GNSS-R interferometric (GNSS-Ri) approach. The main

difference in the used template is to determine the waveform of the reflected signal. In the con-

ventional C/A-code-based GNSS-R, the reflected signal is correlated with an internally stored

PRN replica in the receiver that is associated to a particular satellite. In the case of GNSS-Ri,

the observations are obtained by directly cross-correlating the direct and reflected signals so
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that no replica is needed. The discrimination is provided by a high-gain, directivity and narrow

beam antenna and a relative delay and Doppler shifts estimation. The primary advantage of

GNSS-Ri is that it allows the use of the full power spectral density of all the transmitted GNSS

signals whether the codes are known or not. The resulting waveform presents a sharper lead-

ing edge allowing one to determinate the time-delay with approximately twice the precision than

with the C/A-code based method (Cardellach et al., 2014). Rius et al. (2012) demonstrated

the proof of the concept in a ground-based experiment and reached a 7.5 cm uncertainty in

1 sec. of measurements. The main difficulty encountered was the contamination of the alti-

metric observations by multiple correlated signals from more than one satellite because of the

minimal differences in delay and Doppler shift values due to the low altitude of the receiver

antenna. Another disadvantage, is the large signal loss that results from correlating two weak

signals compared to the correlation with a model (Lowe et al., 2014). This loss is compensated

through the use of a high-gain, directivity and narrow beam antenna that could be a limitation

in space-based applications.

Phase based GPS-R Altimetry

In the phase based GNSS-R approach (the method utilized in this thesis), phase observa-

tions are used. The main advantage of this method is that the variations in the range can be

extracted with much better precision than the code based one. Indeed, an entire cycle corre-

sponding to a wavelength of λ of approximately 19 cm for L1 frequency, permits a measurement

of around 0.5 mm per carrier phase degree. The acquisition and tracking process is the same

as the code based method (Figure 2.7). However, the main difference is that not the average of

consecutive correlation power is used but rather the average of consecutive correlation sums

of the I and Q signal components from which a carrier phase angle Φ is computed

Φ � atan �Q, I� . (2.16)

Thus the primary observation of both methods are different (time-delay and phases) but from

the signal processing not independent from each other.

Treuhaft et al. (2001), demonstrated the use of phase observations with a ground-based GPS

altimetric experiment over Crater Lake, in Central Oregon, with an altitude of 480 m over the

lake surface. A physical model of the complex GPS cross-correlation was used to extract

the differential delay of the reflected and direct signal. Altimetric information over 12 min. of

data length, was estimated for two GPS satellites showing a 2.5 cm precision. Cardellach et al.

(2004) calculated phase delay altimetry by analysing the interferences found in radio occultation

data from the CHAMP satellite (Beyerle et al., 2005). Topographic ice-profiles at the North Pole

have been generated with a vertical precision of 0.7 m at approximately 1 km of horizontal sam-

pling. Helm (2008) extracted relative altimetric heights with 2 cm precision using an open-loop

tracking of GPS L1 reflected signals. During the experiment, an antenna was tilted toward and

placed 599 m above the lake Kochelsee in the Bavarian Alps. Semmling et al. (2011) estimated

sea level heights in Greenland with a Root Mean Square (RMS) of 9.7 cm for L1 and 22.9 cm
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for L2 using an altimetric model based on ray tracing and Fourier analysis. Fabra et al. (2012)

retrieved, for an observation period of 7 months, absolute ellipsoidal heights over sea ice with

an RMS of 15.4 cm averaged over one-day. This developed method uses the coherent dif-

ferential phase between direct and reflected signals collected from a fixed platform placed at

650 m above sea surface in Greenland. Löfgren (2014) extracted sea level observations at the

observatory of Onsala in Sweden, by analysing the phase-delay between the direct and the

reflected signals as well as the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) of the direct signals recorded by a

standard geodetic receiver. He reached a RMS of 3.0 to 5.0 cm for one month of observation.

The accuracy of the phase-based GNSS-R method is limited by the difficulty of resolving the

ambiguous integer number of cycles Namb in Equation (2.15). Semmling et al. (2014) uses

reference height tracks by linear interpolating between the water gauge stations located in the

vicinity of the experiment. At crossover points of reflection tracks with height reference tracks,

a phase ambiguity estimate is determined and used to extract water level heights.

2.3 Reflection Process

A mandatory condition of the phase-based GPS-R method, is the continuous measurement of

reflected phase observations. GPS-R reflected signals contain a coherent and an incoherent

component that correlates with the roughness of the reflecting surface. When the surface is

very rough, the coherent part of the signal becomes very small and introduces random phase

behaviour that will be explained in the next Subsection 2.3.1. Additionally, the more the surface

roughness increases the more the reflected signal power decreases. A process that can be

approximate with the fresnel coefficient presented in the Subsection 2.3.2.

2.3.1 Coherent Phase Observations

The definitions and relationships described within this section are taken from Beckmann and

Spizzichino (1987).

The shape of the reflecting surface, (dependent on the EM wavelength λ and the angle of

incidence θ) determines two different reflection types: specular and diffuse.

For visualization purposes of both types of reflections, a Cartesian coordinates system x , y , z

is defined with the origin at the specular point S and with unit vectors x0, y0, z0 (Figure 2.8).

The surface is represented by the function ζ � ζ �x , y� that describes the statistical distribution

of the surface irregularities (roughness) and their deviation from a mean surface height defined

by the plane z � 0. The direct ray k1 always lies in the xz plane and the incidence angle θ1 is

defined between k1 and z0. The scattering angle θ2 is situated between z0 and the scattering

vector k2. For lateral scattering out from the plane of incidence �k1, z0�, a third angle θ3 is

defined. However only one-dimensionally rough surfaces will be taken into account, so that

ζ �x , y� � ζ�x� and θ3 � 0 and thus k2 lies in the xz plane.
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Figure 2.8: Scattering geometry. The incident ray k1, lying in the x ,z plane, is reflected at
the specular point S as a single ray k2. The angle of incidence θ1 is defined between the z0 and
k1 and the scattering angle θ2 between k2 and z0 (but measured in opposite from the positive z
axis). For lateral scattering the angle θ3 is defined. Similar graphic can be found in Beckmann
and Spizzichino (1987).

In a very general manner, a specular reflection is the reflection of an EM wave on a mirror-like

surface so that the incoming and reflecting EM waves obey the laws of classical ray optics. One

can visualize the incoming ray k1 as a single ray that reflects as another single ray k2 at the

specular point S (Figure 2.9A).

The particularity of such a reflection is that it has a well defined phase ϕ

E E0eiϕ E0ei k r ωt , (2.17)

where k 2π
λ is the wave number defined as the number of complete wave cycles of an EM

field that exists in one meter of linear space, ω the angular frequency of the carrier and r the
position vector along the ray trajectory

r xx0 ζ x z0 . (2.18)

In contrast, a rough surface scatters diffusely the incident ray k1, in i different single rays ki in
different directions. In this case, the reflecting surface can be visualized as a composition of n

facets with different orientation that individually act as a mirror-like surface (Figure 2.9B). In a

diffuse reflection, each scattered ray introduces its own phase-offset φi

E
n

k 1
Eie

i k r ωt φi . (2.19)

Generally, the scattering process is a mix of both types of reflections with different proportions

depending on the irregularities of the reflecting surface.
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Figure 2.9: Illustration of: A a specular reflection where the incoming ray can be visualized as
a single ray that reflects as another single ray and B a diffuse reflection where the incoming ray
is scattered in different directions due to the irregularities of the surface.

Following Beckmann and Spizzichino (1987) (pp. 149-151), the phase difference ∆φ between

two waves 1 and 2 at the points ζ x1 and ζ x2 of the surface is considered as

∆φ
2π
λ

x1 x2 sin θ1 sin θ2 ζ1 ζ2 cos θ1 cos θ2 , (2.20)

with ζ1 ζ x1 , ζ2 ζ x2 .

For θ1 θ2, ∆φ will always vary over many intervals 2π independently of the distribution of ζ.

The phases of the individual scattered waves will be uniformly distributed over the basic phase

cycle. In this case the phases are incoherent. Thus, the field scattered in the non-specular

direction (θ1 θ2) is always incoherent.

For θ1 θ2 θ, a reflection in the specular direction, the phase of each elementary wave is

φ
4π
λ
ζ x cos θ , (2.21)

with variance

σφ
4π 2

λ2 cos2 θσζ . (2.22)

If there are no irregularities, for example a reflection on a perfectly mirror-like surface, then

σζ 0 and all σφ are equal to zero. In this case the phase is coherent.

If the variance of the surface irregularities σζ λ2 cos2 θ, then the variance of the resulting

phase σφ 4π2. In this case, the phase of the individual scattered waves φ in the specu-

lar direction are uniformly distributed over an interval length of 0, 2π and there is no phase

coherency.

Now, let the resulting vector of a reflected signal in the specular direction be described as the
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sum of n coplanar vectors (Figure 2.10); c.f. Beckmann and Spizzichino 1987, pp. 119-123

U Aeiϕ
n

j 1
rjeiφj , (2.23)

with A and ϕ the resulting amplitude and phase, rj the amplitudes of each n scattered waves

and φj their individual phases.

Transformed to polar coordinates with I Acosϕ and Q Asinϕ, we obtain

A2 I2 Q2 . (2.24)

Assuming that the I and Q components of A are normally distributed and uncorrelated, then

the mean squared amplitude A2 is defined as

A2 α2 s1 s2 ,

A2 n2e σ2
n 1 e σ2

, (2.25)

with α the mean value of I, s1 and s2 the variance of I and Q respectively and σ σζ the

standard deviation of the reflecting surface from the mean surface level.

Figure 2.10: Reflected vector of amplitude A and phase ϕ in the specular direction represented
as the sum of n coplanar random vectors with there individual amplitude r and phases φ. Similar
graphic can be found in Beckmann and Spizzichino (1987).

From Equation (2.25), one can see that the scattered total field in the specular direction is

composed of two components. If σ2 σζ 0, (thus with no irregularities) only the first term

remains n2 - the coherent one. In this case, the waves interfere and an interferometric fringe

becomes visible (Figure 2.11A). This is due to the fact that the mean phase of the reflected

wave is known in every point in space. This causes the typical rotation of the receiver complex

phasor (Figure 2.11B). If σ2 (very rough surface), the first term vanishes and the second

remains n , the incoherent component. The phase is randomly and normally distributed over

an interval length of 0, 2π . There is no phase coherency and the power is directly proportional

to the number of scatterers. This causes fading and an arbitrary rotation of the receiver phasor,
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so that random-phase contributions are added to the total amplitude field A, destroying the

interferometric pattern (Figure 2.11C and D).

Figure 2.11: A: If the reflecting surface is considered to be smooth or slightly rough, the re-
flected waves interfere and an interferometric fringe is visible. The phase is predominantly
coherent. B: This causes the typical rotation of the receiver complex phasor. C: In contrast, if
the surface is very rough, there is no phase coherency. D: This causes fading and an arbitrary
rotation of the receiver phasor. Data source (A) and (B): Midelt, Morocco, 16 December 2013,
PRN 2. Data source (C) and (D): An Bihn hotel, Vietnam, February 25, 2012, PRN 26.

2.3.2 Fresnel Coefficient

The overall electric field E of a signal is the sum of the horizontal Eh and vertical Ev component:

E Eh Ev , (2.26)

where the horizontal component lies within the incidence plane and the vertical component

perpendicular to the plane of incidence. Because of it, the horizontal component is also called

parallel component and the vertical one perpendicular.

The addition of the two components shows that three different polarization types exist. If one

of the electric field components vanish, a linear polarization occurs. If Eh and Ev are equal, the

resulting vector E traces a circle and a circular polarization occurs. If Eh and Ev have different

values, the vector E traces an ellipse so that an elliptical polarization occurs. Depending on the

direction of rotation, as viewed from the receiving antenna, a distinction is made. If E rotates in

a counter clock direction, the polarization is right-handed otherwise it is left-handed.
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The GPS signals are transmitted as RHCP (Section 2.1.2). However, when the signal reflects

over a surface, each of the Eh and Ev encounters an attenuation depending on the surface

properties.

For a plane and smooth Earth surface, the characteristics of the reflection is described by the

reflection coefficients Γh and Γv

Γh �
Ei

h
Eo

h
�

sin E �

º
K 2 � cos2 E

sin E �

º
K 2 � cos2 E

, (2.27)

Γv �
Ei

v
Eo

v
�

K 2 sin E �

º
K 2 � cos2 E

K 2 sin E �

º
K 2 � cos2 E

, (2.28)

where E represents the elevation angle, the superscript i and o the incoming and reflected

signal, respectively, and K the normalized admittance of the medium.

This reflects the dielectric properties of the reflecting surface and is defined as (Beyerle, 2009):

K �
n2

n1
, (2.29)

n2 �

¾
ε

ε0
� i60λσ, (2.30)

where εrc � ε~ε0 is the relative complex permittivity, σ the conductivity and n1 is the refractive

index of air (� 1.0004).

These reflection coefficients can also be represented as the sum of two circularly polarized sig-

nals: one containing the component of the original circular polarisation Γ0 called co-polarisation

and a component of orthogonal polarization Γx called cross-polarisation (Hannah, 2001):

Γ0 �
ΓH � ΓV

2
, (2.31)

Γx �
ΓH � ΓV

2
. (2.32)

Figure 2.12 in red, illustrates the circular Fresnel coefficient for an incident RHCP L1 GPS sig-

nal on a perfectly smooth surface. For the calculation, a relative dielectric constant of εrc � 80

and a conductivity of σ = 4 mho/m is used (Helm, 2008).

For an elevation angle of 0 deg, the reflected signal is RHCP. Thus, the horizontal and vertical

components �Γh,Γv� are equal, the co-polar component Γ0 is 1 and the cross-polar compo-

nent Γx is zero. For elevation angles under 6 deg, the co-polar component decreases and the

cross-polar component increases. At 6 deg, both components have the same power (50%).

This angle is called the Brewster angle. For elevation angles exceeding 6 deg, the reflection is

essentially cross-polar (LHCP). For elevation angle between 6 and 30 deg, the reflected LHCP

signal power lies between 50 and 78%.
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Figure 2.12: Power of Fresnel Coefficients for L1 GPS signals in relation to different water
roughness values.

In case of a diffuse reflection, a magnitude reduction factor that considers the roughness of the

surface has to be applied to the Fresnel coefficient. Considering only the coherent reflection,

the horizontally and vertically polarized components change to:

Γ̂h ρspec Γh , (2.33)

Γ̂v ρspec Γv , (2.34)

with ρspec defined as:

ρspec exp
1
2

4π∆h cos θ
λ

2
. (2.35)

Figure 2.12 illustrates the power of the Fresnel coefficients for different mean sea surface

heights (0.2 m, 0.1 m and 0.05 m). For a σh of 0.2 m, the power of the cross-polar (LHCP)

and the co-polar (RHCP) component, drops about 50% and 40%, respectively, by elevation an-

gle around 7 deg so that only approximately 5% of the LHCP and RHCP signal power remains

(Fig. 2.12 black). Only for elevation angles lower then 6 deg, coherent reflection can be ex-

pected. Similarly, for σh of 0.1 m, 5% of the LHCP signal power remains for an elevation angle

of 14 deg. For the RHCP signal for an elevation angle of 11 deg. For σh of 5 cm, the power of

the LHCP remains over 5%, for elevation angle exceeding 30 deg but for the RHCP at 20 deg

of elevation.

2.4 GPS Phase and Code Observation and their Systematic Errors

The GPS-R phase based altimetric method is based on the determination of the geometric

excess path between the transmitter and the receiver. Until now, the receiver outputs are
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considered in their idealized form. Recalling the discussion in Section 2.1.3, Equations (2.1)

and (2.2), the GPS code pseudorange PR in meters and carrier phase observations Φ in cycles

are formulated as

PRsati
rcv �tr , te� � c �tr � te� � δ , (2.36)

Φsati
rcv �tr� � Φrcv �tr� �Φsati �te� �Nsati

amb,rcv � δ
� , (2.37)

where subscript rcv and superscript sat denote the receiver and the i th satellite respectively,

tr and te the reception and emission time respectively, c the speed-of-light, Namb the ambiguity

related to the receiver rcv and the satellite sat i and δ, δ� systematic errors including noise.

The signal encounter propagation effects due to the crossing of the ionosphere and tropo-

sphere, the magnitude of which depends on the elevation angle of the signal path and the

atmospheric environment where the receiver is located. Instrumental components like antenna

phase centre offset and variations and phase wind-up effect, falsify additionally the issued re-

ceiver ranges.

In the present section, the relevant systematic error sources within this thesis are defined. For

completeness, the remaining ones will also be presented but in a compact way. At the end of

this section, the final phase observation equation used within this thesis will be presented.

2.4.1 Tropospheric Delay

In this section, the delay effect on the GPS signal propagation caused by the troposphere is

presented. Actually, the term tropospheric delay is misleading because roughly 25% of the

delay is caused by atmospheric gases above the troposphere, namely from the tropopause

and the stratosphere (Spilker Jr., 1996d, chap. 13).

The neutral atmosphere that consists of dry gases and water vapour, is a non-dispersive

medium for microwave signals and thus invariant to GPS frequencies. Therefore, the code

and carrier phase observations are delayed by the same amount and the tropospheric effects

can not be removed by combining different frequencies as in the case of the ionospheric delay

(Section 2.4.6).

The troposphere produces delay effects in the order of 2-25 m depending on the incoming

elevation angle of the signal and the location of the receiver (Spilker Jr., 1996d, chap. 13).

This path delay can be divided into a dry, also called hydrostatic, and a wet component. The

dry component represents � 90% of the entire path delay and can be easily modelled because

of its slow temporal and spatial variations. The wet component is caused by water vapour in

the lower troposphere. Though the wet component is much smaller, (from a few mm in the

dry Arctic areas or in deserts to 0.4 m in tropical regions (Andrei and Chen, 2009)) it is more

difficult to model because of his high variability with position and time.

Following (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008, pp. 109-116), the tropospheric delay in the zenith

direction, called the Zenith Total Delay (ZTD), is defined as the difference between the optical
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path and the geometrical path for a given receiver position P1 and satellite position P2

ZTD � S
P2

P1

nds � S
P2

P1

ds � S
P2

P1

�n � 1�ds, (2.38)

with n the refractive index and s the curvilinear index along the actual signal path.

Usually, instead of the refractive index n, the refractivity N is used

N � �n � 1�106 , (2.39)

so that Equation (2.38) becomes

ZTD � 10�6S
P2

P1

Nds. (2.40)

The refractivity is composed of a wet Nwet and dry Ndry refractivity component

N � Ndry �Nwet . (2.41)

According to this decomposition, the total tropospheric zenith path delay is

ZTD � 10�6S
P2

P1

Ndryds � 10�6S
P2

P1

Nwetds � ZHD � ZWD, (2.42)

where ZHD and ZWD denote respectively, the Zenith Hydrostatic Delay and the Zenith Wet

Delay.

However, the GPS signals do not arrive from the zenith but from slant directions. Mapping

Functions (MF) are used to project the a-priori zenith hydrostatic and wet delay to any given

satellite elevation angle E

STD � ZHD �MFdry �E� � ZWD �MFwet �E� , (2.43)

where STD denotes the Slant Total Delay.

The Mapping Function (MF) are based on a functional formulation that describes how the slant

delay varies with respect to a set of parameters. These parameters are calculated on the

foundation of atmospheric data sources, parameterization and ray-tracing algorithms for their

calibration (Urquhart et al., 2013). The lower the elevation angle E is, the longer the GPS

signals have to travel through the troposphere to reach the receiver antenna. Consequently,

the impact of tropospheric refractivity is higher. Indeed, the Slant Total Delay is about 2.30 m

close to the zenith (Businger et al., 1996) and reaches about 23 m for a satellite at an elevation

angle of 5 deg (Foelsche and Kirchengast, 2001).

More details can be found in Spilker Jr. (1996d); Hofmann-Wellenhof et al. (2008).
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2.4.2 Phase Wind-up

Phase wind-up effects are due to the electromagnetic nature of the circularly polarised waves of

the GPS signals and affect only the carrier phase measurements. The phase wind-up depends

on the relative orientation of the satellite and receiver antennas, and the direction of the Line-Of-

Sight (LOS). For a ground-based receiver, phase wind-up results from satellite orbital motion.

As the satellite moves along its orbit, it must constantly perform a rotation (yaw) to ensure

that the solar panels are facing the Sun to optimally collect the solar energy while the satellite

antenna keeps pointing to the Earth’s centre (Wu et al., 1993). This rotation changes the

reference direction of the antenna and induces variations in the observed carrier phase values,

that the receiver misunderstands as a range variation (up to one cycle for a complete revolution

of the antenna) (Beyerle, 2009).

For positioning tasks a correction is only needed if very high precision is required. However, this

error completely cancels out for double differential phase observations (Kouba, 2009). Beyerle

(2009) showed that for GNSS-R applications, the phase wind-up of coherently reflected signals

(Section 2.3.1) differs by up to several centimetres from the value experienced by the direct

signal and thus needs to be taken into account.

Based on Beyerle (2009), the orientation of the transmitter antenna t is described by the follow-

ing unit vectors: ta, tt and tb with the subscript a, t and b standing for aligned, transverse and

bore-sight respectively. This forms a right-hand orthonormal coordinate system (Figure 2.13A).

The antenna bore-sight unit vector tb points to the centre of the Earth and is defined as

tb
rSat
rSat

, (2.44)

with vector rSat representing the satellite coordinates in the ECEF coordinate system.

Figure 2.13: A: Schematic representation of the transmitter and receiver antenna unit vectors
describing the aligned (index a), transverse (index t) and bore-sight (index b) directions in the
ECEF coordinate system. B: Schematic representation of the incoming (index i) and reflected
(index o) unit vectors of the signal ray. Similar graphics can be found in Beyerle (2009).
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The aligned transmitter antenna unit vector ta is the cross-product of the tb vector with the unit

vector from the satellite to the Sun ê

ê �
rSun � rSatSSrSun � rSatSS , (2.45)

ta
� ê � tb , (2.46)

where rSun is the sun position in the ECEF coordinate system.

As the vectors form a right-hand orthonormal coordinate system, the transversal vector tt is

tt
� ta

� tb . (2.47)

Similarly, the receiver antenna vector r can be described by the unit vectors �ra, rt, rb� with

rb
� ra

� rt .

In GNSS-R applications, the antenna is tilted toward the reflecting surface, therefore the orien-

tation of the antenna has to be accounted for (Chapter 3).

Finally, we define the normalized wave vector k

k �
rrcv � rSatSSrrcv � rSatSS . (2.48)

Based on Beyerle (2009), where a detailed derivation of the formulas can be found, the phase

wind-up for the direct LHCP and RHCP signal is

ΦDir
RHCP � atan �Tt �k� � ra

� Ta �k� � rt , Ta �k� � ra
� Tt �k� � rt� , (2.49)

ΦDir
LHCP � atan �Tt �k� � ra

� Ta �k� � rt , Ta �k� � ra
� Tt �k� � rt� , (2.50)

with

Tt �k� � �k � tt� � k , (2.51)

Ta �k� � �k � ta� � k . (2.52)

The phase wind-up for the reflected LHCP and RHCP signal

ΦRefl
RHCP � atan �St

� ra
�Sa

� rt , Sa
� ra

�St
� rt� , (2.53)

ΦRefl
LHCP � atan �St

� ra
�Sa

� rt , Sa
� ra

�St
� rt� , (2.54)

with

St
� Γh �Tt �k� � s�i�

Õ
�s�o�

Õ
� Γv �Tt �k� � sÙ�sÙ , (2.55)

Sa
� Γh �Ta �k� � s�i�

Õ
�s�o�

Õ
� Γv �Ta �k� � sÙ�sÙ , (2.56)

where Γh and Γv represent the horizontal and vertical Fresnel coefficient respectively, as defined
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in Section 2.3.2 Equation (2.34), and

s
k i k o

k i k o
, (2.57)

s i s k i , (2.58)

s o s k o , (2.59)

where s and s are the parallel and perpendicular components of the incoming and reflected

signal, respectively.

To underline the impact of phase wind-up on a phase-based GPS-R altimetric application, a

standard GPS-R antennas arrangement is simulated (Figure 2.14). Two antennas are used: a

horizontally placed antenna oriented to the north to track the direct signals (Figure 2.14A and D)

and a second antenna also oriented to the north but tilted toward the reflecting surface with

different zenith angles (45 deg, 90 deg, -45 deg and -90 deg) (Figure 2.14B and E). For the

reflected signals, a distinction is made between the different polarizations of the signals due to

the reflection (Section 2.3.2). For the simulation, a relative dielectric constant of water εr 80

and a refractive index of air 1.0004 is used. As demonstrated in Beyerle (2009), the difference

in the carrier phase wind-up effect between direct and reflected signals can cause a significant

error of up to several centimetres depending on the relative orientation of the antennas and the

used signal polarization (Figure 2.14C, F).

Figure 2.14: Simulated phase wind-up effects in centimetres. Top: Panel A: Phase wind-up
effect for the direct signal using a horizontally placed RHCP antenna. Panel B: Phase wind-up
effect for the reflected signal using a RHCP antenna tilted with different zenith angles: 45 (blue),
90 (black), -45 (red) and -90 (green) deg. Panel C: Phase wind-up effect difference between
the reflected and direct signal using RHCP antennas. Bottom: Panels D, E and F: Same
simulations using LHCP antennas. Data Source: PRN 29, February 28, 2012, An Bihn hotel,
Vietnam.

It can thus be concluded that in phase based GPS-R altimetric applications, with different an-

tennas orientations, the phase wind-up effects have to be corrected.
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2.4.3 Antenna Phase Centre Offset and Variation

The calculated geometric distance between satellite and receiver is related to the electrical

phase centre of the transmitting GPS satellite antenna and the user receiving antenna. In

reality, these phase centres are not identical with the physical centre of the antennas (Hofmann-

Wellenhof et al., 2008, pp. 125-130). Since this deviation introduces an error of up to 0.1 m in

the height, an adequate calibration of the antennas is necessary (Rothacher, 2001, pp. 88).

A complete description of the antenna phase centre is realized via three closely related defini-

tions that are illustrated in Figure 2.15:

1. The Antenna Reference Point (ARP) which is the physical reference point of the antenna.

For a GPS satellite, this point is the Center of Mass (CM) of the spacecraft that describes

the motion of the satellite. For a GPS receiver antenna, usually the centre of the antenna

screw is used, as the calculated position for that location. The following corrections refer

to this point.

2. The Phase Centre Offset (PCO) (Figure 2.15 blue) describes the vector from the ARP to

a virtual point called Mean Phase Centre (MPC), which is the midpoint of a hypothetical

sphere that approximate the radiation behaviour of a point source with equi-phase wave-

fronts (Figure 2.15 green).

3. The Phase Centre Variation (PCV) describes the variation of the real wave-front from

the idealized sphere in function of the direction of the incoming/outcoming signal, with

regards to the satellite nadir angle and the receiver azimuth and zenith angle, and the

signal frequency (Figure 2.15 red).

Regarding the receiver antenna, the values of the phase centre depend on the selected antenna

type. Several methods have been developed in order to determine absolute phase centre varia-

tions like anechoic chamber measurements or absolute field calibrations (Schmid et al., 2005).

For the commonly used antenna types, the PCO and PCV values are listed and provided by

the International GNSS Service (IGS). To standardize the use of these correction terms, an

ANTenna EXchange format (ANTEX) was developed. Depending on the selected frequency,

the PCO values are given in the local topocentric coordinate system of the antenna defined by

three unit vectors East-North-Up (ee,en,eu) and the PCV in function of the azimuth and zenith

angle as viewed from the receiver (Figure 2.15). The zenith angles are given in an increasing

order with a step of 5 deg starting from 0 to 90 deg and from 90 to 0 deg in a decreasing order

for elevation angle. The azimuth angles are also given in an increasing order with an increment

of 5 deg starting from 0 to 360 deg.

The carrier phase correction sum of PCO and PCV, called Phase Centre Correction (PCC), for

the receiving antenna is calculated as follow (Kersten, 2014)

δpccf ,rcv �A, E� � rf � pf ,rcv � esat´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
PCOf ,rcv

�∆φf ,rcv �A, E�´¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¸¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¹¶
PCVf ,rcv�A,E�

(2.60)
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where A and E represent the azimuth and elevation angle respectively, the subscript f and rcv

denote the signal frequency and receiver respectively, pf,rcv the PCO vector, esat the LOS unit

vector to the observed satellite and ∆φ the phase centre variations.

The term rf is a constant offset that cannot be determined by any of the up to date calibration

methods. It is absorbed by receiver clock offset and float ambiguities or eliminated by forming

single or time differences (Schön and Kersten, 2013). For the phase-based GPS-R altimetry

method described in this thesis, the value rf is eliminated by forming single differences.

Figure 2.15: Schematic representation of the antenna Phase Centre Correction. The PCC is
characterized by (1) the ARP which is the mechanical reference point of the antenna, (2) the
PCO that represents the vector from the ARP to the MPC. The MPC is the centre of a sphere
that approximates the receiving antenna behaviour. (3) The PCV that gives the variation from
the idealized sphere depending on the elevation, azimuth, signal frequency and the signal
polarization.

Concerning the antenna phase centre of the satellites, each block (Section 2.1.1) of GPS satel-

lite possesses its own correction terms that are listed by the IGS 2. The listed PCO values are

based on manufacturer specifications. However, the centre of mass of the satellite changes

during the lifetime of the satellite (fuel quantity, material ageing) changing the PCO value too.

The listed PCV values are given in dependency of the nadir direction α of the satellite to the

receiver in a range from 0 to 17 deg. From figure 2.16, the nadir angle α and the zenith angle

z as viewed from the receiver antenna, are related by

α sin 1 RE

r
sinz , (2.61)

where RE is the Earth’s radius and r is the geocentric distance to the satellite.

2http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/igscb/station/general/igs08.atx
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Figure 2.16: Local topocentric coordinate system defining the orientation of the satellite. α is
the nadir direction of the satellite to the receiver and z is the zenith angle from the receiver to
the satellite. (Not scaled)

Additionally the PCV data is, other than the receiver antennas, not determined in a field cali-

bration or chamber measurement but calculated after the satellite launch from different GNSS

institutions using a linear combination of L1 and L2 observations. The obtained PCV values

are thus not applicable to single frequency L1 or L2 observations (personal communication M.

Fritsche, GFZ Potsdam). It is thus extremely difficult to determine the absolute PCC values of

the different satellite blocks.

Fortunately, in the case of the GPS-R altimetric ground based application conducted within

this work, the horizontal distance between the reflection point and the antennas do not exceed

350 m (Chapter 3) so that the nadir angle of the direct and the reflected signal can be consid-

ered as the same and thus is eliminated by building differences between reflected and direct

observations.

2.4.4 Cycle slip

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, carrier phase observations are much more precise than code

observations. However, carrier phase based GPS-R requires continuous observations and the

resolution of the constant integer ambiguities.

The GPS receiver can keep track of the integer number of cycles as long as the receiver main-

tains a lock to the satellite signal (Karaim et al., 2014). The temporary loss-of-lock of GPS

satellite signals by the receiver leads to a discontinuity of an integer number of cycles in the

measured time series of carrier phase measurements called cycle slip (Figure 2.17). In this

case, the integer counter of the receiver is reinitialized and consequently a new unknown inte-

ger ambiguity have to be determined. Thus, undetected cycle slips affect not only the current

measurement, but also all following epochs. However, code observations are not affected by

the occurrence of cycle slips.
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Cycle slips occur when the signal between satellite and receiver is obstructed by obstacles as

well as internally by rapid Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) variations due to strong disturbances

in the ionosphere or multipath (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008, pp. 206-214). If a cycle slip

is successfully detected, two options exist, either the ambiguities need to be resolved again or

cycle slips need to be corrected. The first option is the safest but implies a new initialisation

time to fix for the ambiguities. The second option is faster in processing time but hides some

risks. If the cycle slips are wrongly corrected, the induced error propagates through all of the

following epochs. In GNSS based positioning, diverse strategies were developed to deal with

cycle slips like the use of the Inertial Navigation System (INS)-GPS combination (Karaim et al.,

2013), by using phase combinations or by forming a combination of phase and code ranges as

the code observations are unaffected by cycle slips (Blewitt, 1990; Cai et al., 2013).

Figure 2.17: Example of a cycle slip causing a jump of one cycle in the accumulated phase
observations. Data: Vietnam, An Bihn hotel, February 28, 2012, PRN 27.

A good overview on the different GPS cycle slip detection and correction strategies can be

found in Karaim et al. (2014).

2.4.5 Multipath

Multipath (MP) effects occur when the GPS signals are reflected by the surrounding objects in

the vicinity of the antenna so that these signals interfere with those received directly from the

satellites. GPS-R uses MP effects to extract information from the reflecting surface.

To avoid confusion within this thesis, the term "Multipath" effect will only be used in conjunction

with reflections at objects other than the water surface.

In the presence of MP, the direct signal is superposed by an unknown number N of multipath

signals. Following Smyrnaios et al. (2013), this superposition leads to a deformation of the
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resulting correlation outputs IP and QP of the prompt replica of the PRN code

IP AdrctP τ D τ cos φdrct Adrct

N

1
αNP τ D τ ∆τN cos φdrct ∆φr , (2.62)

QP AdrctP τ D τ sin φdrct Adrct

N

1
αNP τ D τ ∆τN sin φdrct ∆φr , (2.63)

where Adrct is the amplitude of the direct signal, α is an attenuation factor of the signal due to

the reflection, D is the navigation bit (= 1), P is the correlation function (= 1), ∆τ is the code

tracking error, φdrct is the phase of the direct signal and ∆φr is the relative phase between the

direct and the reflected signal.

Figure 2.18 illustrates a phasor diagram for the superposition of the direct signal with one MP

signal. From this figure, the resulting signal amplitude Ac is

A2
c A2

drct A2
r 2AdrctAr cos∆φr . (2.64)

where Ar is the amplitude of the MP signal.

Figure 2.18: Phasor diagram representing the superposition of the direct signal (index drct)
with one MP signal (index r) leading to the compound signal (index c) with phase φc and ampli-
tude Ac . The relative phase between the direct and the MP signal being ∆φr . A Similar graphic
can be found in Smyrnaios et al. (2013).

Due to the constant motion of the satellites and the receiver, the phase shift ∆φr changes with

time. The vector of the reflected signal undergoes a circular motion causing the phase of the

tracked signal φc to show periodic variations. This in turn, can be observed in the amplitude

variations of the signal (Figure 2.19).

Assuming a planar Earth surface and a single horizontal reflector, the frequency fi of the MP

variation is

∆ρ

dt
λi
∆φr

dt
,

fi t
d 2h sin E

dt
, (2.65)

2h cos E
λi

dE
dt

.
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Figure 2.19: The motion of the satellite and the receiver causes the variation of the relative
phase between direct and multipath signal. This can be observed in the amplitude variation of
the compound signal. Data source. Vietnam, An Bihn hotel, February 25, 2012, PRN 17.

Thus, the frequency of the occurring multipath variations depends on the satellite, reflector and

receiver geometry. Figure 2.20 illustrates the expected frequencies in the case of a single hor-

izontal reflector. For a horizontal reflector with a relative height of 10 m and 20 m respectively,

a mean frequency of 0.01 Hz and 0.02 Hz is expected.

Figure 2.20: Example of frequency variations of Multipath effect for different horizontal reflector
height: 10, 20, 30 and 50 m. Data Source: February 25, 2012, PRN 3, An Bihn hotel, Vietnam,
PRN3.

In high-accuracy GPS positioning applications, MP is an error source that remains a challenge

to this day. Two main techniques are mostly used. The first technique acts at the antenna

and receiver baseband signal processing level. The second, on the estimation of multipath

induced error using the receiver data output. In GPS-R, we aim to track reflected signals and

consequently filtering out these signals on the antenna or receiver level is not desired.
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2.4.6 Remaining Systematic Errors

For completeness of the previous sections, remaining errors sources are briefly mentioned.

1. The Earth’s ionosphere is part of the upper atmosphere that extends from approximately

50 km to 1000 km above the surface of the Earth. In the ionosphere, a certain fraction

of the gas molecules are ionised by solar ultraviolet- and X-ray radiation (Prölls, 2004).

This dispersive effect causes a variation in the speed of propagation of the GNSS EM

waves, depending on the signal frequency and the number of free charge carriers along

the propagation trajectory. This delay can reach in the worst case, more than 300 ns

which corresponds to range errors of 100 m (Klobuchar, 1987). In order to nearly elim-

inate the ionospheric effects, a second frequency L2 was specifically incorporated into

the GPS system to allow users to automatically correct for such effects through a linear

combination of both frequencies (L1 and L2) called ionosphere free linear combination;

c.f. see Xu (2007).

For a receiver placed on a space platform or at large altitudes above the reflecting sur-

face, the direct and the reflected signal cross two different regions of the ionosphere and

this must be taken into account. For low altitude receivers near the Earth’s surface, the

influence of the ionosphere can be neglected (Semmling et al., 2011), as the direct and

the reflected signal travel approximately through the same area of the ionosphere.

2. Although the satellite clocks are highly precise, instrumental errors still exist. Correction

terms are broadcasted with satellite ephemeris or are available via IGS.

3. GPS broadcast ephemeris are predicted or extrapolated satellite orbital data, thus orbital

errors remain. The accuracy of the ephemeris data is �1 m. Precise GPS orbits are

available through the IGS with different latency and accuracies: real-time (�5 cm), Ultra-

rapid (�3 cm), Rapid (�2.5 cm) and Final (�2.5 cm)3.

4. Due to the gravitational force of the Moon and the Sun, the elastic body of the Earth

undergoes a deformation that can reach up to 60 cm (Xu, 2007, pp. 67-72). The ocean

loading, causes a similar effect called ocean loading tide effects and can reach up to

10 cm in coastal regions. For short baseline both effects can be considered to be the

same and nearly eliminated by building differences.

5. Instrumental biases are systematic errors that differ depending on the used frequency,

the used observations (code or phase) and instrumental induced temperature variations.

However, these biases are assumed to be constant for a given receiver and satellite.

6. As the clock installed in the receiver do not have the same stability as the one installed

in satellites, a de-synchronisation occurs. This can be corrected for by determining the

receiver clock error or by eliminating it through building single differences if the same

receiver is used.

3http://igscb.jpl.nasa.gov/components/prods.html
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2.4.7 Final GPS Phase and Code Observation Equation

Based on the analysis presented from Section 2.4.1 until Section 2.4.6, the final GPS phase

and code observations equation in meters are

PRsati
rcv �tr , te� � ρsati

rcv �tr , te� � c �δtrcv �Brcv ,PR,f � δt
sati �Bsati

PR,f� � Isati
rcv � T sati

rcv (2.66)

�Mc � δtide � δrel � εc ,

λiΦ
sati
rcv �tr , te� � ρsati

rcv �tr , te� � c �δtrcv �Brcv ,Φ,f � δt
sati �Bsati

Φ,f � � Isati
rcv � T sati

rcv (2.67)

�Mp �PWU �A, E� �PCC �A, E , f � � λiN
sati
amb,rcv � δtide � δrel � εp ,

where λ is the wavelength for the used frequency i, ρsati
rcv represents the geometrical distance

between the receiver and the satellite at the reception and transmission time, δtrcv and δtsati the

clock errors of the receiver and the satellite respectively, Isati
rcv the ionospheric effect, T sati

rcv the

tropospheric effect, δtide the Earth and loading tide effects, δrel the relativistic effects, Mc and Mp

the multipath effect on the code and phase respectively, PCC antenna phase centre correction

in function of the elevation angle E , the azimuth A and the used frequency f , PWU the phase

wind-up effect in function of the azimuth A and the elevation angle E , Namb the ambiguity, BPR

and BΦ the instrumental biases for the code and the phase observations, respectively and εc

and εp, the respective code and phase observations noise.





Chapter 3

Experimental Set-up

Every year in the flood seasons, various regions throughout the Mekong Delta in Vietnam fall

victim to extreme flood events causing huge economic damages and losses of human lives.

The tidal amplitude can reach a magnitude of up to 4 m in the wet season and up to 2 m in the

dry season.

Between 2007 and 2014, a German Vietnamese Water related Information system for the Sus-

tainable Development Of the Mekong delta (WISDOM) project was conducted with the aim to

build an information system containing all the necessary data to support decision makers for

an optimized water and land resource management outcome. As water level observations are

an important task within the project, the feasibility of using the innovative GPS-R technique

as a gauge instrument was tested. In February 2012 and March 2013, two week long mea-

surement campaigns were conducted at the An Bihn hotel in Can Tho, the biggest city in the

Mekong Delta. In order to analyse the impact of the geometry on the quality and quantity of the

recorded reflection events (on the 150 m wide observed river segment of the Mekong Delta),

two different antenna heights were used. In the first week of measurements, the antennas were

placed 10 m above the reflecting surface. During the second week, the antennas were raised

to 20 m above the water surface.

In order to receive information on the accuracy of the proposed water level derivation algorithm

as well as its applicability to other GPS-R collected data, a second measurement campaign was

conducted in Midelt, Morocco at a dam. Here, nearly optimal conditions were found, since the

water surface is smooth preserving the coherency of the phase observations (Section 2.3.1).

Morocco is an agricultural country with limited water resources. Therefore a large number

of dams were built and it is important to observe and manage the available water resources.

Within the PMARS project, the use of GPS-R as a water level monitoring instrument was tested.

In the first two sections of this chapter (Section 3.1 and 3.2), the experimental set-ups in Viet-

nam and Morocco are illustrated and the available validation gauge instrument is introduced. To

record the reflection tracks, a specially modified JAVAD™ receiver for the German Research

Centre for Geosciences, Germany (GFZ) was used enabling its use in a GPS-R mode. The

functionalities will be described in the last section of this chapter (Section 3.3).
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3.1 Experimental Set-up in Vietnam

The Mekong Delta is the granary of South East Asia. Over thousands of years, the annual

flooding of the Mekong River during the monsoon season created a high fertile plain which

is, particularly in the Vietnamese part of the delta, used for intensive agriculture. Due to the

large areas and multiple harvests per year, the Mekong Delta ensure the basic supply of rice

for the Vietnamese population and also provides 20% of the global trade volume of rice. For

this purpose, 70% of the population lives on the banks of the Mekong Delta. The basis for this

high productivity is the adequate water supply and the sediments that are annually deposited

during the floods. However, in recent years, these fundamentals have become endangered.

Climate change causing sea level rise combined with the increasing number of hydropower

plants cause changes in the hydrological regime of the Mekong River influencing the dynamics

and strength of the monsoonal flooding, as well as the sedimentation patterns (Manh et al.,

2015). Between 2007 and 2014, a German Vietnamese funded Water related Information sys-

tem for the Sustainable Development Of the Mekong delta (WISDOM) project was conducted.

The goal was to build an information system containing hydrological, economical and social

data to assist the authorities and planners with the management of water and land resources.

As the monitoring of water level data is an important task within the project, one of WISDOM’s

work objectives was to test the possibility of using GPS-R as a water level gauging instrument

for the Mekong Delta.

With its tropical monsoon climate, the south of Vietnam has two main seasons: the wet season

from May to November and the dry season between December and April (Hashimoto, 2001).

Due to strong rainfall in the wet season, the Mekong Delta is heavily affected by floods with

tidal amplitudes in some regions of up to 3.5 m (Son and Tung, 2011, chap. 18, pp. 316). For

security reasons, measurements were not performed in the wet season. The campaigns were

conducted during the dry season with expected tidal amplitudes lying between 0.5 m and 2 m

(Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: A representative example of "24 hours" water level change measurements of the
Can Tho River in Can Tho City during the dry season. A tidal amplitude between 0.5 and 2 m
can be expected. Data Source: gauge instrument placed 8 km away from the An Bihn hotel,
February 4, 2011.
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In February 2012 and March 2013 respectively, a two weeks lasting measurement campaign

was performed each year in Can Tho, in the south of Vietnam. With a total area of 140 000 ha

and 1.2 millions of habitants, it is the fourth biggest city in Vietnam and the biggest in the

Mekong Delta. It is located on the south bank of the Hau River which is a distributary of the

Mekong River that traverses Vietnam.

Figure 3.2: Location of the GPS-R experimental set-up in Vietnam. The measurement cam-
paigns were conducted in Can Tho City, located on the Hau River. The An Bihn hotel (red
dot) was selected to install the GPS-R instrumentation. With a height of approximately 20 m,
it is the second highest building with a direct view on the 150 m wide Can Tho River. Source:
www.earth.google.de

For the GPS-R instrumental installation, the Kim Tho hotel was originally intended as it is the

highest building ( 40 m) with a free view on the Can Tho River. However, unfortunately, due

to government buildings surrounding the hotel, the installation of a GPS-R receiver was not

approved from the authorities. As an alternative, the An binh hotel (9.99 N,105.74 E), the

second highest building ( 20 m) located along the 150 m wide Can Tho River, was selected

(Figure 3.2 right, red dot). The location is not optimal as an approximately 20 m wide garden

lies between the hotel building and the beginning of the river section. Additionally, high palm

trees and constructions in the surrounding of the antenna exist leading to strong signal obstruc-

tions (Chapter 4).

To be able to capture the direct and the reflected signals separately and simultaneously, at least

two antennas are used. One antenna is placed horizontally to capture the direct signals and

the other one(s) is/are tilted toward the reflecting surface to receive the reflected signals. To

distinguish between the antennas, the horizontal one will be called "Master antenna" and the

tilted one(s) "Slave antenna(s)".

To investigate the impact of the antennas geometry on the quality and quantity of the recorded

coherent observations (Chapter 4), two measurement time series were recorded at two differ-

ent antenna heights (Table 3.1). During the first time series, the antennas were fixed on the

balustrade of the terrace with an approximate height of 10 m above the Can Tho River and an

approximate horizontal distance of 20 m from the beginning of the river section. In the second
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time series, the antennas were placed on the roof of the hotel with an approximate height of

20 m above the reflecting surface and approximately 25 m away from the riverside (Figure 3.3).

Table 3.1: During the measurement campaigns in 2012 and 2013, two different antenna heights
and constellations were used. During the first period, the antennas were placed on the terrace
of the An Bihn hotel 10 m above the Can Tho River. For the second period they were placed
on the roof of the hotel 20 m above the reflecting surface. For each measurement campaign,
a different antenna constellation was used to capture the reflected signals: 2012, only a LHCP
slave antenna was used, 2013 two slave antennas were used, a LHCP and a RHCP antenna.

Figure 3.3: Antenna placement during the measurement campaigns 2012 and 2013. To anal-
yse the impact of the geometrical position of the antennas on the quality and quantity of
recorded coherent reflections, two different antenna heights were used. Bottom left: on the
balustrade of the hotel 10 m above the Can Tho River, Bottom right: on the roof of the hotel
20 m above the reflecting surface.

The GPS signals are sent as RHCP (Section 2.1.2). Depending on the elevation angle and the

dielectric properties of the reflecting surface, the polarization of the reflected signal changes

(Section 2.3.2). Therefore during the first measurement campaign in 2012, two antennas were
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used: a L1/L2 RHCP antenna oriented to the zenith to track the direct signals and a L1/L2 LHCP

antenna oriented southwards (170 deg azimuth) and tilted with an angle of -98 deg with respect

to the horizon in the direction of the river to track the reflected signals (Figure 3.4A). During

the second measurement campaign in 2013, three antennas were used: a RHCP antenna

that tracks the direct signals and a LHCP and RHCP antenna to track the reflected signals

(Figure 3.4B). The same antenna position (terrace and roof), inclination and orientation was

used.

Figure 3.4: The used antennas mounting and configuration during the measurement cam-
paigns in Vietnam. A: Schematic representation (left) and a picture (right) of the antenna
mounting and configuration used during the measurement campaign of 2012. Two antennas
were used: a RHCP L1/L2 GPS antenna in zenith direction to track the direct signals and a
LHCP L1/L2 GPS antenna tilted toward the reflecting surface to track the reflected signals. B:
Schematic representation (left) and a picture (right) of the antenna mounting and configuration
used during the measurement campaign of 2013. This time two antennas are used to track the
reflected signals: a RHCP and a LHCP antenna. All the used antennas are manufactured by
Antcom. Sketch panel B left, was created by M. Ludwig, GFZ.
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All the antennas used during the measurements are manufactured by Antcom™ . They have a

diameter of 88.90 mm, a hemispheric field-of-view and are able to receive the GPS L1 and L2

signals.

The following instruments were additionally used to record the data: a control-unit, a laptop,

an external hard disk, a GNSS-Reflectormetry receiver and a standard GNSS geodetic re-

ceiver. The control-unit is a computer manufactured by "Plug in" (Figure 3.5D). It commands

the GNSS-R receiver (Figure 3.5C). Indeed, based on a predefined azimuth and elevation

mask, it controls which satellites should be tracked in order to record reflection events. Follow-

ing a schedule of simulated GPS reflection tracks, that takes the Can Tho River geometry and

the approximate antenna position into account, only elevation angles between 0 and 30 deg are

used. For the azimuth mask, observations between 80 and 260 deg are considered in order to

restrict reflections coming only from the Can Tho River. The measurement stops if the receiver

looses track of the direct signal or if the tracked GPS satellite leaves the defined visibility mask.

The following instruments were additionally used to record the data: a control-unit, a laptop,

an external hard disk, a GNSS-Reflectormetry receiver and a standard GNSS geodetic re-

ceiver. The control-unit is a computer manufactured by "Plug in" (Figure 3.5D). It commands

the GNSS-R receiver (Figure 3.5C). Indeed, based on a predefined azimuth and elevation

mask, it controls which satellites should be tracked in order to record reflection events. Follow-

ing a schedule of simulated GPS reflection tracks, that takes the Can Tho River geometry and

the approximate antenna position into account, only elevation angles between 0 and 30 deg are

used. For the azimuth mask, observations between 80 and 260 deg are considered in order to

restrict reflections coming only from the Can Tho River. The measurement stops if the receiver

looses track of the direct signal or if the tracked GPS satellite leaves the defined visibility mask.

Figure 3.5: The hardware connection used during the Vietnam measurement campaign of
2012 and 2013. The incoming direct signal is captured by the RHCP Master antenna and split
by a signal-splitter (A) between the TinyPC/3 (B) and the GNSS-R receiver (C). The TinyPC/3
then permits to calculate the position of the Master antenna. It is a GFZ internally built box that
contains a geodetic JAVAD™ receiver as well as a processor. The GNSS-R receiver is custom-
designed with a specially modified software for GNSS-R applications. The incoming reflected
signals are captured in parallel by Slave antennas and then processed by the GNSS-R receiver.
A control-unit (D) commands the GNSS-R receiver to track specific satellites in view and thus
reflection events should be tracked based on a set elevation and azimuth mask. A laptop (E)
is used as an interactive communication interface between the operator and the Control-unit.
Finally, an external hard disk (F) is used to back-up the data.

The GNSS-R receiver is a custom-designed JAVAD receiver with a modified software enabling

its use in Reflectometry mode (Section 3.3). A laptop was used as an interface between the

control-unit and the GNSS-R receiver (Figure 3.5E). The GPS direct and reflected obser-
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vations were recorded in the control-unit and in parallel backed-up on an external hard disk

(Figure 3.5F).

As a precise position of the Master antenna is needed, a second GPS receiver, called TinyPC,

is used (Figure 3.5B). The used TinyPC/3 box of the third generation, is a compact GNSS

station developed by GFZ1. It contains a JAVAD OEM board that allows for the tracking of

GPS, GLONASS and Galileo signals as well as an integrated 800 MHz processor with a power

consumption of only 2.5 Watts. For this purpose, the incoming direct signal was separated with

a splitter-signal between the TinyPC/3 and the GNSS-R receiver (Figure 3.5A).

To obtain reference measurements of the water level changes, the Xuanh Khan pump station

installed 8 km eastern from the An Bihn hotel is used. The water level changes are given with an

interval of 15 min and are measured using a pressure gauge instrument from the manufacturer

SEBA Hydrometrie™ with an accuracy of 1 cm.

3.2 Experimental Set-up in Morocco

Morocco is a country where agriculture plays an important economic role, employing around

42% of the country’s workforce, thus the biggest employer in the country (Requier-Desjardins,

2010). However, several recent studies show that agriculture is greatly affected by the impacts

of climate changes causing a reduction in available water resources (decrease of precipitation)

as well as degradation of land and ecosystems (desertification) (Magnan et al., 2009; Requier-

Desjardins, 2010). At the same time, an increasing demographic trend can be observed that

causes an expansion of irrigated agricultural land (to ensure basic provision for the population)

and thus an overexploitation of ground-water and water reservoirs. Therefore local, regional

and global monitoring of water resources becomes increasingly important.

Within the Programme Marocco-Allemand de Recherche Scientifique (PMARS) research project,

funded by the German and Moroccan Ministry of Education and Research, a measurement

campaign, jointly organized by the Mohammedia School of Engineers (EMI) in Rabat, Morocco

and the GFZ, in Potsdam, Germany, was conducted in Morocco from the 13th to the 19th of

December, 2013. The mission’s main aim was to install the first GPS-R station in Morocco to

extract the degree of soil moisture. But the opportunity was also used to test the developed

GPS-R phase based algorithm to extract water level heights under near optimal conditions.

For this purpose, a GPS-R station was installed at the Hassan II dam near the city of Midelt.

This location was selected as the Moroccan project partners are developing hydrological mod-

els for the basin "la Moulouya" and the water surface of the dam offers a almost optimal re-

flecting surface. This region accurately represents well the agricultural situation in Morocco.

More than half of the agriculture is run in zones with low precipitation (under 400 mm per year)

where a Mediterranean semi-arid/arid climate dominates (Ibouhouten et al., 2010). Therefore,

1http://www.gfz-potsdam.de/forschung/ueberblick/departments/department-1/gpsgalileo-
erdbeobachtung/projekte/gnss-infrastruktur/
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irrigation of the fields is necessary, based on existing ground water and hydraulic engineering

that is filled from snow melt from the atlas mountains. From a technical point of view, the choice

of the dam offers the advantage that all dams in Morocco are controlled areas with access only

for authorized persons. This permits a supervision of the installed instruments.

The basin "La Moulouya" with a surface area of 55 860 km2 extends between the parallel 32X18’

and 35X 8’ N and the meridians 1X 11’ and 5X37’ W. It is flanked to the Northwest by the Mediter-

ranean coast, to the west by the basins of Sebou and Oum Er-Rebia, south by the basins of

the Ziz and Guir and in the East by Algeria (Figure 3.6 left).

Figure 3.6: Geographical location of the basin La Moulouya, the hydrological area of interest.
Left: Location of the existing basins in Morocco with emphasis on the basin la Moulouya.
Right: Location of the Hassan II dam near the city of Midelt, where the GPS-R soil moisture
and altimetry stations were placed. Source: Beckheinrich et al. (2014).

The Hassan II dam is located in the high Moulouya (Figure 3.6 right). It has a maximum storage

capacity of 400 million cubic meters, extended over an area of 12,7 km2 enabling it to ensure

the annual flow regulation of the Moulouya with a volume of 100 m3 in its upstream part. On

the left bank, the major purpose of the dam is the supply of drinking water and irrigation for

agricultural plains. Downstream, it protects against potential flooding.

The antenna constellation is similar to the one used in Vietnam (Section 3.1). The three anten-

nas are placed on the balustrade of the Hassan II dam with approximately 30 m height above

the reflecting water surface (Figure 3.7A). The water level of the dam is continuously monitored

by a laser gauge (Figure 3.7B) that allows for validation of the results (Chapter 5).
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Figure 3.7: A: GPS-R altimetric station placed on the balustrade of the Hassan II dam ap-
proximately 30 m above the reflecting water surface. B: A laser gauge instrument continuously
measures the water level height of the reservoir.

3.3 GNSS-Reflectometry Receiver

The GNSS Occultation, Reflectometry and Scatterometry (GORS) receiver is used for the

GNSS-Reflectometry phase based altimetry measurements (Figure 3.5C). It is a custom-

designed JAVAD Quattro-G3D dual-frequency receiver. It can be either used as a standard

geodetic instrument to calculate precise positioning, or for GNSS-R applications through its

special interferometric mode. The receiver can process GPS, GLONASS and Galileo signals.

As discussed in Section 2.2.3, two GNSS-R altimetry methods can be distinguished: the code

and the carrier phase based approach. The latter is more precise. A new generation of GORS

receiver with a modified firmware has been developed in collaboration with the manufacturer

JAVAD. The first prototype was a single front-end receiver developed within the German In-

donesian Tsunami Early Warning System (GITEWS) project (Helm et al., 2007). Since that

time, it has been improved to a four front-end receiver which is able to track separately, the

direct and up to three reflected GPS L1/L2C signals.

Up to 10 channels can be used in the GNSS-R application mode. Each channel uses one cor-

relator, called Master, to track the direct signal and up to 3 correlators (one for each connected

antenna), called Slave, for the reflected signal (Figure 3.8).

During a reflection event, the direct signal is tracked by the Master in a closed-loop. For the

reflected signal of the same GPS satellite, a modified firmware allows for open-loop tracking

by the Slave correlators. The direct signal frequency tracked by the Master added with a-priori

Doppler frequency and an estimate of the code-delay is used as a reference frequency to

process the reflected signal (Figure 3.8 green). The receiver Slave correlator NCO is thus not

driven by the reflected observations itself but by the direct signal added with a-priori information.

The code delay, δτ , accounts for the relative time delay between the time-of-arrival of the direct

and the reflected signal. An approximation of the water level height is used as a starting value.

The code delay is then adjusted with a chip step of 0.1 chip (1 chip 300 m). Concerning the

compensation in Doppler space, a correction was not required in our set-up because it is less

than 1 Hz which can easily be covered by the receiver’s sampling rate of 200 Hz (5 ms).
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of one GORS receiver channel in interferometric mode.
The Master tracks the direct signal in closed-loop. Up to three Slave correlators can track the
reflected signal in open-loop mode. Up to 10 such channels can be run in parallel so that up to
10 reflection events can be tracked simultaneously.

The output of the receiver is the recorded In-phase (I) and Quadrature correlation sum of the

Master and the Slave correlators (Figure 3.8).



Chapter 4

Data Analysis

In order to develop and understand the GPS-R recorded reflection events, representative data

samples of the experiment conducted in Vietnam are presented in this chapter. As discussed in

Section 2.2.3, coherent observations are a mandatory condition for the use of a phase-based

GPS-R altimetry. To filter out coherent reflection events, a new algorithm is presented and

analysed in the first section of this chapter (Section 4.1). Based on the as coherent extracted

observations, a comparison between the quantity and quality of recorded coherent data be-

tween both antenna heights is made (Section 4.2). This in turn, is the motivation for a deeper

analysis of the data, in order to find the reasons that caused a high loss of coherency of the

data. In this context, it will be shown that the effects of the objects in proximity of the antennas

(surroundings) combined with those of the maritime activities on the Mekong Delta are the main

factors. The high number of cycle slips in the collected data in Vietnam is also analysed. A

clear correlation between the surroundings of the antennas and cycle slips is shown in Sec-

tion 4.3. As cycle slips lead to a false ambiguity fixing, a detection algorithm is presented. In

Section 4.4, the presence of multipath effects is shown and mitigated. The Empirical Mode De-

composition (EMD) method is proposed to filter out reflection events coming from objects other

than the water surface. Finally, in the last section of this chapter (Section 4.5), the preprocess-

ing algorithm of the data is illustrated, resuming the different algorithms developed within this

chapter.

4.1 Coherent Observation Extraction Algorithm

Continuous and coherent phase observations are mandatory conditions for a GPS-R phase-

based altimetry (Section 2.2.3). Since the data are recorded with a high sampling rate of 200 Hz

and the coherency of the phase observations is affected by the unpredictable irregularities of

the water surface (Section 2.3.1), an automated coherency extraction method is needed.

As explained in Section 3.3, the output of the GNSS Occultation, Reflectometry and Scat-

terometry (GORS) receiver is the In-phase (I) and Quadrature (Q) correlation sum from which
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the amplitude A and the phase φ of the signal are calculated

A �

»
I2 �Q2 , (4.1)

Φ � arctan �Q, I� . (4.2)

As outlined in Section 2.3.1, incoherency leads to randomly distributed phase values within the

interval of �0, 2π�. In contrast, coherent observations cause a uniform rotation of the phasor

within the interval of �0, 2π�. Figure 4.1 illustrates this effect via simulations calculated for differ-

ent surface conditions controlled by the addition of a white noise with zero mean and standard

deviation σ on the simulated reflected signal. On the left and the right side of the figure, are

illustrated the phasor and resulting phases, respectively. For a perfectly mirror-like water sur-

face, the phase changes ∆φ and the amplitude between consecutive reflected signals will be

nearly constant, causing the circular rotation of the phasor (Figure 4.1A). However, the more

the reflecting surface roughness increases, the more the circular rotation of the phasor is de-

stroyed. For σ � 0.5 cm, the circular rotation of the phasor get an elliptical form (Figure 4.1B).

For σ � 1 cm, fading becomes visible, partially destroying the coherency of the reflected signal

(Figure 4.1C). For σ � 1.5 cm, signal fading dominates causing the incoherency of the reflected

signal (Figure 4.1D).

The rotation of the phasor in the complex plane and its resulting phase observations, form the

basis for the proposed coherency extraction algorithm presented in the next section.

4.1.1 Ellipse Fitting

Semmling (2012) proposed the idea of using the rotational nature of the phasor during coherent

phase observations by applying the following two conditions:

1. The phase cycle passes through all quadrants of the complex plane either in ascending

or descending order.

2. The samples within the phase cycle have to be uniformly distributed over the four quad-

rants.

As discussed by Semmling (2012), the disadvantage of the proposed algorithm is its sensitivity

to a temporary loss of amplitude (fading), causing the violation of the first condition and thus

the rejection of the observation. To overcome this limitation, a Least-Squares (LS) fitting of

the observed phasor cycle to an ellipse is developed and proposed in this thesis. Indeed, the

advantage of using a LS based ellipse fitting is that it allows a certain degree of amplitude

fading.

Following Bookstein (1979) and Gander et al. (1994), an ellipse can be described by

��x , y� > R2 S F �x , y� � 0� ,
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with

F x ,y ax2 bxy cy2 dx ey f 0 , (4.3)

where a,b,c,d ,e and f are the coefficients of the polynomial F .

Figure 4.1: I and Q phasor simulation and from it calculated phases for different white noise
level with zero mean and standard deviation σ. A: For a perfectly mirror-like water surface, the
phasor rotates with a constant amplitude and phase. B: The circular rotation gets an elliptical
form, for σ 0.5 cm. C: For σ 1 cm fading becomes visible, partially destroying the coherency
of the reflected signal. D: For σ 1.5 cm, signal fading dominates causing the incoherency of
the reflected signal.
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By introducing the vectors

a � �a, b, c, d , e, f �� , (4.4)

x � �x2, xy , y2, x , y , 1�� , (4.5)

equation (4.3) can be written in vector form

fa �x , y� � x�
� a � 0 . (4.6)

In the LS method, the fitting of a general conic section to a set of points �xi , yi�, i > �1,�, N�
is solved by minimizing the sum of squared algebraic distances of the observed points to the

conic represented by the coefficient vector a

min
a

N
Q
i�1
Sfa �xi , yi�S2 � min

a

N
Q
i�1

�xi � a�2 (4.7)

� min
a

a�A�Aa

� min
a

a�Sa ,

where the N � 6 design matrix A is given by

A �

���������������

x2
1 x1y1 y2

1 x1 y1 1

� � � � � �

x2
i xiyi y2

i xi yi 1

� � � � � �

x2
N xNyN y2

N xN yN 1

���������������
, (4.8)

the 6 � 6 matrix S � A�A is the scatter matrix and xi � �x2
i , xiyi , y2

i , xi , yi , 1�.
To avoid the trivial solution a � 0, a constraint YaY2

� a�a � 1 is set. However, other con-

straints can be used, see Zhang (1997); Halir and Flusser (1998); Fitzgibbon et al. (1999).

This constraint combined with equation (4.7) describes a Lagrange optimization problem, with

a Lagrange operator λ, that can be solved using generalized eigenvectors, with six eigenvalue-

eigenvector pairs �λi , gi�. Since

min
a

a�Sa � λaS�a , and (4.9)

a�a � 1 ,

we are looking for the eigenvector ai that corresponds to the minimal positive eigenvalue λi .

To ensure that only a single phasor rotation is treated each time, phase segments within the

interval of �0, 2π� are isolated by determining the minima and maxima of the calculated phase

observations. For this reason, a maximum jump of π was set. For each isolated phase seg-

ment the best fitting ellipse is calculated. Figure 4.2 illustrates this procedure for the simulated

observations with varying standard deviations presented in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.2: Simulation results of the ellipse fitting algorithm to extract coherent phase obser-
vations for different white noise levels. Right: Isolated phase segments within the interval of
0, 2π (marked with circles in black) flagged as coherent (red) or incoherent (grey). Left: For
each of the extracted phase segment, the best fitting ellipse is calculated. The ellipse fitting
algorithm extracted correctly the coherent and incoherent phase observations for simulated
standard deviations of 0, 0.5 ,1 and 1.5 cm respectively.

On the left side of the figure, are plotted in red the as coherent flagged phase observations with

the calculated maxima and minima defining the single phase segments (black points) used for
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the ellipse fitting computation. On the right side of the figure, an example of the computed

ellipse (in blue) that bests fits the data (in red).

To exclude non-coherent phase observations, the residuals (and the resulting a-posteriori stan-

dard deviation s) are statistically analysed using a chi-square test (χ2) with a significance level

of 95%

χ2
f � f �

s2

σ2 (4.10)

where f is the degree of freedom (the number of observations minus the number of unknown

parameters, 6 coefficients in this case), and σ the a-priori standard deviation.

The null hypothesis is H0 � s2
� σ2 ,

and the alternative hypothesis: Ha � s2
A σ2 .

4.1.2 Performance of the Coherency Extraction Algorithm

To analyse the performance of the proposed coherency extraction algorithm a two class confu-

sion matrix is used (Table 4.1). The confusion matrix, shows the number of correct and incorrect

predictions made by the classification algorithm compared to the actual outcomes of the data.

Data

Coherent Incoherent

A
lg

or
ith

m

Coherent True Positive (TP) False Positive (FP)

Incoherent False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN)

Table 4.1: Two class confusion matrix.

In this thesis, the entries in the confusion matrix have the following meaning:

1. True Positive (TP) is the number of correctly extracted coherent data.

2. False Positive (FP) is the number of incorrectly extracted coherent data (the number of

incoherent observations that were extracted as coherent from the algorithm).

3. False Negative (FN) is the number of missed coherent observations, (the number of co-

herent observations that were not identified by the algorithm).

4. True Negative (TN) is the number of correctly excluded incoherent observations.

To characterize the performance of the algorithm, several parameters exist (Powers, 2007).

The sensitivity or True Positive Rate (TPR) is the proportion of real positive (TP) cases that are
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correctly predicted positive by the algorithm

sensitivity � TPR �
TP

TP � FN
. (4.11)

The specificity or True Negative Rate (TNR) is the proportion of real negative (TN) cases that

are correctly predicted negative by the algorithm and is computed as

specificity � TNR �
TN

FP � TN
. (4.12)

Thus TPR and TNR reflect how many of the relevant cases the algorithm picks up. This in turn

is used in the overall Accuracy (ACC) that gives the rate of correctly classified data related to

the total number of data N

ACC �
TP � TN

N
. (4.13)

For the comparison, a random selection of 50 hours from the pool of data in 2012 and 2013

was used. To define the coherency status of these reference data, the (at the beginning of this

section mentioned) coherency extraction method proposed by Semmling (2012) combined with

a visual classification were used. The following confusion matrix was established

Validation Data set

Coherent Incoherent

E
lli

ps
e Coherent 23214 4592

Incoherent 8374 35912

Table 4.2: Results of the confusion matrix used to analyse the performance of the ellipse fitting
coherency extraction algorithm.

from which following parameters were calculated

TPR TNR ACC

Ellipse Fitting 0.74 0.89 0.82

Table 4.3: Calculated parameter of the confusion matrix. TPR: True Positive Rate, TNR: True
Negative Rate and ACC: Accuracy.

From Table 4.3, it can be seen that 82% of the data were extracted correctly using the proposed

ellipse fitting algorithm. However, � 12% of the coherent data are wrongly rejected and � 5%

are erroneously marked as coherent. Notably, the set of incoherent data is about 55% of the

total observations. The high loss of coherency is the motivation to go deeper into the analysis

of the causes in the following section.
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4.2 Coherent Data Analysis

To be able to use a phase-based GPS-R as a monitoring flood instrument in the region of the

Mekong Delta, the continuity of the as coherent extracted observations is of significant interest.

In the following section, the term coherent observations refers to the data that were identified

as coherent using the ellipse fitting algorithm presented in the previous Section 4.1.1.

Figure 4.3: Representative example of recorded reflection events over 24 hours. In grey:
reflection event. In black: coherent reflection event. A: Reflection events for the L1 signals.
B: Reflection events for the L2 signal. C: Sum of reflection events over 24 hours. Data source:
February 26, 2012, An Bihn hotel, Terrace, Can Tho City, Vietnam, Terrace.
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Figure 4.3 shows a representative example of recorded L1 and L2 reflection events over 24

hours. On average, five L1 reflection events per hour (with a mean length of 2 hours) are tracked

in parallel. Concerning the L2 reflections events, on average only 1 reflection event per hour

(with a mean length of 2 hours) is tracked simultaneously. If the coherency is also taken into

account, interruptions between several seconds and more than one hour can be observed. For

this reason, an analysis of the recorded coherent reflected signals during both measurement

campaigns in 2012 and 2013 is presented in Table 4.4. Under the category "Reflection events",

all the recorded observations are taken into account without consideration for their coherency.

Under the category "Coherent observations", all extracted coherent observations are included,

without consideration for the continuous time length of their coherency.

Year 2012 2013

Antenna height [m] �10 �20 �10 �20

Reflection events [h] � 265 � 248 � 202 � 241

Coherent observations [%] 28.4 31.7 27.8 29.3

Table 4.4: Recorded reflection events for the conducted measurement campaigns in 2012 and
2013 in Vietnam, including the percentage of extracted coherent observations depending on
the antenna height.

In the case of the first measurement campaign in 2012 and for the antenna placed �10 m over

the reflecting surface, only 28.4% of the recorded reflections are considered as coherent. For

the second antennas position with a height of �20 m, 31.7% of the recorded reflection events

are extracted as coherent. A slight increase of around 4% for the higher placed antenna is

thus observed. In the case of the second measurement campaign in 2013, for the antenna

placed �10 m over the reflecting surface, only 27.8% of the recorded reflections are considered

coherent. Also here no significant difference with the results of the previous campaign can be

observed. For the second antennas placement with a height of � 20 m, no significant difference

can be seen with 29.3% compared to the results obtained in 2012 or with the first antennas

position. Based on these results, the data of 2012 and 2013 could be merged. However, to

analyse the impact of the antenna heights on remaining errors, namely cycle slips and multipath

effects, only the experimental year will be merged together and only the different antennas

height are considered.

If the recorded reflections events are analysed considering water surface reflections only, a

major factor for the loss of coherency is due to the breadth of the river and the antennas

location. The river bank starts approximately 20 m away from the terrace and 25 m from the

roof of the hotel. A small garden with a covered terrace and palm trees is located in front of

the hotel and many buildings are in the surroundings of the antennas (figures 3.2 and 3.3). The

river itself is only �150 m wide and also surrounded by buildings and palm trees on each side

of its banks. Since the selected elevation and azimuth masks do not consider the geometrical

behaviour of the river and the surrounding of its banks, incoherent reflection events passing

through these areas are also recorded (Figure 4.4). Based on a map of the river, it can be seen
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in Figure 4.4 that only 48.1% and 47.6% of the recorded reflection tracks, reflect off the water

surface for the antenna placed at 10 m and at 20 m height, respectively. If now the percentage

of coherent observations is analysed, nearly 50% of the water reflection events are coherent

(Table 4.5).

Figure 4.4: Reflection events for the measurement campaigns of 2012 and 2013. In grey all
recorded reflection events. In black, expected water reflections based on simulations calculated
using a map of the river. Data source: Experimental data from 2012 and 2013, An Bihn hotel,
Can Tho City, Vietnam.

Antenna height 10 m 20 m

Water Reflections 48.1 % 47.6 %

Coherent water reflections 46.7 % 48.4 %

Table 4.5: Recorded water reflection events as well as the percentage of their coherent part for
the conducted measurement campaigns in 2012 and 2013 in Vietnam.

If these 50% of water reflected data are analysed, the loss of coherency results from the

direct surroundings of the antenna (palm trees and buildings). This effect can be clearly seen

in Figure 4.5A and 4.5C, where the coherent and incoherent water reflection events are plotted

in black and grey, respectively.
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Figure 4.5: Restricted azimuthal view of the antennas. A: Observed azimuth of the coherent
observations for the antennas placed on the terrace. B: Palm trees and buildings obstructing the
signals received by the antennas placed on the terrace. C: Observed azimuth of the coherent
observations for the antennas placed on the roof. Data source: Experimental data of 2012 and
2013, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.
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Since the antennas placed at the height of 10 m have a more obstructed view then those

placed at 20 m height, we can observe more azimuthal sections with no coherent reflection

events between: 96 - 98 deg, 108 - 112 deg, 146 - 151 deg, 208 - 212 deg, 216 - 222 deg, and

230 - 260 deg. This azimuth angles coincide with the existing palm trees and buildings in the

vicinity of the hotel and consequently of the antennas (Figure 4.5B). Similarly for the second

antenna placed at the height of 20 m, a signal obstruction is found at the following azimuth

angles: 103 -105 deg, 217 - 223 deg, 231 -249 deg and 251 - 260 deg.

Based on the shape of the river and the position of the receiver, a maximal possible horizontal

water reflection point distance is simulated to be at 1000 m (grey line in Figure 4.6A). Assuming

a planar Earth model, a minimal elevation angle of 0.6 deg and 1.1 deg would be feasible for the

antennas placed at 10 m and 20 m height, respectively. However, this simulated reflection track

with the maximal reachable horizontal distance comes from the perpendicular arm of the river

in front of the hotel. This reflection trace is within the azimuthal mask section of 146-151 deg

that in turn is one of the sections of incoherent reflection events.

Figure 4.6: Analysis of the observed reflection events regarding their azimuth angle. A: Co-
herent water reflections with simulated maximal horizontal distance. B: Relative frequency of
the observed azimuthal angles. Data source: Experimental data from 2012 and 2013, An Bihn
hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.

Regarding the elevation angle, the analysis of the data shows that coherent observations for

the antenna placed at 10 m height starts with an elevation angle of 3.2 deg and ends at an

elevation angle of 29.1 deg (Figure 4.7). This corresponds to a horizontal distance between

20.3 m and 198 m. For the antenna placed at 20 m height, the elevation angles are between

3.4 - 28.4 deg, corresponding to a horizontal distance between 18.5 m and 168 m.
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of the elevation and horizontal distance of the coherent water reflections.
A: Calculated horizontal distances in case of coherent reflection events. B: Relative frequency
of the observed elevation angles. Data source: Experimental data from 2012 and 2013, An
Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.

The reason for the discrepancy between the observed and simulated elevation angles and con-

sequently for the lower observed horizontal distances, is the existing roads, palm trees and

buildings on the opposite side of the river. Thereby, the minimum elevation angle is limited

by trees and obstacles on the opposite river bank, while the maximum elevation angle by the

antenna surroundings. This is again shown in the relative frequency of the observed coher-

ent azimuthal sections that are concentrated in both cases in the 160 - 200 deg range. This

corresponds to the free view of the antennas of the river section.

Two further factors can also cause incoherent observations. First, the variation of the water

level due to tidal back flow that causes a narrowing of the river up to 3 m from both sides of

the river bank (Figure 4.8 Left). Second, the high number of floating vegetation during low tides

that disturbs the signal reflection off the water surface (Figure 4.8 Right).

Figure 4.8: Left: River narrowing up
to 3 m from each side due to low tides.
Right: High number of floating vege-
tation due to low tides, disturbing the
reflection of the signal off the water
surface.
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Last but most influencing factor disturbing the coherency of the phase observations, are the

passing ships. Indeed, in addition to its importance as a means of transportation for merchan-

dise and goods, the Mekong Delta is also frequently used by the local population for personal

transportation. This leads to an increased roughness of the river and thus additional signal ob-

struction. To show this, ship movements were recorded during both measurement campaigns

using a web-cam. A picture of a fixed section of the river was taken each minute.

Figure 4.9 shows an example of recorded coherent observations reflecting some of the cited

reasons why coherency in our experimental set-up was disturbed. At the beginning of the ob-

servation (approx. between 2:00 - 2:25 GPS time) there is no coherency because the reflection

track passes across the vegetation and buildings surrounding the hotel and crosses the section

of dry river bed due to low tides (Figure 4.9A, B and D green box). Coherent phase observa-

tions are recorded for about 10 min. (Figure 4.9A). Afterwards, we can observe a sudden loss

of coherency that is most likely due to a passing ship, causing ripples on the water surface

(Figure 4.9A and D red box).

Figure 4.9: Example of recorded observations illustrating some of the factors that disturb the
coherency of the reflected signals. A: Recorded phase observations. B: Reflection track pass-
ing through vegetation and buildings in front of the hotel. C: Reflection track passing through
the section of dry river bed due to low tides. D: Sudden loss of coherent phase observations
most likely due to a passing ship. Data source: Experimental data from March 3, 2012, An Bihn
hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.

Continuous coherent phase observations are a mandatory condition to estimate water level and

to resolve for the existing ambiguities in the phase observations. For this purpose, the length of

continuous coherent water reflections is analysed. Under the category "Coherent observations
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A 10 min.", all the continuous coherent fractions longer than 10 min. are included.

Antenna height �10 m �20 m

Coherent observations > 10 min 77.6 % 80.0 %

Table 4.6: Recorded coherent water reflections in function of the length of their continuous
recording time of 10 min.

For a reliable ambiguity resolution, not only the length of continuous coherently observed

phases is important but also their redundancy. For this reason, first the overlapping of extracted

coherent observations regarding the in parallel observed satellites is analysed.

The analysis showed four categories:

1. Coherent observations on the L1 frequency from one satellite.

2. Coherent observations on the L1 and L2 frequency from one satellite.

3. Coherent observations on the L1 frequency by more than one satellites in parallel.

4. Coherent observations on the L1 and L2 frequency by more than one satellites in parallel.

For each of these categories, the percentage of their occurrence is calculated. Under the

category "L1", the percentage of L1 coherent observations viewed by one, or simultaneously

by two or more satellites, is given. Under the category "L2", the percentage of L2 coherent

observations viewed by one, or simultaneously by two or more satellites. Under the category

"L1 + L2", the percentage of simultaneously observed dual frequency coherent observations

that are from one, or from more than two satellites in parallel is given.

We can notice that for the antenna placed on the terrace during 2012 and 2013 (left side of the

Table 4.7), over 65% of the L1 coherent observations were observed from one satellite, around

32% from two satellites simultaneously and in only 2% of the cases from three satellites in par-

allel. For the L2 coherent observations, 85% are observed by one satellite and the remaining

observations from maximal two satellites in parallel. Concerning the dual frequency obser-

vations, only 7% of the observations and this during only one single day (3rd March 2013) is

observed in parallel from two satellites. The remaining dual frequency coherent observations

are all observed from one satellite.

For the antenna placed on the roof of the hotel in 2012 and 2013, over 50% of the L1 coherent

observations are observed from one satellite, around 40% from two satellites and about 8%

from three satellites in parallel. For the L2 frequency, over 70% of the coherent observations

are observed from a single satellite, around 30% from two satellites and under 1% from three

satellites simultaneously. Finally, regarding the dual frequencies, over 70% of the coherent

observations are observed by a single satellite, over 25% from two satellites in parallel and

under 1% from three satellites.
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Table 4.7: Statistical analysis of the redundancy of coherent observations for the antennas
placed on the terrace (left) and on the roof of the hotel (right) during the measurement campaign
in 2012 and 2013. Data source: Experimental data from 2012 and 2013, An Bihn hotel, Can
Tho City, Vietnam.
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A comparison between both antennas heights suggests that the antennas positioned on the

roof of the hotel and consequently higher, have a better observation constellation than the

antenna positioned on the terrace giving more redundant observed satellites in parallel. This is

due to the better free view of the antennas over the sensed river section of the Mekong Delta.

If now the percentage of single and dual frequency coherent observations with a continuous

length of more than 10 min is analysed, around 95% of the coherent data are observed on

a single frequency L1 or L2 (Table 4.8). However, only 5% of the single frequency coherent

observations are observed at the L2 frequency. This is due to the GORS firmware where the

L2C signal tracking is not optimal i.e. the signal tracking is not aligned with maximum C/N0

(personal communication G. Beyerle, GFZ Potsdam). As a consequence a low percentage

of dual frequency coherent observations can be observed. Due to this fact, all the following

analysis will concentrate on the L1 single frequency cases only.

Antenna placement Terrace Roof

Single Frequency 94.6 % 95.3%

Dual Frequency 5.3 % 4.7 %

Table 4.8: Recorded coherent water reflections in function of their in parallel observed fre-
quency and length of their continuous recording time of 10 min.

To get an estimate about the a-priori standard deviation of the L1 frequency phase observa-

tions, de-trended unwrapped coherent phase observations are used. The analysis showed a

standard deviation of 0.55 rad corresponding to approximately 0.02 m.

4.3 Cycle slips

The carrier tracking loop combined with local frequency replica, enables to measure highly

precise phase data with a precision of millimetre. These are obtained from the carrier tracking

loop, using a carrier accumulator consisting of the fractional cycle count of the carrier Doppler

phase measurement and the integer cycle count (Section 2.1.4).

During the first signal tracking, the number of full cycles between the receiver and satellite is

unknown and the receiver can only measure a fraction of it

Φsati
rcv �tr� � Φrcv �tr� �Φsati �tr� �Nsati

rcv � δ , (4.14)

where Nsati
rcv is the ambiguity and has the following three properties. First, since the ambiguity

is a number of full cycle, it has an integer value. Second, each receiver satellite link has its

own ambiguity integer value. Third, as long as no signal interruption has occurred, it stays

constant, otherwise the receiver interprets the interruption as a new signal tracking and a new

cycle count starts. Therefore, the ambiguities are unknown again. However, to take advantage
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of the precise carrier phase observations, the ambiguity has to be solved correctly and thus

these signal interruption - the Cycle Slip (CS) - have to be detected.

Many cycle slip detection methods have been developed since the early 1980s. However, all of

them use either a combination of dual-frequency observations or a combination of phase and

code observations. The advantage given here is that the code observations are not affected

by cycle slips. The challenge within this thesis is thus to develop a method that relies only

on single-frequency phase observations as more than 95% of the coherently recorded data

are on the L1 or L2 frequency. Additionally, many of the existing cycle slip detection methods

assume that the carrier phase observations are smooth. This presumption may be incorrect

due to the reflection off the signal off the water surface, which increases the noise level of the

observations.

4.3.1 Cycle Slip Detection Algorithm

In this section, a cycle slips detection algorithm is proposed based on the widely used Turbo

Edit algorithm.

The Turbo Edit algorithm developed by Blewitt (1990) is a recursive algorithm that updates

sequentially the wide-lane linear combination of code and phase observations and their vari-

ances. Through the use of a recursive average the noisy data are smoothed permitting to better

detect cycle slips. For the GPS-R phase based method, the same algorithm is applied with the

difference that the de-trended phase observations φ are used instead of the wide-lane linear

combination.

The recursive average and variances are calculated as follow; c.f. Blewitt (1990)

φ �k� � φ �k � 1� � 1
k
�φ �k� � φ �k � 1�� , (4.15)

σ2 �k� � σ2 �k � 1� � 1
k
��φ �k� � φ �k � 1��2

� σ2 �k � 1�� , (4.16)

where φ is the mean of the de-trended unwrapped phase observations φ, σ the standard devi-

ation and k and, k �1 the present and previous epochs, respectively. The choice of the a-priori

standard deviation is not critical, as the recursive algorithm rapidly determines variances values

which are representative of the data set.

To flag an observation as a cycle slip, the following two conditions have to be fulfilled. First,

subsequent epoch estimates φ �k � 1� must lie within 4σ �k� of the running mean φ �k�
Sφ �k � 1� � φ �k�S E 4σ �k� . (4.17)

Second, two consecutive positive detections must lie within one cycle

Sφ �k � 1� � φ �k�S D 1 . (4.18)
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If both conditions are met, a new average is calculated, starting with these two points, until the

next two consecutive points are found. If the last condition is not fulfilled (Equation (4.18)), the

detected point is flagged as an outlier and is removed from the data.

4.3.2 Algorithm Performance

The performance of the proposed algorithm is examined with simulations. Six different satellites

observed within the experiment conducted in Vietnam were used simulating an antenna height

of 13 m. The satellites were chosen in the way that the elevation range of the Vietnam exper-

iment was covered (3 - 30 deg). For each satellite, 50 simulations were carry out. To analyse

the performance of the algorithm under different level of noise, a white noise with a zero mean

and standard deviation σ was added to the de-trended phase observations for each of the 300

simulations. To test the impact of the occurrence time of the cycle slips within the data (at the

beginning, middle or end), a cycle slip was randomly set within a predefined time window of

one, two or five minutes. To test the sensitivity of the algorithm, cycle slips of different sizes are

introduced within the data: 0.25, 0.5, 1 and 2 cycles.

Table 4.9: Simulation results using the Turbo Edit algorithm for different cycle slip sizes (0.25,
0.5, 1 and 2 cycles) that occur at different time interval within the data (1, 2 or 5 minutes), under
different white noise level of (0.01 and 0.05 m). For standard deviation of the observations of
0.01 m, the proposed algorithm detected all the artificially introduced cycle slips independently
of their occurrence time or size. For observations with a standard deviation of 0.05 m, a high
detection rate of over 99% could only be reached for cycle slips starting with a size of 1 cycle.

Table 4.9 summarize the results of the simulations obtained with the different cited settings

using the Turbo Edit algorithm. The table can be read as follow: the added white noise is dis-

played in the first column. The time interval at which a cycle slip occurs with the size displayed

in the second and third column, respectively. The percent of correctly detected cycle slips,
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of missed cycle slips and wrongly flagged observation, are displayed in the following three

columns, respectively.

For a standard deviation σ of 0.01 m all the tested cycle slip sizes were successfully found

by the algorithm independently on the position of occurrence of the cycle slip within the data

(Figure 4.10A). However, differences become evident with an increase in the measurement

noise. For a standard deviation σ of 0.05 m, the Turbo Edit algorithm not only fails to detect

small cycle slips of the size of quarter a cycle but also shows a high percentage of false positive

flagged observations. For cycle slips of half a cycle of size, over 80% was correctly identified

by the algorithm. A higher performance is achieved, if at least two minutes of cycle slip free

observations are available to initialise the running average and variance. For larger cycle slips,

the algorithm showed a hit rate of more then 99% (Figure 4.10B).

Figure 4.10: Representative examples of the simulation results using the Turbo Edit algorithm.
Artificially introduced cycle slip (black point) of 0.25 cycle (left) and 1 cycle (right) size within
the first two - three minutes of the data. In green plotted, the 4σ limits for the running mean in
blue. In red the de-trended simulated phase observations. A: For a σ 0.01 m, all the artificially
introduced cycle slips are detected independently of their size. B: For a σ of 0.05 m, not all
cycle slips are detected especially for small cycle slips (left). For cycle slips bigger then one
cycle, almost all cycle slips were detected correctly.

4.3.3 Cycle Slip Occurrence Analysis

Due to the presence of buildings and palm trees in the surrounding of the antennas, the

reflected signal undergoes a high number of perturbations leading to a loss of coherency

(Section 4.2), but also a high number of cycle slips.

For the conducted measurements, 1380 and 1205 cycle slips were detected for the height of

10 m and the 20 m observation, respectively.
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The analysis of the relative frequencies of cycle slips, for both antenna placement, as a func-

tion of the elevation angle showed a distinct peak at an elevation angle of 7 deg and 8 deg,

respectively (Figure 4.11). In combination with the relative frequency as a function of the az-

imuth, we can assume that cycle slips are most likely caused by moving palm tree leaves and

the buildings in front of and on every side of the hotel, obstructing the reflected water signals.

Figure 4.11: Analysis of the occurrence of cycle slips in function of the elevation and azimuth
angles. A: Azimuthal section with a high occurrence of cycle slips. (Created by freely available
GPS visualizer tool1). B: Relative frequency as function of the elevation angle. C: Relative
frequency as function of the azimuth. Data source: Experimental data from 2012 and 2013, An
Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.

An analysis of the resulting water level height (Chapter 5) showed that not all cycle clips could

be detected so that there is potential for further improvements. These undetected cycle slips

lead to an error of several meters in the estimated water level heights.

1www.gpsvisualizer.com
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4.4 Multipath Effects

The Master-Slave antenna set-up for water level monitoring is based on the following two as-

sumptions. First, only two signals are received: the direct LOS signal and signal reflected

from the water surface. Second, these signals are tracked separately: the direct signal by

the Master correlator and reflected signal by the Slave correlator. However, the data analy-

sis showed that the Master signals as well as the Slave tracked signals are sometimes dis-

turbed by several multipath. As the signal tracked by the Master serves as a reference for

the Slave correlator, reflections affecting the direct signal are mapped into the signal tracked

by the Slave (Figure 4.12A and 4.12B). Additionally, since we are interested in monitoring the

water level, we have to determine the reflections, which are caused by the water surface only

(Figure 4.12C and 4.12D).

Figure 4.12: Master and Slave amplitude. Master amplitude (A) showing multipath effects
(black box) that correlate with the recorded Slave amplitude (B), (black box). Slave ampli-
tude (D) showing multipath effects (black box) that are not correlated with the multipath effects
recorded by the Master (C). Data source: February 28, 2012, Can Tho City, Vietnam, A and B
PRN 17, C and D: PRN 31.
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4.4.1 Empirical Mode Decomposition

To extract the reflections from the water surface, the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD)

analysis method is applied. It was developed by Huang et al. (1998) and adapted for GNSS

multipath estimation for positioning tasks by Hirrle et al. (2012). The main advantage of the

EMD method is that it is fully data-driven and can be applied to any complex data set. There is

also no need for an a-priori base as for example trigonometric functions in the case of Fourier

transform or a mother wavelet in the case of the Wavelet transform. Notably, in the EMD

method, the basic functions are directly derived from and based on the input signal itself making

it an adaptive method. Additionally, the decomposition is based on the local characteristic time

scale of the data and hence applicable to non-linear and non-stationary processes (Hariharan

et al., 2006). Thus there are no conditions on data processing in contrast to the Fourier which

imposes the linearity and stationarity or Wavelet transform which imposes the linearity of the

data. The basis of EMD is the assumption that at any given time, the data may have many

coexisting simple oscillatory modes of significantly different frequencies, one superimposed on

the other; c.f. Huang and Wu (2008)

x �t� � Qxi �t� , (4.19)

xi �t� � a �t�sin �ω �t� t� .

The principle of the EMD method is to decompose a signal of multi-components into a finite

number of mono-component thus a signal with a single frequency (Hirrle, 2016), called Intrinsic

Mode Function (IMF), and that satisfy the following conditions; c.f. Huang and Wu (2008):

1. The number of local extrema and zero crossings must either be equal or differ from one.

2. The mean value of the envelope defined by the local minima and maxima is zero.

Figure 4.13 shows the different steps of the called ’sifting’ process decomposing, that decom-

poses an input signal (Figure 4.13A) into a series of IMFs:

1. Identify all the local extrema (Figure 4.13B red dots) and interpolate between them, using

a cubic spline to form the upper envelope envmax (Figure 4.13C, green line).

2. Repeat the same procedure as in step 1, but this time for the local minima, defining now

the lower envelope envmin.

3. Calculate the mean between the upper and the lower envelope (Figure 4.13D, red line)

m1 �t� � �envmin �t� � envmax �t��
2

(4.20)

and compute the difference between the original signal x �t� and m1 to build the first

"proto-intrinsic mode function" h1 (Flandrin et al., 2004)

h1 � x �t� �m1 , (4.21)

If h1 does not fulfill the definition of an IMF, h1 is treated as the new original signal and
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the process is repeated from step 1 to 3

h11 h1 m11 , (4.22)

k times until the conditions of an IMF are met

IMF1 h1k . (4.23)

4. Extract the first IMF (IMF1) from the original signal x t (Figure 4.13E)

r1 x t IMF1 . (4.24)

The first IMF includes the highest frequency component of the signal, while the following IMFs

contain decreasing frequencies.

Figure 4.13: Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) sifting steps for a simple sinusoidal signal
added with a trend. A: Composed signal of a simple sinusoidal plus a trend. B: Determination
of the maxima and minima of the signal (red dots). C Interpolation between the maxima and
minima with a cubic spline, building the upper and lower envelope of the signal (green lines).
D Computation of the mean between the upper and lower envelope (red line). E First IMF. F
Remaining trend.
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r1 is treated as the original signal and the steps from 1 to 3 are repeated until the next IMF is

found. The above process is repeated n times until all IMF’s are extracted and the residual rn

becomes a monotonic function, with one maximum or one minimum from which no more IMF’s

can be built (Figure 4.13F)

r1 IMF2 r2 ,

(4.25)

rn IMFn 1 rn 1 .

The total sum of the IMF’s reconstruct the original signal and therefore ensures completeness

(Huang et al., 1998)

x t
n

j 1
IMFj rn . (4.26)

In contrast to GNSS positioning, the major advantage of GPS-R is the a-priori information about

the expected reflection events. Indeed, through the approximate knowledge about the satellite-

receiver-reflector geometry, the roughly contribution of the water reflection can be predicted

(Chapter 5). This in turn, enables us to calculate the expected phase observation.

Figure 4.14 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm which will be explained stepwise in

the following.

Figure 4.14: Main steps of Multipath processing algorithm. First, the IMFs are extracted using
the EMD method. Second, all possible combinations of IMFs are build. In parallel, a model of
the expected reflected phase observations is calculated for different input heights. The mod-
elled phases and the IMF phase combinations are unwrapped. The difference between them
is computed. In the last step, a LS polynomial fitting of first order is used to determine the IMF
combination and the input height that causes the minimum slope of the differenced unwrapped
phases.
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First, from the I and Q observations, the IMFs are extracted using the EMD method. In a next

step, all possible combinations of the IMFs are build. In parallel, the I and Q are modelled based

on the satellite and receiver position and a coarse information about the relative height between

the receiver and the reflecting water surface (Chapter 5). If the model fits the observations, the

difference between them should build a (zero) line with minimal slope.

Figure 4.15 shows simulation results for an antenna placed at 13 m height. On the left side

of the figure, the simulated unwrapped phases with a noise level of 0.01 m is indicated. On

the right side of the figure, the difference between modelled and simulated unwrapped phases

for different input heights between 10 and 15 m with a step of 1 m can be seen. For the input

height of 13 m, the difference builds a zero line with minimal slope (purple line).

Figure 4.15: Simulation showing that with a LS based polynomial fitting of first degree for
different input heights, the difference between the model and the observations builds a zero line.
Left: Simulated unwrapped phase for an antenna placed at 13 m height above the reflecting
surface. Right: Difference between the simulated unwrapped phase observations and the
modelled unwrapped phases for different input heights between 10 and 15 m. For the input
height of 13 m, the difference shows a zero line with minimal slope.

To determine the best fit that causes the minimum slope, a LS polynomial fitting is used. As no

complete satellite pass with coherent observations is observed during the conducted experi-

ment, a linear fit of first degree suffice otherwise a polynomial of higher degree should be used.

The linear functional model is defined as

∆ϕa a bt ,

x a,b ,

l Ax v ,

where l represents the column vector of n 1 ∆ϕa (difference between the modelled and ob-

served unwrapped phases), A the n m design matrix, x the m 1 column vector of unknown

parameters a and b forming the coefficients of the polynomial, t the n 1 observations time and

v is the n 1 column vector of residuals.

This procedure is repeated for different input heights. The accumulated IMF sub-signals, that

best fit the model, are isolated as the "real" observations caused by the reflections off the water

surface. These are stored with the corresponding relative height between the receiver and the

water surface that gives a first guest of the water level height.
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4.4.2 Efficiency Analysis

In the following section, the efficiency of the proposed algorithm is analysed using simulated

phase observations as well as selected observations collected during the experimental setup in

Vietnam. To avoid confusion, the term "multipath" is used for the reflections that are not caused

by a reflection off the water surface.

Simulations

To analyse the efficiency of the proposed multipath filtering method, following simulations are

carried out.

First, to test the ability of the algorithm to isolate the IMF combination that corresponds to

the reflection off the water surface, 50 noise free simulations are conducted. For this reason,

different reflector types (horizontal (H), vertical (V) or a mix of both(H/V)) and different reflector

positions (between 1 and 30 m) are used (Table 4.10).

Second, to analyse the impact of noisy observations on the EMD decomposition method,

simulations with different noise level are tested. With this aim, a white noise with zero mean and

standard deviation σ of 0.01 m and 0.05 m, respectively is added to the noise free simulated

data (Table 4.11).

To be able to compare the results of each time series, the same satellite pass is used for all

the conducted simulations, namely the PRN 13 observed on February 25, 2012 at the An Bihn

hotel in Vietnam. Additionally, the relative height between the water surface and the receiver

antenna is set to 13 m.

Table 4.10 shows a part of the results, obtained with the proposed algorithm, if noise free

multipath signals are used. Ideally, the number of extracted IMF should reflect the number

of multipath signals composing the signal. In the first simulation series, a single horizontal

reflector is simulated (H). In the second simulation, a single vertical reflector is used (V). In the

third simulation series, a single horizontal and a single vertical reflector is used (H/V).

The simulations show, that independently of the simulated reflector type, the number of ex-

tracted IMF sub-signals, do not coincide with the number of superimposed signals. A correct

physical interpretation of the extracted single IMFs is thus not possible. However, the main

interest within this thesis is not the interpretation of the obtained IMFs but the isolation of the

signals caused by a reflection on the water surface.

Through the use of all possible combinations of IMFs combined with the LS fitting approach,

the relative height is mostly estimated correctly. A high discrepancy is found for the simulated

multipath signals of which the frequency is close to the frequency of the reflected water signal.

In this case, the EMD method is not able to separate correctly between both signals. This

phenomena is called the Beat-effect (Hirrle, 2016).
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Table 4.10: Part of the simulation results, aiming to test the ability of the proposed algorithm,
to isolate the water reflected signal in case of noise free signals for different types of reflectors:
horizontal (H), vertical (V) and a mix of both (H/V) and reflector height between 1 and 30 m. The
number of extracted IMFs do not coincide with the number of superimposed signals. Through
the use of the LS matching algorithm, the relative height of the water level could be successfully
estimated apart from those multipath signals close to the frequency of the reflected water signal.

In the second simulation series, the same signals are used as in the previous time series, but

this time a white noise with a zero mean and a standard deviation σ of 0.01 m and 0.05 m,

respectively is added (Table 4.11).

The comparison between both simulation series shows that the obtained number of extracted

IMFs increased, independently of the simulated reflector type (horizontal (H), vertical (V) or a

mix of both (H/V)) or the set distance between the reflector and the water surface. Thus as

expected and like in the noise free simulation series, the number of extracted IMFs do not

reflected the simulated input number of superimposed signals. A physical interpretation of the

single extracted IMF is thus not possible. Compared to the noise free simulation series, the use

of all IMF combinations leads to a first relative height estimation between the water surface and

the receiver antenna but this time at the decimetre level.
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Table 4.11: Part of the simulation results using the EMD method for different reflector types
added with a normally distributed white noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ of
0.01 m and 0.05 m, respectively. The number of extracted IMFs do not match the number of
superimposed signals and increase due to the noise. The obtained values of the water level
height are within the meter level of accuracy.
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The remaining IMF signals not only enable to recompose the multipath signals but also the

randomly added white noise that can be used to estimate the noise level of the processed

signals. The mismatch between the combined IMFs (Figure 4.16 in green) and the simulated

signal (Figure 4.16 in red) is due to the use of a cubic spline interpolation.

Figure 4.16: Top: Sum of the selected IMFs that recompose a simulated horizontal object with
a distance of 3 m relative to the water surface. Bottom: Sum of the remaining IMFs that give a
noise level estimate of the signals for a randomly added white noise of 0.01 m.

Observations

The proposed algorithm was also tested on observations recorded during the conducted ex-

periments in Vietnam.

Figure 4.17 shows an example of an EMD decomposition on recorded data of PRN 1 during the

measurement campaign of February 28, 2012. Each of the recorded I and Q were decomposed

in seven IMFs ordered in decreasing frequency. In red are marked the selected IMFs combi-

nation (IMFs 3 and 4 for both I and Q input signal) that best fit the calculated phase model with

an input height of 12.9 m.
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Figure 4.17: Results of the application of the EMD method on the I and Q output signal. In
grey, the original input signal. In blue, the IMFs resulting from the EMD decomposition. In red,
the sub-signals, that best fit the phase model. Data: Can Tho City, Vietnam, PRN 1, February
28, 2012.
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The isolated IMFs of Figure 4.17 are now represented in phase form in Figure 4.18. In red are

marked the calculated phase observations from the recorded I and Q observations. In green

the selected IMFs (IMFs 3 and 4 that best fit the calculated phase model (in red) for an input

height of 12.9 m.
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Figure 4.18: Results of the isolated IMF sub-signals that best fit the phase model. In blue, the
modelled phase observations. In red, original recorded coherent phase observations. In green,
the phase observations obtained by accumulating the IMF sub-signals 3 and 4. Data: Can Tho
City, Vietnam, PRN 1, February 28, 2012.

In the next plot (Figure 4.19) an analyse of the remaining accumulated IMFs of Figure 4.17

is made. The residual sub-signals are formed from noise (IMFs 1 and 2 in Figure 4.19A) and

other multipath effects probably caused by objects in the surrounding of the antenna (accumu-

lated IMFs 5 and 6) in Figure 4.19B.

Figure 4.19: Accumulation of residual IMF sub-signals 1,2,5 and 6. A: Resulting noise signal
by accumulating IMF 1 and 2. B: Resulting multipath by accumulating IMF 5 and 6. Data: Can
Tho City, Vietnam, PRN 1, February 28, 2012.

As the number of extracted IMFs does not coincide automatically with the number of existing

multipath signals, the following can only be an interpretation.

The interpretation of the mean frequency of these two last accumulated IMFs yield to a horizon-

tal reflecting object placed in a radius of 22 m from the antenna. This combined with the mean
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observed elevation angle of 9 deg and the mean azimuth angle of 191 deg gives the direction

of the incoming multipath signal that coincides with the grass in the neighbouring property to

the hotel (Figure 4.20).

Figure 4.20: Interpretation of the accumulated residual IMF sub-signals 5 and 6. The mean
frequency yields to an object lying at an horizontal distance of 22 m away from the antenna.
This combined with a mean azimuth of 191 deg and a mean elevation of 9 deg, coincides
with grass on the banks of the observed river section. Data: Can Tho City, Vietnam, PRN 1,
February 28, 2012.

4.5 Preprocessing Algorithm

The analysis of the data within this chapter, shows the necessity to pre-process the recorded

data. Indeed, due to objects (buildings, palm trees) in the vicinity of the antennas, multipath

effects and Cycle Slips could be detected. Additionally, due to the increased number of passing

ships and floating vegetation during low tides, the coherency of the phase observations is

disturbed enabling their use in a phase based GPS-R water level height extraction method.

With a sampling rate of 200 Hz, an automated coherency extraction method is mandatory. In

the following, the different algorithms proposed and methods developed in this chapter are

resumed to form the pre-processing algorithm for the receiver output data.

Figure 4.21 shows the algorithm flowchart used in the pre-processing stage. First, the coher-

ent phase observations are extracted using the LS based ellipse fitting algorithm presented in

Section 4.1. After this step, the as coherent extracted data are investigated on the presence of

Cycle Slips or outliers using the adapted Turbo Edit algorithm proposed in Section 4.3. Finally,

the pre-processed data are mitigated on the presence of multipath effects other then those
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caused by water reflections. For this purpose, the Empirical Mode Decomposition method de-

scribed in Section 4.4 is used combined with a model of the expected water reflections. Thereby

all the possible combinations of the extracted IMFs are built. The combination of IMFs that best

fits the model is isolated as the signal that was reflected off the water surface. For this purpose

a LS polynomial fitting is used.

Figure 4.21: Main steps of the preprocessing
algorithm of the input data. First coherent ob-
servations are extracted base on the ellipse fit-
ting algorithm. Second, the data are verified on
the presence of cycle slips. In the last step, the
existence of multipath effects other then water
reflections are mitigated and filtered out from
the phase observations. The extracted IMFs
that best fit a model of the expected water re-
flection is used for this purpose.



Chapter 5

Least-Squares Phase Based GPS-R
Altimetry

After the preprocessing steps, described in Chapter 4, water level heights are calculated based

on the Least-Squares (LS) method (Figure 5.1). In GPS based positioning, the functional model

has been investigated intensively over the past decades (Hofmann-Wellenhof et al., 2008; Xu,

2007). Nevertheless, for GPS-R applications it has to be adapted. In this chapter, the functional

model will be developed based on an analysis of the maximal allowed excess path error to reach

the set decimetre level of accuracy (Section 5.1). The definition of this mathematical model will

lead to the problem of ambiguities that will be outlined in the following Section 5.2. Finally, the

obtained water level results will be presented and analysed in the last section of this chapter

(Section 5.4).

Figure 5.1: Main steps of the used algorithm
for the extraction of water level using GNSS-R
phase observations. In the first stage, a pre-
processing of the input data is made. In a sec-
ond stage, the water level changes are deter-
mined by using a LS based method.

101
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5.1 Functional Model of a Phase Based GPS-R Altimetry

A prerequisite for any Least-Squares (LS) based method is the existence of redundant obser-

vations l thus an excess of measurements compared to the number of unknown parameters (an

overdetermined system). So if n is the number of observations and u the number of unknowns,

then there is a LS task with a degree of freedom f � n � u, if f A� 1. The results and quality

of a LS based solution depend on the formulation of two models: the functional and stochastic

model.

The functional model f �x̃� describes the mathematical relationship between the observations l̃
and the unknown parameters x̃

l̃ � f �x̃� , (5.1)

where l̃ represents the n � 1 column vector of the true value of measured quantities and x̃ the

u � 1 column vector of true unknown parameters.

However, as measurements are always afflicted with some uncertainties, a correction of the

observations v (residuals) has to be accounted for. Additionally, as we have no sole solution

but rather an infinite number of them, the true values of the unknown parameters are not known

but estimated, so that Equation (5.1) becomes

l � v � f �x̂� , (5.2)

where v represents the n�1 column vector of the correction of the observations and x̂ the u�1

column vector of the estimated unknown parameters.

To be able to calculate the quantity of interest, namely the relative height h between the receiver

and the reflecting surface, the excess path difference ∆ρr ,d between the direct and the reflected

signal is needed. This in turn, can be expressed in terms of the phase difference ∆ϕr ,d between

the direct and the reflected signal (Section. 2.2.3) in metre

∆ϕrefl ,drct �t� � λi �ϕrefl �t� � ϕdrct �t�� (5.3)

� ∆ρrefl ,drct �t� � σsyst �t� � λiNamb,refl ,drct � ε ,

where the index refl and drct stands for reflected and direct, respectively, t is the time of re-

ception of the signal, σsyst are the sum of all systematic errors affecting the GPS observables

(Section 2.4), λi is the wavelenght in dependency of the used frequency i , Namb represents

the ambiguity and ε stands for the observations noise and remaining not modelled effects. For

visibility task, the time of reception t will be left out in the following equations.

However the phase differences ∆ϕrefl ,drct are not directly observed but computed from the out-

put of the Slave correlator, namely from the I and Q

∆ϕrefl ,drct � atan �Q, I� . (5.4)
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Each element of the mathematical model (Equation (5.3)) has to be related to the unknown

parameter h. The systematic errors affecting the GPS observables may be corrected for a-

priori. But depending on the specified accuracy, in the case of this thesis the decimetre level,

the appropriate model has to be chosen.

5.1.1 Impact of Excess Path Errors on Altimetric Determination

To give a statement on the overall excess path error budget that has to be maintained to reach

an altimetric accuracy at decimetre level, the impact of excess path errors σ∆ρ on the relative

height σh determination is analysed in the following

σh
σ∆ρ

2sinE
, (5.5)

where E is the elevation angle.

Figure 5.2 reveals that the precision in range determination is an important factor in the error

budget of a GPS-R based altimetric application. Accordingly, an error of 10 cm in the excess

path length causes an altimetric error of 0.7 m for an elevation angle of 4 deg.

Figure 5.2: Altimetric error height caused by errors in path length determination. For an eleva-
tion mask of 3 deg, the total error of the excess path determination should not exceed 1 cm if
decimetre level accuracy in the altimetric height has to be reached.

Based on the analysis of the recorded observations during the conducted experiments in Viet-

nam (Section 4.2), the minimal observed elevation angle is 3 deg. This combined with the

targeted altimetric accuracy to decimetre level, a maximal total excess path error budget of

1 cm has to be kept.
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5.1.2 Planar versus spherical Earth Model

To decide, whether a planar or a spherical Earth surface model should be used within this

thesis, the calculated excess path difference between the two models has been computed for

different receiver heights and elevation angles, based on the description of the experimental

set-up in Chapter 3 and the elevation angle limits found in Chapter 4.

Figure 5.3 illustrates that for elevation angles greater than 3 deg, an excess path difference

between the two models reaches a maximum of 3 mm for receiver heights below 30 m above

the water surface. For decimetre level of accuracy, the use of a planar model is thus justified

(Chapters 3 and 4).

Figure 5.3: Excess path difference in [m] between spherical and planar model for different an-
tenna heights at different elevation angles. For elevation angles greater than 3 deg and receiver
heights of less than 30 m over the reflecting surface, the excess path difference between the
two models does not exceed 3 mm so that the use of a planar model instead of a spherical one
is justified for this kind of receiver reflector constellation if accuracy of decimetre level has to be
reached.

5.1.3 GPS-R Mathematical Model

Based on the results of the precedent section, the direct ϕdrct and the reflected ϕrefl carrier

phase signals can be modelled as follows

ϕdrct ρsati
rcv c δtrcv δtsati Isati

rcv T sati
rcv λiN

sati
amb,rcv Mdrct (5.6)

PCCdrct A,E PWUdrct A,E εdrct ,

ϕrefl ρsati
rcv c δtrcv δtsati Isati

refl .Point T rcv
refl .Point T sati

refl .Point (5.7)

λiN
sati
amb,rcv 2h sin E Mrefl PCCrefl A,E PWUrefl A,E εrefl ,

with
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ϕdrct , ϕrefl carrier phase of the direct and the reflected signal [m],

ρsati
rcv geometric range between the receiver and satellite i [m],

c speed-of-light [m/s],

δtrcv , δtsati receiver and satellite i clock error [sec],

T sati
rcv tropospheric delay from receiver to satellite i [m],

T sati
refl .Point tropospheric delay from reflection point (refl.Point) to satellite i [m],

T rcv
refl .Point tropospheric delay from reflection point to receiver [m],

Isati
rcv ionospheric delay from receiver to satellite i

Isati
refl .Point ionospheric delay from reflection point to satellite i [m],

PCCdrct , PCCrefl phase centre correction for the direct and the reflected signal [m],

Mdrct , Mrefl multipath effect for the direct and the reflected signal [m],

PWUdrct , PWUrefl phase wind up effect for the direct and the reflected signal,

Nsati
amb,rcv ambiguity [m],

h height difference between reflecting surface and receiver [m],

E elevation angle [deg],

A azimuth angle [deg],

εi random noise for the direct and the reflected signal [m].

By subtracting the reflected (Equation (5.7)) from the direct signal (Equation (5.6)) a model can

be obtained that links the receiver phase observations to the unknown relative height h between

receiver and reflecting surface (Beckheinrich et al., 2012)

∆ϕ � ϕrefl � ϕdrct

� 2h sin E �∆Irefl ,drct �∆T sati
refl ,drct � λiN

sati
refl

�∆Mrefl ,drct �t� �∆PCCrefl ,drct �A, E� �∆PWUrefl ,drct �A, E� � εi .

(5.8)

Due to the short baseline between the Master and the Slave antenna, it is assumed that the

remaining ionospheric effect ∆Irefl ,drct is negligible (Section 2.4.6). Additionally, as the same

receiver is used for the direct and the reflected signal, the receiver clock error δtrcv as well as

the satellite clock error δtsati are eliminated. The phase wind up effect ∆PWUrefl ,drct �A, E� is
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corrected following the method described in Section 2.4.2. For the multipath effects ∆Mrefl ,drct ,

the EMD method, described in Section 4.4, is applied. For the remaining systematic errors

namely the tropospheric delay and the phase centre correction, the used models will be treated

in the following two subsections.

5.1.4 GPS-R Tropospheric Model

To avoid multipath effects and a higher noise level, observations from low elevation angles are

excluded for a GPS based positioning by introducing a cut-off elevation angle lying mostly in

the range of [10 - 20] deg above the horizon (Teunissen, 1991). In contrast, in the constellation

used within this thesis, GPS-R reflection events from low elevation angles are of interest. Thus

accurate Mapping Function (MF)s (Section 2.4.1) are required, such as the Global Mapping

Function (GMF) (Boehm et al., 2006) mapping function which is used within this thesis. Addi-

tionally, the fact that the GPS-R signal crosses the troposphere twice (from the transmitter down

to the reflecting surface then from the reflector to the receiver antenna) have to be accounted

for (Figure 5.4).

Figure 5.4: Symmetric tropospheric model. Following Cardellach et al. (2011) the tropospheric
delays STD1 and STD2 are considered to be symmetric so that by building the difference, only
twice the STD2 - STD1 remains.

To account for this, Cardellach et al. (2011) assume the tropospheric layer to be azimuthally

symmetric at the reflection point S and propose following model to correct for the tropospheric

delay

∆trop 2 ZTD MF 1 e
h

Hatm . (5.9)

This model can be derived as follows: let the subscript 1 and 2 stand for the reflection point

and the antenna respectively, then the difference between the Slant Total Delay (STD) at the
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reflection point (STD2) and the receiver antenna (STD1) is approximated by

2 �STD2 �STD1� � 2 �ZTD2 MF2 � ZTD1 MF1� ,

� 2 �ZTD2 � ZTD1� MF .

Here, it is assumed that the hydrostatic and wet MF are the same and the MF is independent

of the height.

The second assumption is that the Zenith Total Delay (ZTD) decreases exponentially with the

relative height h between the reflection point and the antenna. Therefore

ZTD1 � ZTD2 � e
�

h
Hatm , (5.10)

where Hatm denotes the scale height.

Hence

2 �STD2 �STD1� � 2�ZTD2 � �ZTD2 e�
h

Hatm � MF , (5.11)

∆trop � 2 ZTD2 MF �1 � e�
h

Hatm � . (5.12)

In the case ZTD value at the antenna is used, Equation (5.12) becomes

∆trop � 2 ZTD1 MF �e h
Hatm � 1� . (5.13)

Cardellach et al. (2011) propose setting the ZTD and the Hatm to constant values (ZTD = 2.3 m

and Hatm = 8621 m). In contrast, Fabra et al. (2012) use a value of Hatm = 7610 m. The impact

of the Hatm and the ZTD on the path delay for a station located in Vietnam is analysed in the

following.

Based on Equation (5.9), the tropospheric path delays for different receiver antenna heights

[2-30 m] and elevation angles [2-30 deg] are calculated. As mapping function the Global Map-

ping Function (GMF) is used. The GMF is based on data from the global European Centre for

Medium-range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) numerical weather model (Boehm et al., 2006).

A priori zenith hydrostatic and wet delays for any site coordinates, day of year and elevation

angle can be obtained. As input parameters, only the station coordinates and the day of year

are needed and thus no external input files are required. The computed path delays are com-

pared with those obtained by ray-tracing (Zus et al., 2012). The ray-traced model is based on

the refractivity extracted from the Global Forecast System (GFS).

Based on the results, described in Section 5.1.1, the following requirements are set to the

GNSS-R tropospheric model comparison: the calculated difference between the path model

and the ray-traced model should not exceed the centimetre level for an elevation angle > 3 deg

and for antenna heights < 30 m (Chapter 3 and 4).

As a model without elevation angle restriction is sought for the conducted experimental set-up

in Vietnam, one can recognize from Figure 5.5, that the Hatm, proposed by Cardellach et al.
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(2011) and Fabra et al. (2012), can not be used.

Figure 5.5: Tropospheric delay differences to a ray-traced model for different antenna heights
over the reflecting surface using a ZTD value of 2.3 m and Hatm values proposed by Cardellach
et al. (2011) (8621 m) and Fabra et al. (2012) 7610 m for a station base at An Bihn hotel,
Vietnam, February 28, 2012, 12:00 GPS Time. Please note the different scales used in the
graphics.

Starting with an Hatm value of 8621 m, only for antennas placed below 2 m height, the calcu-

lated differences between the ray-traced and the Cardellach et al. (2011) model do not exceed

the centimetre regardless of the elevation angle used. In contrast, for antennas placed at 10 m

height, a difference of more then one centimetre can be observed for elevation angles under

11 deg. At the set lower limit of 3 deg of elevation, the difference reaches 0.03 m causing a

theoretical relative water level height error of 0.3 m (Equation (5.5)). For antennas placed at
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20 m height, only for elevation angles larger than 23 deg, the model shows an error below

centimetre level. In this case, a difference of 0.06 m can be observed for an elevation angle

of 3 deg, causing a relative height error of 0.6 m. For an antenna placed at 30 m height and

observed elevation angles between 3 - 30 deg, the model shows a difference of 0.11 - 0.01 m,

causing an error of 1 - 0.01 m.

For the Hatm value of 7610 m, the difference between the two models starts to exceed the

centimetre from an antenna height over 5 m regardless of the elevation angle used. For an

antenna placed at 10 m, the model can be used for an elevation angle above 8 deg otherwise

an excess path error of 0.01 - 0.025 m occurs, causing an height error of 0.1 - 0.2 m. For an

antenna placed at 20 m height, the model can be used for elevation angles above 14 deg; for

antennas at 30 m, for elevation angles of more 22 deg.

If now both Hatm values are compared, the Cardellach et al. (2011) model used with a value of

7610 m shows, in general, better results. This is an indication that this Hatm value better fits the

conditions of Vietnam’s atmospheric layers.

To analyse the variations in the ZTDs and Hatm values, the same ray-tracing model used for the

former analysis is used to compute ZTD and Hatm for a station based in Vietnam and one in

Germany, at different Universal Time Coordinated (UTC) of the day.

Table 5.2 shows the higher variations of the calculated Hatm with the time of the day for the

antenna placed in Vietnam. These variations are due to the tropical climate of Vietnam. Con-

cerning the ZTD value, it differs by about 0.2 m from the value proposed by Cardellach et al.

(2011).

UTC Time [hh]

0 6 12 18 Mean STD

An Bihn hotel, Vietnam
ZTD [m] 2.491 2.494 2.459 2.522 2.492 0.03

Hatm [m] 6696 7321 6776 6754 6887 291

GFZ, Potsdam, Germany
ZTD [m] 2.408 2.438 2.463 2.455 2.441 0.02

Hatm [m] 7483 7545 7569 7486 7521 43

Table 5.2: Variation of ZTD and Hatm calculated for different UTC time and two different loca-
tions: An Bihn hotel, Vietnam and GFZ Potsdam, Germany on February 28, 2012.

Based on this analysis, the calculated ZTDs and Hatm for the Vietnam station have been in-

serted in Equation (5.9) to compute the tropospheric path delays for different antenna altitudes.

Figure 5.6 shows the differences between the Cardellach et al. (2011) model and the ray-tracing

based one. For all elevation angles between 2 and 30 deg and a station height under 30 m, the

difference does not exceed the centimetre. It can thus be concluded that the Cardellach et al.

(2011) model with the corresponding ZTDs and Hatm for the Vietnam station can be used.
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Figure 5.6: Tropospheric delay differences to a ray-traced model for different antenna heights
using ZTD and Hatm calculated by a ray-tracing model for a station based at An Bihn hotel,
Vietnam, February 28, 2012, 12:00 GPS Time.

More details about the used GMF and ray-tracing model can be found in Boehm et al. (2006)

and Zus et al. (2012), respectively.

5.1.5 Antenna Phase Centre Offset and Variation

As underlined in Section 2.4.3, the computed geometric distance between satellite and receiver

is related to the electrical phase centre of the transmitting GPS satellite antenna and the re-

ceiving GPS receiver antenna. These are, however, not identical with the physical centre of

the antennas. As these deviations can cause an error of up to 0.1 m in the height component,

Phase Centre Correction (PCC)s for the satellite and the receiver antennas have to be applied.

The PCC consists of a constant value - the Phase Centre Offset (PCO) - and the elevation,

azimuth and frequency dependent value - the Phase Centre Variation (PCV).

The PCC of the tracked satellite is eliminated by building the difference between the direct

and the reflected signal (Section 2.4.3). In contrast, for the receiver antenna a calibration is

mandatory to determine the PCC values which are made available for commonly used anten-

nas through the IGS-ANTEX file. However, for the Antcom antennas used within this thesis,

the PCOs and PCVs are not listed. For this reason, these were determined by a calibration

method, called the Hanover concept (Wübbena et al., 1996), that was developed at the Leibniz

Universität Hannover at the Institut für Erdmessung in cooperation with the company Geo++.

This method is internationally recognized, standardized and over more than a decade opera-

tionally used to calibrate geodetic antennas used in the IGS network. While the antenna to

be calibrated is placed on a robot arm, a reference antenna is fixed on a pillar 7 m away
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(Figure 5.7). This short baseline enables the elimination of atmospheric induced systematic er-

rors. In addition, each antenna is connected to a receiver of the same type in order to eliminate

instrumental specific systematic errors.

Figure 5.7: Robot arm used to determine the ab-
solute field calibration of the Antcom antenna (PCO
and PCV) at the Institut für Erdmessung at the Leib-
niz Universität Hannover. Picture: Kersten (2013).

For the calibration a Javad Delta TRE-G3T receiver was used. To reduce the individual re-

ceiver clock error, the receivers are associated with a frequency normal. Currently, a Stanford

Rubidium FS725 is used with a frequency stability of σFS725 < 2 10 11 (Allan variance of 1 sec.)

(Kersten, 2014). The robot arm is controlled by a computer unit that twists and tilts the an-

tenna horizontally and vertically with an accuracy of 0.25 mm within a maximal time interval

of 1 - 5 sec. (Kersten, 2014). The calibration is fully automated and requires 6 - 8 hours. To

get reliable values, the absolute field PCV and PCO calibration was repeated eight times for

each antenna. The mean values obtained for the Master and Slave antenna are listed in table

form in function of the zenith and azimuth angle, following the IGS-ANTEX format convention.

A bi-linear interpolation is used to calculate the in-between values. As two different Antcom an-

tennas types are used, namely a single and a dual polarized antenna (Chapter 3), two absolute

field calibrations have been done. The first antenna used to track the reflected signals is a dual

polarized RHCP/LHCP GPS L1/L2 antenna with the product number P/N 3G1215RL-AA-XT-1.

The second antenna used to track the direct signals is a single polarized RHCP GPS L1/L2

antenna with the product number P/N 3G1215A-XTR-1. To differentiate between the two an-

tennas, also here the term Master is used for the single polarized antenna and the term Slave

for the dual polarized one. It should be noted that the Hanover calibration method is only ap-

plicable for RHCP antennas. According to Antcom, the RHCP PCO and PCV values found for

the dual RHCP/LHCP Slave antenna differ within the millimetre range to the LHCP so that the

assumption of same values can be used.

Figure 5.8 shows the obtained PCO and PCV values for the Antcom Master and Slave antenna.

The PCO values for the L1 frequency are lower than those for the L2 frequency which reaches

around 2 cm. The magnitude of the PCV’s found are for the used elevation angles of 3 - 30 deg

and the azimuthal interval of 80 - 270 deg within the conducted experiment, under 1.5 cm for

the L1 and L2 frequency in the case of the Master antenna and under 2 cm for the L1 and L2

frequency in the case of the Slave antennas.
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Figure 5.8: The absolute field calibration PCV and PCO values using the Hanover method for
the Master (RHCP) and the Slave (RHCP/LHCP) Antcom antennas used during the conducted
measurement campaigns. A and B: PCV and PCO values for the Master RHCP antenna for
L1 (left) and L2 (right) respectively. C and D: PCV and PCO values for the Slave RHCP/LHCP
antenna for L1 (left) and L2 (right) respectively. Source: Kersten (2013)

.
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However, in a standard GNSS-R antenna arrangement, mostly two antennas are used: one

antenna is placed horizontally to track the direct signals (Master antenna) and the second one

is tilted toward the reflecting surface to intercept the reflected signals (Slave antenna).

Figure 5.9: Impact of inclination and of different antenna types on the PCC values. A: PCC
values of the horizontally placed Master RHCP antenna. B: Sky-plot of the simulated PRN
satellite ID 7 as observed on February 26, 2012 from An Bihn hotel in Vietnam. C: PCC values
of the tilted Master antenna for different zenith angles [-5, -30, -60 and -90 deg.] D: PCC values
for an inclined Slave antenna of different type as the Master antenna. E: Differences between
horizontally placed and inclined Master antenna showing the impact of inclination of antennas
of the same type. E: Differences between horizontally placed Master and Slave antenna with
different inclinations. For visibility tasks the scale of the plots are different. Data source: An
Bihn hotel, February 26, 2012, PRN 7.
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Due to the inclination of the Slave antennas, the incoming elevation angle of the reflected signal

from the specular point to the antenna, differs from the incoming elevation angle of the direct

signals to the Master antenna. Concerning the azimuth angle, if the antennas are placed one

below the other, as it is the case in the experiment conducted within this thesis, both antennas

receive the signals with the same azimuthal angle. Finally, depending on the satellite-receiver-

reflection geometry, the reflection of the signal can cause a polarization change (Section 2.3.2),

so that two different antenna polarizations and thus types are used.

Figure 5.9 shows simulated PCC values for the Master and the Slave antenna. The simulation

was calculated using reflection events for antennas placed 10 m above the Can Tho River in

Vietnam using the observed PRN 7 on February 26, 2012.

Panel A illustrates the changes in the PCC values for the horizontally placed Master antenna

due to different elevation and azimuth angles (Sky-plot in Panel B).

To visualise the impact of the inclination of the antenna on the extracted PCC values, different

zenith angles were simulated: 5, 15, 30, 60 and 90 deg. Panel C and D show the resulting

PCC values for the Master and the Slave antennas. It can be seen that even if the same

antenna type is used, the calculated PCC values differ. To underline this, panel E shows the

differences experienced by the horizontally and the tilted RHCP Master antenna. Differences of

more then one centimetre can be observed. In panel F, the antenna constellation used within

the Vietnam experiment is simulated. Thus the impact of using two different antenna types

combined with the inclination of one of them, the Slave antenna. Also here, the experienced

PCC value differences can reach more then one centimetre.

It can thus be concluded that, the PCO and PCV corrections need to be taken into account for

the correct determination of GNSS-R based altimetric heights.

5.2 GPS-R Ambiguity Fixing

As underlined in Section 2.2.3, the advantage of using phase observations is that the fraction

of the cycle can be measured with a precision better than 1% of the wavelength thus within mil-

limetre range for L-Band frequencies. However the benefit of the phase-based GPS-R method

can only be used if the ambiguous integer number of cycles Nsati
amb,refl (Equ. (5.8)) is correctly

resolved. Following Teunissen (1998), the GPS ambiguity process consists of resolving the un-

known cycle ambiguities of the carrier-phase observation as integers using the following system

of linear observations:

y � Aa �Bb � ε , (5.14)

where y is the vector of “observed minus computed" phase observations accumulated over a

certain number of observation epochs, a and b are the unknown parameter vector whether

a contains the integer values of the ambiguities and b the remaining unknown parameter h

(the relative height between the receiver antenna and the reflecting water surface) and finally ε

the noise vector.
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When using the LS principle, the above system of equations can be solved by means of the

minimization problem

min
a,b

�y �Aa �Bb�� Qy
�1 �y �Aa �Bb� , a > Z , , b > R , (5.15)

with Qy the variance-covariance matrix of the observations, Z the space of integers and R
the space of real numbers. This type of LS problem is a non-standard one due to the integer

constraints a > Z.

The computation of the solution of Equation (5.15) is mostly made in three steps. In the first

step, the integer nature of the ambiguities is ignored and a standard LS adjustment is per-

formed. As a result, the real value number of ambiguities as well as their variance-covariance

matrix are obtained <@@@@@@@@>
â

b̂

=AAAAAAAA?
,

<@@@@@@@@>
Qâ Qâb̂

Qâb̂ Qb̂

=AAAAAAAA?
. (5.16)

Due to the real-valued nature of the ambiguities â, this solution is often called float solution.

In the second step, the obtained float ambiguities â and their variance-covariance matrix Qâ

are used to estimate the integer ambiguity ă but this time by solving the constrained integer LS

problem

min
a

�â � a�� Q�1
â �â � a� , a > Z. (5.17)

Finally, in the last step, the obtained integer ambiguities ă are used as fixed values to correct the

float estimated unknown parameter b̂ so that the so called fixed and final solution is obtained

b̆ � b̂ �Qâb̂Q�1
â �â � ă� . (5.18)

5.2.1 Ambiguity Fixing Methods

To resolve for the constrained integer LS problem, different strategies have been developed

over the past decades. However, mostly linear combinations of L1 and L2 frequencies (like

the wide-lane linear combination combined with a narrow-lane combination) is used to build an

artificial bigger wavelenght. The challenge within this thesis is to resolve the ambiguity using

only the L1 phase observations as 95% of the coherent observations are of L1 nature. This

leads to a considerable reduction of the usable ambiguity fixing methods that will be outlined in

the following.

Integer Rounding

The ambiguity solution is resolved by simply rounding the obtained real-valued ambiguity â
computed in the float solution

ăIR � �â� , (5.19)
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where ��� denotes rounding to the nearest integer and the abbreviation IR stands for Integer

Rounding.

However, the non-modelled systematic errors flow in the float estimated ambiguity â so that a

simple rounding to the nearest integer value can lead to a falsification of the obtained unknown

parameter.

Integer Least-Square

As the method is in detailed described in Jonkman (1998) and Teunissen (1994) only the main

ideas of the method will be outlined in the following.

The difficulty in fixing the ambiguities to integers, is the high existing correlation between their

estimated values. As a consequence the search process of the integer values is very time con-

suming. To overcome this, Teunissen (1994) developed the Least-squares AMBiguity Decorre-

lation Adjustment (LAMBDA) method. The essence of the method is (Jonkman, 1998):

• the search for the fixed solution ă is restricted to an ellipsoidal confidence region centred

at the float solution â

• before the search process is started, the ellipsoidal confidence region is transformed to a

circle-like confidence region accelerating the search process.

The search process for the fixed solution around the float solution â that minimizes Equation

(5.17), is restricted to an ellipsoidal confidence region

Õ â � a Õ2
Qâ
@ χ2 . (5.20)

The shape of the ellipsoidal search space is governed by the variance-covariance matrix Qâ

and the size of the search space by the constant χ2.

To simplify the following explanations, only an ambiguity pair a � �a1 a2�T is considered. From

Equation (5.17) the objective function is

�â � a�� � �â1 � a1� σ2
â2

σ2
â1
σ2

â2
� σ2

â1â2

�â1 � a1�
� �â2 � a2� σ2

â1

σ2
â1
σ2

â2
� σ2

â1â2

�â2 � a2�
�2 �â1 � a1� σâ1σâ2

σ2
â1
σ2

â2
� σ2

â1â2

�â2 � a2� ,

(5.21)

where σâi
denotes the standard deviation of the ambiguities obtained during the float solution

and σâ1â2
their covariance.

If σâ1â2
� 0, thus both ambiguities are uncorrelated, Equation (5.21) is reduced to the sum of

two scalar objective functions permitting to formulate scalar bounds on the integer ambiguities
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a1 and a2 �â � a�� � �â1 � a1� 1
σ2

â1

�â1 � a1�
� �â2 � a2�T 1

σ2
â2

�â2 � a2�
�Õ â1 � a1 Õ

2
σâ1

� Õ â2 � a2 Õ
2
σ2

â2

(5.22)

To reach this decorrelation, a diagonalization of the variance-covariance matrix Qâ is performed

using a LDL decomposition

Qâ � LDL� . (5.23)

The matrix L being a lower triangular matrix with diagonal elements of one

L�1
�

<@@@@@@@@>
1 0

�σâ2â1
σ�2

â1
1

=AAAAAAAA?
, (5.24)

and the D matrix a diagonal matrix with positive elements

D �

<@@@@@@@@>
σ2

â1
0

0 σ2
â2
� σ2

â1â2
σ�2

â1

=AAAAAAAA?
. (5.25)

By setting Equation (5.23) in Equation (5.17), we obtain

�â � a�� L��D�1L�1 �â � a� . (5.26)

By defining the difference vector

�d̂ � d� � L�1 �â � a� , (5.27)

and expending it, we obtain

d̂1 � d1 � â1 � a1 (5.28)

d̂2 � d2 � â2 � a2 � σâ1â2
σ�2

â1
�â1 � a1� . (5.29)

The unknown d1 and the estimate d̂1 are the unknown integer ambiguity a1 and its LS estimate

â1.

The estimate d̂2 is the LS estimate â2 conditioned on fixing the ambiguity a1 to integer value,

so that Equation (5.29) reads

Õ â1 � a1 Õ
2
σ2

â1

� Õ â2S1 � a2 Õ
2
σâ2S1

@ χ2 . (5.30)
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The search process is executed with following steps

• select all possible integer values ā within the upper and lower bound defined by

â1 � σâ1
χ @ a1 @ â1 � σâ1

χ . (5.31)

• for each of this integer values, determine the corresponding integer value for the second

ambiguity with

â2S1 � σâ2S1

��χ2
�
�â1 � ā1�2

σâ2
1

��
1
2

@ a2 @ â2S1 � σâ2S1

��χ2
�
�â1 � ā1�2

σâ2
1

��
1
2

. (5.32)

The pair of integer values �ā1, ā2� that minimize Equation (5.17) is selected as the fixed solution

ă.

Still the ellipsoidal search space is not optimal due to the mostly elongated form of the ellipsoidal

confidence region. A more circle-like search space is sought. A so called Z-transformation is

introduced before the search process is started.

A re-parametrization of the integer LS problem is made with

min
a
Õ â � a Õ2

Qâ
, a > Z 
� min

z
Õ ẑ � z Õ2

Qẑ
, z > Z , (5.33)

with

z � Z�a , ẑ � Z�â , Qẑ � Z�QẑZ , (5.34)

where Z represents the sought transformation matrix.

The Z matrix should satisfy following conditions

• the transformation should still decorrelate the variance-covariance matrix Qâ

• the entries of the Z matrix are integers,

• the inverse of the Z matrix exist and its entries are integers.

If we take the first condition, the matrix L achieves a full decorrelation of the ambiguity estimates

but its entries are not of integer nature so that the second and the third conditions are not

fulfilled. A compromise between decorrelation of the ambiguity estimates and the preservation

of the integer constraints can be made by rounding the elements of the L matrix

Z�
�

<@@@@@@@@>
1 0

� �σσâ1
σâ2
σ�1

â1
� 1

=AAAAAAAA?
, (5.35)

Once the transformed fixed solution has been identified, the original solution ă is recovered with
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the inverse transformation

ă � Z�z̆ . (5.36)

The Matlab code implementation of the LAMBDA method is freely available1.

5.2.2 Analysis of the Vietnam Data with Regard to the Ambiguity Problematic

As showed in Section 4.2, during the conducted experiment in Vietnam, four observation con-

stellations could be distinguished:

1. Coherent observations on a single frequency L1 from a single satellite

2. Coherent observations on a single frequency L1 simultaneously from different satellites

3. Coherent observations on dual-frequency L1 and L2 from a single satellite

4. Coherent observations on dual-frequency L1 and L2 simultaneously from different satel-

lites

However, the analysis showed also that 95% of the as coherent extracted observations, are

on the single L1 frequency, so that the following analysis will be restrained on the first and

the second observation constellation. Depending on the available redundancy of the satellite

constellation, one of the ambiguity strategies proposed in Section 5.2.1 can be used.

To overcome the lack of redundant satellites, the information content of the relative receiver-

satellite geometry and its changes over the time is used. In the following subsections, the

minimum observation time span needed to reach the set water level height accuracy at the

decimetre is analysed in dependency of the number of observed satellites and the used ambi-

guity estimator strategy. For this purpose, observations for an antenna placed at 10 m height

above the reflecting surface with an elevation mask of 3 - 30 deg are simulated over a whole

day. To analyse the impact of the water surface roughness on the obtained results, varying

white noise with zero mean ans standard deviations of 0.1 m and 0.05 m are used.

For each simulated constellation of available satellites, the redundant observations are first

solved as float solution using the standard LS method. Here, it is assumed that the mathemat-

ical model is well defined, thus all systematic errors are corrected. Furthermore it is assumed

that no cycle-slips occurred. Based on this results, the ambiguity is fixed applying one of the

different presented estimators and finally used to compute the final relative height between the

antenna and the reflecting surface.

For all simulated approaches, the computed solution is considered to be correct, if the obtained

relative height lies continuously within the target accuracy of �1 dm otherwise the results are

excluded.

1http://http://gnss.curtin.edu.au/research/lambda.cfm
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Case of Single Satellite

In the single satellite with a single-frequency L1 case, only a single ambiguity per satellite is

present in the model

Φsati
i t 2h t sin E t λiN

satj
i . (5.37)

The number of unknown parameters to be estimated are: 1 n where n represents the number

of parallel observed satellites j and i the used frequency. Thereby, the number of unknown

parameters to be determined is two: the relative height and a single ambiguity.

As no ambiguity correlation exists, the Integer Rounding (IR) estimator is used to fix for the

ambiguity.

To get an estimate on the minimal time span needed to resolve for the ambiguity, so that the

solution lies within 1dm, the relative frequency of successfully obtained solution for intervals

of 5 min are calculated and illustrated in Figure 5.10 for the different used noise level. On the

left side, the obtained relative frequencies based on a float solution are plotted, and on the right

side, the relative frequencies obtained by using the IR estimator.

Figure 5.10: Time span relative frequency of successfully calculated water level height so-
lutions within 1 dm for different observation variances (0.1 m and 0.05 m) if only a single
satellite with a single frequency L1 is available. Left: Relative frequency for the float solution.
Right: Relative frequency using the IR based solution. The simulations are based on satellites
observed at An Bihn hotel, Vietnam for an antenna placed at 10 m height and an elevation
mask between 3 - 30 deg on February 25, 2012.

For a standard deviation of 0.05 m, the float solution shows a peak at the interval of 5 - 10 min

with a median value of 7 min. If the ambiguity is fixed using the IR estimator, the biggest

relative frequency is reduced to the time span interval of 0 - 5 min with a median value at

5 min. However, if the polygon of the obtained relative frequencies is analysed, more then 95%
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of the float and the fixed solution lie within the time span interval of 0 - 25 min. Thus to reach

the set decimetre level of accuracy, an initializing time of at least 5 min but better of 25 min of

continuous observations are needed.

Similarly, for a standard deviation of 0.1 m, more then 95% of the float and the fixed solution is

within the interval of 0 - 30 min. For the float solution with a peak at the interval of 5 - 10 min

and a median value at 11 min. For the fixed solution, the biggest relative frequency is within

the interval of 0 - 5 min and a median value of 9 min.

As expected, due to the slowly changing receiver-satellite geometry combined with the use of

a unique satellite with a single frequency, a long data span is necessary in order to accumulate

sufficient geometric information to resolve for the correct solution. This effect is reinforced with

an increasing standard deviation of the observations. For the estimated standard deviation of

the as coherent extracted observations of 0.05 m combined with the fact that in the rare cases

more then 10 min of continuous coherent phase observations are available (Section 4.2), it is

thus expected that the decimetre level of accuracy will not always be reached. For the case of

a single satellite with a single frequency, a minimum time span of 10 min will be set.

Case of Multiple Satellites

As only a single frequency is available, n ambiguities equivalent to the number of parallel ob-

served satellites have to be solved. Thereby the number of unknown parameter to be deter-

mined is: n � 1. In this case, correlation between the float estimated ambiguities â exist so that

the LAMBDA estimator can be used.

In the case of multiple available satellites with a single frequency, during the conducted ex-

periment in Vietnam, a maximum of three satellites was observed in parallel (Section 4.2).

Based on this results, simulations are calculated for respectively two and three simultaneously

observed satellites. As in the former subsection, the simulations are conducted for an an-

tenna placed at 10 m height and for two different standard deviations of 0.05 m and 0.1 m

(Figure 5.11).

In comparison to the precedent analysis the use of two satellites instead of one, shows a

reduction of the needed timespan for the float as well as for the fixed solution using the LAMBDA

estimator. Indeed, in the case of a standard deviation of 0.05 m, 95% of the float and the fixed

solutions need a timespan of [0 - 10 min] only compared to [0 - 25 min] if only a single satellite

is available. If a standard deviation of 0.5 m is simulated, the float solution needs [0 - 20 min]

and the fixed solution [0 - 10 min] to get 95% of the solutions within the decimetre limits. Thus

the use of the LAMBDA estimator combined with a high noise level reduces the timespan to the

half.

As expected, the possibility to fix the ambiguity increases the reachable accuracy considerably

even tough only a single frequency is available. This fact is underlined in the case where

three satellites are available. Indeed, compared to the precedent analysis the simulations show

that nearly 100% of the results within the decimetre limits, lie within the timespan interval of
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Figure 5.11: Simulations to determine the impact of using two satellites instead of one for
different observation variances. Right: The calculated relative frequency for the float based
solution. Left: the obtained relative frequency using the LAMBDA method. A: Simulations for
a standard deviation of 0.05 m. B: Simulations with a standard deviation of 0.1 m. Simulations
are based on satellites observed at An Bihn hotel, Vietnam, over three days in February 25,
2012 for an antenna placed at 10 m height.

[0 - 10 min] for the float as well as for the fixed solution if a standard deviation of 0.05 m is

simulated (Figure 5.12A). For a standard deviation of 0.1 m on the other hand, the needed

timespan for 95% of the float and the fixed solution lie within the same timespan as by the use

of two satellites. However, the median value for the float solution reduces from 7 min to 6 min

and for the fixed solution from 4 min to 2 min.

The overall conclusion that can be drawn from these simulation is that with increasing rough-

ness and consequently the standard deviation of the observations, quite a number of epochs

has to be taken into account to reach the decimetre level of accuracy if only a single frequency

of a unique satellite is available. Although the simulations show that at least 25 min of coherent

observations should be used to reach the decimetre level of accuracy with a high reliability, the

timespan will be set to 10 min forced by the fact that mostly only around 10 min of continuous

coherent observations are available in the data collected in Vietnam. It is thus expected that the

decimetre level will not always been reached. On the other hand, in the case multiple satellites

are available, an ambiguity fixing is possible so that the use of a timespan of 10 min showed

that mostly 95% of the results could be solve within the decimetre level of accuracy.

5.3 Water Level Height Determination

Having now all the necessary background information, the second stage of the algorithm is pro-

cessed. In this stage, the EMD isolated sub-signals are used as an input for the LS based water

level height extraction algorithm using the mathematical model presented in Section 5.1. In this

step, a float solution is first calculated. The results of the coherency analysis (Section 4.2)
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Figure 5.12: Simulations to determine the impact of using three satellites for different obser-
vation variances. Right: The calculated relative frequency for the float based solution. Left:
the obtained relative frequency using the LAMBDA method. A: Simulated standard deviation
of 0.01 m. B: Simulated standard deviation of 0.5 m. Simulations are based on satellites ob-
served at An Bihn hotel, Vietnam, over a whole day in February 25, 2012 for an antenna placed
at 10 m height.

showed that 95% of the as coherent extracted phase observations are on the L1 frequency.

Based on this results, only single L1 frequency observations are processed. If more then one

satellite is simultaneously available, the float solution is used as an input for the LAMBDA

based ambiguity (Section 5.2.2) (Figure 5.13). The output of the algorithm, is the estimated

relative height between the receiver and the reflecting water surface for the observed timespan

of 10 minutes.

Figure 5.13: Flow diagram of the sec-
ond main stage of the used algorithm to
extract water level height changes. The
IMF’s isolated from the first main stage of
the algorithm are used as input for the LS
based water level height extraction algo-
rithm. The output of the algorithm is a float
solution. In a next step, if more than one
satellite is available, the integer value of
the ambiguity is fixed using the LAMBDA
estimator. Otherwise, the float based solu-
tion is used as the final relative height be-
tween the receiver and the reflecting water
surface.
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5.4 Result Analysis

In this section, the results obtained by applying the proposed algorithms are shown. For this

purpose, several representative days will be analysed in detail in order not only to demonstrate

the feasibility of the algorithm but also its limits, namely the impact of:

• the loss of phase observations coherency leading to solution gaps that can reach several

hours (Section 5.4.1),

• undetected cycle slips in the phase observations causing a water level height error of

several decimetres (Section 5.4.2),

• the lack of satellite redundancy enabling the fixing of the ambiguity of the phase observa-

tions and with it decreasing the reachable accuracy (Section 5.4.4),

• the suggested Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method to isolate multipath effects

other than water reflections (Section 5.4.3).

Since the local water level height observations from the GPS-R based tide gauge are relative to

the position of the antennas and the reference water level height changes from the tide gauge

instrument are referred to the mean sea level of the year, mean values were removed from each

time series. This allows to compare the obtained results avoiding any biases. Additionally, each

least squares solution uses 10 minutes of data (starting at the full hour).

5.4.1 Solution gaps

Figures 5.14 and 5.15 show the results obtained for several successive days from Day of the

Year (DOY) 56 until DOY 62 (February 25 until March 2) during the experiment conducted in

2012 at the An Bihn hotel in Can Tho City, Vietnam. Whatever, extremely big outliers are first

excluded from these solutions (Subsection 5.4.2).

In both figures the sections where a solution gap occurred are outlined in blue and red, respec-

tively. These solution gaps, that can reach several hours, have various reasons.

First, multiple general power cut in Vietnam and receiver hardware problems (Figure 5.14, red).

To resolve the power cut problems, a battery with a capacity of ten hours was used during the

measurement campaign of 2013 in Vietnam and 2014 in Morocco. Concerning the GORS

receiver hardware, the encountered problems could not be reproduced under simulation con-

ditions conducted at the GFZ in Potsdam, Germany. One assumption is a programming error

of the receiver by the attempt to track Galileo satellites ephemeris. An error, that were unfor-

tunately first detected and resolved after the experiment conducted in Morocco, so that these

kind of solution gaps will be encountered in all the results presented within this thesis.
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Figure 5.14: Data gaps due to multiple general power cut and hardware problems during the
measurement campaign in Vietnam. Data source: February 25, 2012 until March 2, 2012
(DOY: 56 - 62), Terrace, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.

Second, the loss of coherency that are mostly due to an increase of the water surface rough-

ness caused by vegetation floating and passing ships but also due to the objects surrounding
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the antennas disturbing the reflected signals (Figure 5.15, blue). All effects, that can not be

influenced by the proposed algorithm. If only those kind of solution gaps are considered, the

proposed method can not be used in the frame of the Vietnam experiment as a monitoring

instrument as the goal of a monitoring system is to have continuous measurements results.

Figure 5.15: Data gaps due to a loss of coherent phase observations. Data source: February
25, 2012 until March 2, 2012 (DOY: 56 - 62), Terrace, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.
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If a comparison is made to other conducted experiments with similar water roughness proper-

ties (Löfgren et al., 2011; Löfgren, 2014), the main difference (except of course from the used

receiver), is the antenna.

During the Vietnam experiments, value was attached to the use of low cost equipments, in-

cluding a low cost antenna. A higher gain antenna could increase the number of coherently

recorded observations.

Nevertheless, if the GORS receiver hardware problems are ignored (section marked in red in

Figure 5.16), the data collected in Morocco show that under smooth water conditions, nearly all

the phase observations are coherent in spite of the use of a low cost antenna.

Figure 5.16: Results obtained during the measurement campaign conducted in Morocco. In
Blue: Data gaps due to a loss of coherent phase observations. In red: Data gaps due to
hardware problems of the GORS receiver. Data source: December 16, 2013, Dam Hassan II,
Midelt, Morocco.

5.4.2 Impact of undetected Cycle slips

Figure 5.17 shows now the obtained results for the same days as in Figures 5.14 and 5.15 but

this time including extremely big outliers (encircled in black) that can reach several metres.

The analysis of these outliers showed that all of them are due to undetected CS by the modified

Turbo Edit detection algorithm proposed in Section 4.3.

As an example, Figure 5.18A shows an undetected cycle slip of the size of one cycle, on

DOY 59 (February 28, 2012), at the observation epoch 4760 for the satellite with PRN 27. The

proposed detection algorithm fails to detect the CS due to an increased noise level of the phase

observations. As counter example, Figure 5.18B shows a successfully detected CS of the size

of two cycles on the phase observations of PRN 29 at DOY 59, at the epoch 22690. These two
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selected examples coincide with the results obtained with simulated data in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 5.17: Undetected CS can cause a water level height error of several metres. Data
source: February 25, 2012 until March 2, 2012 (DOY: 56 - 62), Terrace, An Bihn hotel, Can
Tho City, Vietnam.
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Figure 5.18: Example of a successfully detected and a missed cycle slip using the proposed
cycle slip algorithm. A: Undetected cycle slip of the size of one cycle on the phase observa-
tions of PRN 27 at the epoch 4760 due to an increased noise level of the observations. B:
Successfully detected cycle slip on PRN 17 at the epoch 22690 of the size of two cycle.

5.4.3 Impact of the proposed Empirical Mode Decomposition Method on the
results

In Section 4.4, the Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) method is proposed to isolate multi-

path effects other than those caused by reflections off the water surface. Figure 5.19 shows the

impact of using the EMD as a preprocessing tool on the acquired water level height changes. In

this case, the standard deviation of the calculated L1 based float solution improves from 0.18 m

to 0.14 m.

Figure 5.19: Impact of filtering multipath effects on the water level height changes. In green:
Float solution without EMD preprocessing. In orange: Float solution using a preprocessing with
the EMD method. Data source: February 28, 2012, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.
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Although, a closer look to single calculated water level height changes, shows also a deteriora-

tion of some solutions if a preprocessing of data with the EMD method is made. An analysis of

these events shows that their common ground is the relative higher noise level of the phase ob-

servations and the use of a single satellite for the calculation of the water level height changes.

On the basis of an example, this phenomena will be illustrates. For the first computed water

level height changes in Figure 5.19, the preprocessing of the phase observations leads to an

amelioration of the results of almost 1 cm. However, for the next ten minutes, the opposite can

be observed. Figure 5.20 illustrates the comparison between the quality of the used data for the

calculation. In the first period between the GPS time 0:20 and 0:30, the quality of the recorded

phase observations is very good. On the other hand, the second period between the GPS time

0:30 and 0:40, a worsening of the data quality can be observed that is reflected in the obtained

results.

Figure 5.20: In grey: As not coherent extracted phase observations. In blue: As coherent
extracted phase observations. In the observation period between 0:30 and 0:40, a higher noise
level can be observed, compared to the coherent phase observations recorded between 0:20
and 0:30. This leads to a deterioration of the performance of the proposed EMD multipath
filtering method. Data source: February 28, 2012, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.

5.4.4 Impact of the available satellite redundancy

In the following section, the impact of the available number of satellites that can be observed in

parallel on the obtained water level height accuracy is analysed. For a better visualisation, at the

first, one representative day of the plotted results in Figure 5.15 is selected, namely the obtained

water level height changes of DOY 59 thus for the February 28, 2012. Figure 5.21A shows the

acquired water level height changes for this specific day, if all the available satellites in view

(single or redundant) are employed, if all the available frequencies (L1 and L2) are used and if

the three outliers caused by the undetected CS are excluded from the solution (Figure 5.17B).

In this case, the float solution (green dots) is calculated with a standard deviation of 0.17 m

(1σ) and the fixed solution (red dots) with a standard deviation of 0.13 m (1σ). If now only the
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results obtained using the L1 frequency are used, a standard deviation of 0.14 m is reached for

the float solution and a standard deviation of 0.08 m for the fixed solution. The deterioration of

the results by including the L2 frequency observations is due to their higher noise level (Section

4.2). Due to this fact and the fact that the percentage of L2 coherent phase observations are

very low (5%), only L1 phase observations are used.

Figure 5.21: Results obtained on February 28, 2012, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam. A:
Water level height changes using all available satellites and all frequencies L1 and L2. In green
the float solutions and in red the ambiguity fixed solutions. B: Results obtained if only a unique
satellite is available using a single frequency L1. C: Results obtained if more then one satellite
is observed in parallel using the single frequency L1. Data source: February 28, 2012, An Bihn
hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam. A mean is removed from each time series.
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Furthermore, the Figures underline the impact of redundant satellite observations on the achie-

vable water level height changes accuracy. Panel B, illustrates the obtained results if only a

unique satellite with L1 frequency is used. In this case, the float solution is calculated with a

standard deviation of 0.11 m and the fixed solution, using the IR estimator (Section 5.2), with a

standard deviation of 0.12 m.

Figure 5.22: Results obtained on December 16, 2013, Dam Hassan II, Midelt, Morocco us-
ing more than two satellites. The relative water level height changes could be estimated with
a standard deviation of 0.06 m. Data source: December 16, 2013, Dam Hassan II, Midelt,
Morocco.
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Despite this minimal improvement, the probability of correct integer estimation using the IR

estimator to fix the ambiguity is particularly low (Teunissen et al., 1999). Therefore, in the case

only one satellite is available, the float solution is used. Panel C shows the results obtained

if more then one satellite is observed in parallel (maximum of 3 satellites) and the ambiguities

are fixed using the LAMBDA method. The standard deviation of the fixed solution in this case

is 0.05 m.

Figure 5.23: Calculated water level height changes for several successive days. In green: If
only one satellite is visible, the float solution will be used. If redundant satellites are available,
the fixed solution will be used. Data source: February 25, 2012 until March 2, 2012 (DOY: 56 -
62), Terrace, An Bihn hotel, Can Tho City, Vietnam.
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The use of redundant satellites improves as expected, the accuracy of the extracted water level

height changes up to several centimetres.

The importance of the satellite redundancy is again underlined in the results obtained in the

experiment conducted in Morocco, where up to four satellites could be observed in parallel.

In this case, the standard deviation using all the available satellites with the L1 frequency is

0.11 m for the float solution and 0.10 m for the fixed solution. If the results are analysed from

the point of view of redundant satellites, a standard deviation of 0.17 m for the float solution and

0.13 m for the fixed solution is acquired if only one satellite with L1 frequency is used. In the

case redundant satellites are available, the obtained results show this time a standard deviation

of 0.05 m using the LAMBDA method over periods of more than an hour.

The increase in satellite redundancy during the measurement campaign conducted in Morocco

was due to the following two reasons. First, the open view of the receiver antenna on the area

of interest that gives the possibility to track satellites on a larger elevation range than in the

constellation of Vietnam. Second, the dam water surface was smooth so that the coherency of

the signals was maintained over longer observation period.

Figures 5.23 show the final results for all the selected days based on the following findings:

only L1 phase observations are used, if only one satellite is available the float solution will

be used otherwise the fixed solution based on the LAMBDA method is used. In this case, the

overall standard deviation of the solutions is 0.18 m. However, for the float solutions, a standard

deviation of 0.20 m is found and for the fixed solutions a standard deviation of 0.07 m.
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Conclusion and Outlook

In the last years extreme flood events occur more frequently in Vietnam. Global Positioning

System-Reflectometry (GPS-R) reveals new perspectives for water level monitoring. To test

the possibility of using this innovative technique as a gauge instrument, two measurement

campaigns were conducted in Can Tho City in Vietnam in 2012 and 2013.

Compared to code observations, the use of phase observations has the potential to offer more

accurate results. However, its use depends on the coherency of the phase observation and

on the resolution of the ambiguity. To test the impact of the antenna geometry on the quality

and quantity of the recorded coherent phase observations two different antenna heights with

a difference in altitude of 10 m were used. A thorough analysis of the recorded observations

showed that for both antenna position, data coherency was partially or entirely destroyed due

to the heavy ship traffic on the observed section of the Mekong Delta River so that the recorded

data could not be directly used. Given the high number of recorded reflection events with a

sampling rate of 1 Hz, an automated method was developed to isolate coherent data. For

this purpose, a Least-Squares (LS)-based ellipse fitting was used, showing a rate of correctly

classified data of 82%.

The analysis of the as coherent extracted phase observation showed that only around 50% of

the recorded data could be used and that 95% of them are on the L1 frequency only with a

continuous recording time of at least 10 min. The challenge was thus to develop a complete

algorithm based on the L1 phase observation only. A further analysis showed also a high num-

ber of cycle slips as well as multipath effects other than the reflections off the water surface. All

mostly caused by the objects surrounding the antennas. The proposed algorithm has therefore

two main steps: a preprocessing step to correct for the cycle slips and the multipath effects and

a processing step that enables the calculation of the sought water level height.

In the preprocessing step, first the presence of cycle slips are mitigated. Restricted to the

use of single frequency phase observations and the fact that the phase observations showed

a mean noise level of 0.05 m, the proposed algorithm based on a running mean could not

always properly differentiate between small cycle slips and noise. This phenomenon has been

demonstrated in the analysis of the results where outliers of several metres appeared in the

135
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calculation of water level height due to undetected cycle slips. The proposed method could

be improved by the addition of code observation as they are not affected by cycle slips. In

a second step, the presence of multipath effects is mitigated by using the Empirical Mode

Decomposition (EMD) method. The main advantage of the EMD method is that it is fully data-

driven and can be applied to any complex data set. There is also no need for an a-priori base,

as with, for example, trigonometric functions in the case of the Fourier transform or a mother

wavelet in the case of the Wavelet transform. There is also no condition set to the data such

as linearity or/and stationary. The EMD method decomposes the input signal into sub-signals

called Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF). Simulation results showed that the extracted number of

IMFs do not reflected the number of multipath signals. The proposed strategy to overcome

this problem, is to use a phase model based on the approximate satellite-receiver-reflector

geometry information. The IMF combination that best fitted the model are isolated as the "real"

water reflections. By applying this filter, it was possible to achieve an improvement of several

centimetres on the estimated altimetric information showing the high potential of this method.

However, also here the proposed method can be improved like the use of a more complex

method to define more accurately the upper and the lower envelop used to extract the single

IMFs or the use of the (Noise Assisted Data Analysis) (NADA) EMD-method to isolate more

correctly each single multipath effects in a single IMF (Hirrle, 2016).

After these pre-processing steps, the water level height was calculated using the LS method.

As only L1 phase observation from a unique satellite were available, a model for all remain-

ing systematic errors has to be selected carefully to be able to reach the set decimetre level

of accuracy. Due to the short horizontal distances between the antennas and the reflection

events, a planar model of the Earth surface sufficient as the difference to the more sophis-

ticated spherical model shows a difference of only 3 mm for the used antenna constellation.

To correct for the tropospheric delay, the model developed by Cardellach et al. (2011) can be

used if the corresponding ZTDs and Hatm for the Vietnam station which has been determined

within this thesis are used. Simulations showed also the necessity to correct for the Antenna

Phase Centre (APC) and Phase Centre Offset (PCO) as well as for the Phase Wind Up (PWU)

(Beyerle, 2009). Indeed, due to the inclination between the horizontally placed antenna and

the antenna tilted toward the reflecting water surface, the built difference between direct and

reflected incoming signal do not eliminate these systematic errors although a zero baseline is

used.

The advantage of using phase observations is that the fraction of the incoming cycle can be

measured within the millimetre. However this benefit can only be used if the ambiguous integer

number of cycles is correctly resolved. As mostly only coherent phase observations on the L1

frequency from a single satellite are available, the geometric changes of the satellite is used

for this aim. Simulations showed that the minimum time span of observation needed to reach

the decimetre level was 5 min but to get more reliable results a timespan of 25 min should be

used. However, as mostly only around 10 min of continuous coherent phase observation are

available, the timespan was set to 10 min. As a consequence, water level height output are

also given in this frequency under the condition of coherent phase observation.
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The proposed algorithm demonstrates that altimetric information about the reflecting water sur-

face can be recovered with an Root Mean Square (RMS) of 0.28 m. Furthermore, it was also

shown that the use of redundant satellites improved the water level results to an RMS of 0.05 m,

even if only a single frequency was used. This shows the potential that a GPS-R phase-based

method could significantly contribute to altimetry applications where observation with high spa-

tial and dense temporal resolution are needed.

However, in the case study of the Can Tho river section of the Mekong Delta, the use of phase-

based GPS-R as a flood-monitoring instrument is not possible, as continuous monitoring of

water levels is necessary. Thus an important task for the future is to reduce the amount of data

gaps in the time series to get a reliable monitoring instrument. This could be done by carefully

choosing the placement of the antennas. Additionally, to overcome the high loss of coherency

due to the roughness of the reflecting surface, GPS-R still requires further research especially

in the optimization of receivers and antennas for GPS-R applications (Löfgren et al., 2011).

This will enable improvement in information extraction and analysis.
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